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The IWF/Wùrid Bank program# In Zambia:
It# Impact on Food Security

AB8TRACT

This study analyses the impact of the Structural Adjustment 
Programme designed in the 1960s by the World Bank and for the 
most part by the International Monetary Fund (IMP) for the 
Republic of Zambia on that country's food security situation. 
Empirically, the study demonstrates that Zambia'a food
insecurity problems were exacerbated by the IMF/World Bank
Programme. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the most
vulnerable groups of Zambian society —  the rural and urban 
poor, and specifically women, children, and youth
experienced the greatest deterioration of their food security 
condition. It is shown, contrary to the standard World Bank/IMF 
view, that Zambia's condition of crisis (as it unfolded in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s), came about as a result of factors 
which were exceedingly extrinsic to Zambia's control. Moreover, 
it is argued is that both the World Bank and especially the IMF 
neglected to consider these critical factors when writing out 
the prescription for Zambia's economic ailments, in so doing the 
Bretton Woods institutions assumed the leadership role in the 
package of forces that contributed to the deterioration of 
social conditions in the country —  notably the food security 
situation. The study concludes by drawing some general 
parallels between the case of Zambia and sub-Saharan Africa and 
by making some general observations and recommendations 
regarding IMF/World Bank adjustment programmes.

Btulo Ntnuel Carvalho iua#bio - Nova footla, August, 1###.
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C H A P T E R  1 
INTRODUCTION AND TRESIS STATEMENT

1.1 OVXfiVItW OF ZAHBIk

I f  i t  took tie  expM tatioo o t bâSt o t tie  ÿo b e to  be w is tü ia  todty, im w m â ^
f^b e a  w ill i t  t a k e i t ^

Oiwki

D taing the w i(deperiod o f w ritteahàtory, i t is  oat tl»  w akera bat tiero b b ea  w iobave 
beeain control o f the wmM.

SsCttlTMClBS

Politically speaking, the Republic of Zambia emancipated
itself on October 24, 1964. As is the case with the majority of 
new-borns in Africa, and indeed in the developing world, Zambia 
too was born into a debt which it had not incurred . "At
independence, Zambia inherited a debt of over K50 million from 
the colonial government. The debt was one which Zambia has
never since been able to shake off."i In typical mercantile
pattern established under British colonial domination and 
enforced through centuries old Navigation Acts, Zambia emerged 
as a country heavily dependent on imports and rigidly dependent 
on a single export for most of its foreign revenues,̂ As a

UdmCWL ZamMft Drtt mil Povmlv.S
* TlwKfevi|ttion AcW, ■ MiMof iMutflsiiuBtd mtte IMceitittyby dwEî llib Parliansd, itiMid dwtMiUef 
tbe edttdd lyiami k tiw «iriy, « flmt Bdtidi EngiiM. 11k ad «f 1651 NdtiiMtf <11 fiodiiem (rfAsMfett, Ada
Buiepm imiduei could bi Imperted ism Bailêd «dy is BaiU* iM|» «  thwi df dm «wày of flri|ta. Thi 
Mc«j|itka Ad of 1660 jxddMtid dl ibnip ddje Awa M e  butvMaa BflidiM und im MioBiM aul twMdM ttil 
indt to Eo|lldi4wUt aad SagUilt««WMd iMcdi wiA itt Eaitt A <u4>tdn mkI ■ «MW did uai t5 tNKMill Boiiiilk 
b dto amuBcntod fiotda oommodittoi, Mdi i t  sdur, totaeeo, asd dat the oekotoi could UN^ uuly to 
Esilaad w to aiKiditr Britiib adctty. Tito Siai^ Ad of 166) Ibitade dm di^ppioi of SuroMB | 04di to <ba 
cotHiiai «KMpt dueu|h Ea^iftd or Walaa, aid addtkttd ac (3 to 1673 aM 16!to tttod toBtoi fvriMC lodebolaB 
aadpwvida dftotor «uOxeflMBt Ort|lfldly aiuKd at audidiag tte Duicb Om dtt]wdttMEii|llib Mda aad



result of British Imperialisn decreed by laws dating back to 
1651, copper accounted for over 90 per cent of Zambia's exports 
at the time of independence. It was estimated that, by 1964, 
the British South Africa Con^any, had extracted more than 680 
million in royalty payments for its supposed legal ownership of 
mineral resources, while the British Treasury had collected £40 
million in taxes and spent only 65 million on the territory.^ 
In the mid-1970s world copper prices plummeted while oil, which 
Zand)is must import, rose sharply. Rising oil prices, world
recession, inherited debts, and conflicts around its borders,
became the key factors of Zambia's worsening economic
conditions. By 1982 Zaitbia had to export four times as much 
copper as it did in 1970 to import the same amount of goods; 
terms of trade were indeed deteriorating rapidly for Zambia.
As revenues shrivelled the Government found its deficit widening 
as it attempted to deliver basic needs to the Zambian population 
with declining resources. By the late 1970s spending was over 
twice the government revenue. Zambia began turning to the IMP 
and to the World Bank and increasing its foreign loans in the 
early 1970s. Relations with the IMF remained sparse until 1983 
when, in the midst of financial and economic crisis Zambia, was 
introduced to a series of adjustments and reforms which were

o8e IMHMd ai imidi M MMiMka of ESfUdt Oildieite t t  fit» ddlbemte fonmmeit peli<7, 8m Ktvi|tiiim 
Adi iaeei|w«*ed bMk iMMioBlia ÉiiumiitidBi tie; ihi wluae ef w«M tmde iw  fixed wid that ooloeiei 
imsad fiw Am iNiiiflt of 8w iMfint «wntiy.

* WsagWisei 8miKWWWIdi#«f8mNi4ilWA*MimWi,mABkim|isi*d#wlmbhabW MMMUai saw part efZimlNïNM AlWt AttdiiAt (IWI) «r Ml ûsktf, MdUbsi Am fbusdeof
WM##WW#ldS.LiW#iMiisiiiiWmA^ hlWW#mtidd#im8i»mlnssliaftUi kis|(km m «pab il(^ RiMâM iiW» Moa faed««t s N)il diarte <Mitk« 8tt BtWili SMth Afttei OdiVMÿ. IUmAn kilii|iMi4 ibi Mtwiidea M gnaÉv Ml esH^ teiiwld fighm sw aU Mditeb i«di.



supported by stand-by agreements with the IMP. Despite these 
'moderate reforms', the colonial legacy, rising oil prices, 
Western economic policies, among them high interest rates, the 
international economic crisis, decline in export revenues, 
corruption, and military conflicts around Zambia's borders, 
made it impossible for the Government to correct imbalances 
stemming from pre-independence times. In light of intense 
external payment problems and a liquidity crisis, in October 
1985 the government announced the 'radical' adjustment programme 
designed by the IMP̂ ; the austerity measures were the harshest 
the food insecure and highly indebted country had seen to date. 
So severe were these policies that in 1986 the country 
experienced the first ever food riots in its history. This study 
looks at the food security consequences of this ZMP/Norld Bank 
package which endured until its abrupt and violent demise in 
1S37.

The Republic of Zambia is a landlocked country of south 
central Africa. The far ranging significance of Zambia's 
landlocked situation is further discussed in subsequent 
chapters. it la bordered on the south by Zimbabwe and the 
Caprivi strip of Namibia, on the south-east by Mozambique, on 
the east by Malawi, on the west by Angola. Known as Northern 
Rhodesia under British colonial rule, Zambia gained political 
indépendance in 1964*.

1

cmWgWddyaddamplyamwtmmm*. mmmsbimllli|W% 
oosfliim oftlw mml of gMd lbni|n  M duuie iMBiMi and SDtU.

* Ai iMU be dittUMod m limr dMfiUn, tiMiiognflded loesdoe «r ZutdMa via ft Ml l t i s i i # 0Mi iMU ÿlqedâ 
lifoifieim n k  b  Zis8di*i edd i lad m OMfeefBi diMi. 3
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Land and Rasouroas
The land surface of Zambia consists of a series of gently 

undulating plateaus broken by isolated low mountain ranges. The 
highest elevations are found near the Malawi border, the 
lowest, in the south-east with clay soils of marginal 
agricultural value. These soils become more fertile in the 
lower plateau. The river valleys are covered with fertile 
alluvial soils. Vegetation ranges from forest to open 
grassland. The plateau areas are characterised by wooded 
savannah and tall grasses, whereas in the river valleys the 
mopani tree is predominant.

Zambia is dominated by a tropical savannah climate. Most 
of the country has a single rainy season with a January maximum. 
The rains last from about 190 days in the north to fewer than 
120 days in the south. Precipitation in the northern half of the 
country averages 1,219 mm and in the southern half 838 per 
year. Temperatures range from 16 degrees to 27 degrees in the 
cool season (May to August) and from 28 degrees to 32 degrees 
in the hot season (August to November).

Zambia's rivers are concentrated in two systems. in the 
north the major rivers are the Chambeshi and the Luapula, which 
rises in Lake Bangweulu. They drain eventually into the Congo 
River. In the south the Zambezi River and its tributaries form 
the major river system. Lake Tanganyika limits Zambia's 
northern boundary (Map 1}.



Zambia has a wealth of mineral resources, especially 
copper, lead, zinc, and coal.® The Copperbelt, where moat 
mining takes place, lies north of Lusaka along the Zairian 
border (Map 1).

P#opl#
As a result of 19th-century colonialism and the 

imperialistic carving of the globe into "spheres of influence" 
by the European powers (a leading figure of which was the 
British financier and South African statesman Cecil Rhodes) 
Zambia's population is ethnically diverse. Most of the 
population is of Bantu origin (including Bemba, Tonga, Malawi, 
Lozi, and Lunda), although San and Twa live in some areas. The 
national language is English, but several other major language 
groups managed to survive and are used, including Bemba. About 
72 per cent of Zambia's population are Christian or combine 
Christianity with traditional African beliefs. Most of the 
remainder practice traditional African religions, with small

* AlttiouiH copper Is esUnmted to nui out by the year 200(1.
'  CmU Jo b s  Rhodes ( 1853 -1902) w u  » British imperialist and statesman who helped establish British rule in 

southern Aâica. Rhodes went to southern AAice in 1870 to join his brother Herbert on •  cotton firnn. SufaaequenUy 
he went to the newly discovered diamond fields at Kimberley, where between 1871 and 1888 he became a rich 
num. He fbmted the De Beers Mining Company and eventually controlled 90 percent o f the world's diamond 
pioductirm. Rhodes also acquired a substantial stake in the gold fields o f the Transvaal and became pnmineni ' 
politics. In 1890 he took office as prime minister o f Cape Colony, resolving to work for an understanding between 
British and Afiikamss and fina  policy guaranteeing them both equaligf unsbr the British flag. Rhedee meanwhile 
used Ms infiuanca and wealth to create a  new Britiât foothold north of the Transvaal, to reduce Afrikaner political 
influmce in southern Africa, and to promote the (batttu o f a British eitqsire Ihun the *Cmw to Cairo." In 1889 he 
teceivad from the British govemmeut a  charter setting up the Brtttsh South Africa Company with vast 
administrative powers. The company occupied Mashoiialamd In 1890, and three years later it# forceedefoatod the 
kingdom of the Kdebele. By theeadoftheoentuiy Rhodails company ooatroHad a huge area, including Southern 
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia) whidt w *e named for him.



Hindu and Muslim minorities. The percentage of the population 
living in urban areas is increasing rapidly; a condition 
intensified by Zambia's extreme and unwavering dependence on 
copper, by its powerlessness to diversify it economy, and by the 
increasing debt load. Lusaka, the capital, is the country's 
largest city. Other major centres are the Copperbelt cities of 
Kitwe and Ndola (Map 1). Zambia has one of the highest rates of 
population growth in the world.®

Educational expansion at the primary and secondary levels 
has been rapid since independence. The University of Zambia was 
founded in 1965. Both educational and health-care facilities 
exist in rural areas, however, insufficiently.

Eoonomio Activity
A detailed discussion of Zambia's economy is presented in 

Chapter two. What follows is intended to be a brief general 
overview. Economic development since the early 20th century has 
been based on the exploitation of the copper mines. "At 
independence in 1964, Zambia was basically a mining camp, with a 
large hinterland that supplied cheap labour, and a very small 
manufacturing sector, which was overwhelmingly owned by 
foreigners. Zambia produces about 7 per cent of the world's 
copper, ranking fifth in the world, as well as sizeable amounts 
of lead, zinc, cobalt, phosphates, and other minerals. Small 
amounts of coal are also mined. The dependence on minerals,

'  Zifflbia** mmuml populmlkm pow th evo ifod  3.2 paccnt in dm IMOa (AfHca 2.9 peraent).
*Buidatte,iM 9,
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which contributed to over 90 per cent of export earnings In 
1988, has left Zambia dangerously vulnerable. Falling copper 
prices since 1975 have reduced export income and lessened 
Zambia's ability to service its large foreign debt. In 
addition, Zambia's commercially recoverable copper reserves are 
expected to be nearly exhausted by the year 2000.

Manufacturing has been promoted through the Industrial 
Development Corporation on a 51 per cent government-49 per cent 
private sector ownership plan that encompasses the copper mines 
and smelters, iron and steel mills, fertiliser plants, a cobalt 
refinery, and brick factories. Manufactured goods include 
processed foodstuffs and various consumer goods.

Hydroelectricity is produced at the huge Kariba Dam on the 
Zambezi, on the Kafue River, and at victoria Falls. Coal- 
produced electricity is significant in the Copperbelt (Map 1).

Railroads are the chief means of transporting landlocked 
Zambia's products to the sea. As will be discussed in subsequent 
chapters this highly vulnerable reality has negatively affected 
Zambia's trade and development considerably. To lessen
dependence on South African ports, a rail link from the 
Copperbelt through Tanzania to the sea was completed in 1976 
with Chinese aid (Maps 1 and 2}.

OovtmiMnt
According to the constitution of 1973, Zambia is a 

republic, with a president and a unicameral legislature elected 
to 5-year terms. A one-party state was declared in 1972, but
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the constitution was amended in December 1990 to permit multiple 
political parties. A draft constitution introduced in 1991 
proposed restricting the president to two 5-year terms, 
abolishing the office of prime minister, and creating a two- 
house legislature.

History
The geographical area now referred to as Zambia was first 

settled by African peoples in the 8th century AD. 
Archaeological evidence suggests that these early Africans were 
involved in a variety of trades, including mining and smelting 
ore to make weapons and tools.However, what in fact must be 
credited to the British is the colonial legacy present in Zambia 
since their arrival.

In 1851, David Livingstone crossed the Zambezi River from 
the south and spent the next 20 years exploring what is now 
Zambia. In the late 19th century the British South Africa 
Company began making treaties with the local chiefs in what was 
then known as Northern Rhodesia. Following the 1924 British 
administrative take-over of the region and the discovery of 
copper in the late 1920s, many Europeans immigrated to the area. 
In 1953, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), 
and Nyasaland (now Malawi) were brought together by the British 
into the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. This federation 
lasted until 1962, when Nyasaland pulled out, followed by 
Northern Rhodesia in 1963. Independence for Zambia followed on

"  Sctmtu CiMiy, yjMwWür a  rnwnev iw 1990. g.
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October 2 4 , 1964. Relations with Southern Rhodesia became
strained after the 1965 unilateral declaration o f independence 
by the white minority government, and Zambia's flow of goods 
through Rhodesia was interrupted. Falling copper prices, a huge 
foreign debt, military conflicts in neighbouring countries, and 
destabilisation measures inflicted on Zambia by white South 
Africa meant that Zambia's economic problems did not end when 
Rhodesia gained independence as Zimbabwe in 1980.

Kenneth D. Kaunda, who had served as president since 
independence, was praised abroad for his anti-apartheid stance. 
His popularity at home, however, declined with the standard of 
living. Economic austerity measures imposed at the insistence 
of the IMF led to riots in 1986 and 1990. Kaunda legalised 
multiple political parties in December 1990, and multiparty 
elections— the first in nearly 20 years— were held in 1991. 
Kaunda was defeated by the former chairman of the Zambian 
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) and staunch advocate for 
multiparty system in Zambia, Frederick Chlluba, who became 
president on November 2, 1991. Chiluba's Movement for Multiparty 
Democracy captured 124 of 150 legislative seats. Dr. Kaunda whd 
announced that he would return to Zambia's political scene has 
been under government surveillance since 1994.

1.2 THESIS STATEMENT

In this study I will argue that the structural Adjustment 
Programs designed in the 1980s by the World Bank and for the

• rtj rjk.
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most past by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for the 
Republic of Zambiaf not only failed to address the country’s 
food insecurity problems but in fact exacerbated the food 
situation of the Zambian people. Moreover, I will demonstrate 
that the most vulnerable groups of Zambian society —  the rural 
and urban poor, and specifically women, children, and youth —  
experienced the greatest deterioration of their food security 

condition. Tha thesis statsmant under consideration is: that 
food insecurity in Zambia is exaceAated by that country's 
mr/world bank designed structural adjustment programme. This 

statement will be tested by an investigation of the social and 

economic statistics on the Zambian economy.
It will be argued, contrary to the standard World Bank/IMF 

view, that Zambia’s condition of crisis (as it unfolded in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s), came about as a result of factors 
which were exceedingly extrinsic to Zambia’s control. The 
thesis does not allege that either the IMF or the World Bank are 
the source of Zambia’s misfortunes; it is not the intent of this 
study to identify the Bretton Woods Institutions as the root of 
Zambir’s problems. The harsh colonial legacy brought to bear by 
imperialistic British subjugation through the South African 
Mining company and the subsequent consequences of such 
repressive policies; including a state of utter dependency, the 
external debt inherited with independence, declining copper 
prices, the precarious constitution of the international 
economic order, destabilisation efforts by white south Africa 
and Rhodesia, and increasing oil prices confronted Zambia
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witTiout IMF or World Bank interaction. What ia argued la that 1both the World Bank and especially the IMF neglected to consldwt
these critical factors when writing out the prescription for 
Zambia's economic ailments and in so doing assumed the 
leadership role in the package of forces that contributed to the 
deterioration of social conditions in the country —  notably 
the food security situation. For this very reason the 
structural adjustment programmes implemented from 1980 to 1987, 
and the 1985-1987 package specifically, were not only doomed to 
fail but were certain to exacerbate Zambia's economic, 
political, and social problems, not the least of which is; the 
impact on the food security situation of the Zambian people, the 
focus of this thesis.

The thesis does not propose to exonerate the consequences 
of internal problems such as corruption; nor does it suggest 
that Zambia's state planning was flawless. However, the th*#l# 
will argue that the mr/World Batik pro gramme failed to eonfroat 
the root oauses of Zambia's économie probleam and aggravated the 
oountry'a debt situation by failing to mgpreoiate the eeonsmie 
and social environnant created by British isperialism; the 
destabilisation efforts of white South Africa and Mhodeeia; the 
lepaot of not enjoying one single day of peace in neighbouring 
countries since independence (Migp 2); the volatility of Zambia' # 
dapendent position in the world ^stsm; the eentinuous influe of 
refugees from neighbouring war torn eeuntries. Zn addition , it 
is argued that ZMP/irorld Bank policies and pteseriptione failed

%
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to Idontlfy tlM wcrld •oonoado ordar, partlaularly th# polioi## 
puratMKl by th# Norths ## th# prédominant r#a#xveir of Zambia^ a 
o*i#i#.* A# a raault, th# Bretton Wood# programme# further 
undermined the food eeeuri^ of the Zabbian people. It aill be 
argued that XMP/World Bank atruotural adjuatnant program# 
negleoted the## eruolal peeuliaritie# and, by reducing real 
income# in the public aeotor while causing the consumer price 
index to soar, fuelled the very corrtytion and inefficiency in 
the civil service which the Bretton wood# Institution# are so 
fond of idwitifying a# the major source of Zambia's economic 
woes.

1 .3  METHODOLOGY

This study has relied on primary anU secondary material 
alike.Research was conducted in Halifax with sources from a 
number of libraries throughout Canada and overseas. Inasmuch as 
possible I have made every effort to secure primary and 
secondary sources from Zambia and from the African continent in 
general. The Internet proved to be an excellent source of 
important information and a timely way of contacting and

"  For (a) *MordiiBb> the C^CDtiweeoitomicdpiwttttiiitiet dented dw South tv  Œ C D nH m ben  in the
fimn o f nmWwilf Inde b e iie n  ia worth twiee Ûw amual flow of official doeelopmcit aseietanco (b) High inteteat 
li ta p a lk iM .. eaiwcimflydmiasflw"Ke#mkewlmiom

‘Ml U worth aeifiaiiihg  dufl R id u id  M y  (UNKIBP). Maieia Biwddte (Noiflidouth Inalbite), amimia Cleary 
(C A FO D lm dPeflV dtoly redded a d  worfcedb Zambia. AUlrtM waitta.LMwwtawiiia. Ravi atdhati, awl 
Vmliamdtfiaahamasiiasoh at the O m w eiiy of Zambia. D om % M aiam ba h a  member o f the Naflnwl 
CommlaaiM o f  Dawkfanam I^aatiiog, Ltuika, Zaadtm lim a, their paiioaal aoomaito piwvicb bm luiM e laimary 
itaadHM f'enpW kal data.
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obtaining Information from international organisations am# as 
the FAO, World Bank, UNICEF, IMF, Save the Children Fund, 
Bread for the World Institute, and the Catholic Fund for
Overseas Development. This approach allowed for the procurement
of primary and secondary sources not available in North America. 
As well, it provided a means of exchanging ideas with others, 
including some of the authors of the secondary sources
consulted. Ideally, I would have welcomed the opportunity to
rely more intensely on Zambian (or African) primary sources. 
Unfortunately time and budgetary constraints did not permit such 
undertaking.

For the most part the study relies on empirical evidence.
However, given the author's physical location and the
constraints mentioned above, some qualitative interpretations 
are made throughout the thesis as well.

1,4 FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

As Maxwell points out, there are close to two hundred 
definitions of the term "food security." Since the mid-1970s, 
the concept has "evolved, developed, multiplied, and
diversified."1* The proliferation of the term "food security" is
indicative of the nature of the food problem as it is felt by 
the most vulnerable.

"  Simon NUxwell. "Food S ocud^ A PoeM odom  P m petive" . P oodM ky. Moy 1996,155
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Food insecurity has become the round about way of 
discussing hunger problems in the 1990s. There are no accurate 
figures on the numbers affected by food insecurity; based on 
the FAO's and World Bank's definitions half of the human 
population may be easily considered food insecure —  or even 
more. Figures provided are usually concerned with 
undernutrition, hunger, or malnutrition not with the broader 
definition of food insecurity, and thus exclude notions of 
vulnerability or sustainabiltiy.

Estimates of the number of undernourished people vary a 
great deal from as low as half a billion to two billion. The 
WFC, PAO, WHO, and World Bank all have different figures. This 
in itself poses a significant obstacle for the "war on food 
Insecurity." Obviously the same views that dominate each study 
will also influence the policies to be implemented,

Ibod Mourity belongs both to the realm of development and 
the realm of security studies. The term is both political and 
value ridden. As Nef and Vanderkop posit it is far from being a 
neutral and purely technical notion. The food security paradigm 
entails explicit policy options and solutions to handle 
normatively defined socio-political problems. The definition of 
what and whose is the problem (i.e. food insecurity), which are 
the root causes, its assunptions, and its likely forms of 
management are intrinsically political questions.

A q s N s fm d  k k sk e  VmKkdmp "Food Systoni and Food Security in la tin  America; A Syttemki^Pimaeh to 
PoUlka.ldeok)|y end Technology.** In The Warid Pood Criiii. edited bv 1.1. Ham Bektor. 97-13B. 1990.
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The Reverend Thomas Halthus Is still referred to by nearly 
everyone talking about food security. Statements range from "so 
far Halthus has been proven wrong" to " Malthus must be smiling 
in his grave". In 1798, Malthus published an essay on the 
principle of population, as it affects the future improvement of 
society. It was an attack on theories of eternal human 
progress. Malthus argued that the standard of living of the 
masses cannot be improved because the power of rupulation is 
indefinitely greater than the power of the earth to produce 
subsistence for 'man'. Population, he asserted, when unchecked 
by war, famine, or disease, would increase by a geometric ratio 
but subsistence only by an arithmetic one. In the middle of the 
19th century neo-Malthusianism emerged. The major critique of 
Malthus came from Marx and Engels. They argued that there was 
no law of population; the organisation of any society for 
production created its own laws of population. Capitaliam 
created the surplus population of the unemployed and this was 
not due to resource scarcity. Scarcity was not a natural 
phenomenon but a creation of the capitalist mode of production. 
There were no food shortages. The problem was the capitalist 
mode of production and distribution. Science and technology 
would enable humanity to overcome relatively scarce resources.

Colonialism eased population pressures in Europe and so 
provided a safety mechanism; and so Malthus was proved wrong for 
over a century. In 1820 Malthus warned of the disastrous 
consequences if humans were able to produced unlimited food in a 
limited space. So the question which the neo-Maithusians would
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take up was that of the earth's carrying capacity. It is no 
longer a question of "can we produce more food?" but "what are 
the consequences of doing so?

The former world rood Council in a report by the executive 
director identifies cwo quite different and identifiable 
discourses in the literature of food security; the conventional 
and the eritieal approaches.

The conventional approach, the roots of mainstream 
thinking on food security, is a result of western rural
development experiences and of modernisation theory. This
approach is grounded in an orthodox, reformist, and culture 
bound conception of development where:
moderniaation-wee temi aatio wetabili tymdevelopment ; privi leging 
the domestic and international status quo. Development here is 
seen entirely in terms of economic growth with "trickle down"
effects and is geared to the prevention of Third World
insurrections.

This perspective focuses mostly on production dysfunctions 
in the food system which create Insecurity at the international, 
regional, and international levels. The conventional approach 
sees the causes of food Insecurity as stemming from so called 
developing world conditions —  technological, environmental, and 
political but mostly demographic. The solution is defined mostly 
in the context of a North American perspective. This can be 
traced back to the grain surplus policies of PL 480 food for



p*wo* and labar on tha Vnlbad dtataa food aaourity aet of 1974.̂ ^
With the use of grain as an instrument of foreign policy.This 
view was widely expressed by Robert McNamara and Dr. Norman 
Borlaus usually referred to as the father of the green 
revolution. The United States Government made its food aid to 
the South conditional on the adoption of Green Revolution 
techniques. The idea was not simply to create new markets for 
expanding American chemical or tractor industries but also to 
promote "social stability." The Green Evolution was seen as an 
alternative to agrarian reform. This notion was more directly 
expressed at the international level by the creation of the 
Cereal Import Facility established in 1981 under the control of 
the IMF. "The facility has provided credits of at least SDR 300 
million to,..LDCs, however, drawings are restricted to the 
country's credit standing with the IMF...the facility goes part 
way towards a system of world food insurance.""

The conventional approach is rooted in orthodox 
development theories where international co-operation, Western 
technology and population stabilisation measures play a pivotal 
role. It also focuses on a neo-Malthusian view where growing 
population, diminishing resources are regarded as the central 
problems of food insecurity. This approach rests on the notions 
of comparative advantages.

"  A fkr World Wat II, SMlline te m  productivity caused a groat uccutnulatiM of smplusos, which wwe raduead 
tiuough the Pood for i^Mce pragratn. m 1 9 H  e id  through MibaldiNd sales eoufitriaa of the “South.’’

"  It is worth maitticmhig that US Senator iosse Holms itudstod that cigatattaa bo Includod In the Ibod pmgiam on tie 
ftMiudti that‘historically these sales have developed now miticots for Amariean tobacco."

'* KAO fepott quoted in Nef attd Vaadedtop, Ilf.
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The former World Food Council of the UN referred to this 
approach as narrow in focus, both in the definition of the 
problem and the solution to food security. Food security in the 
growth economic view means first and foremost, the stability of 
the international wheat market controlled by a few first world 
wheat producers, mainly in the United States. It concentrates 
on three major con^onents: (a) the llberelieatlon of trade
barriera in agricultural produotn <b) the eatmbliahmant of grain 
rroaervea throughout the world, especially in the producing 
countries and (c) the creation and erpansion of insurance 
edhemee and financial facilities underwritten by the 
industrialised nations." Dennis Avery and Stephen Moore are 

quite representative of the conventional approach literature.
The Critical ApproaA contains a variety of positions 

around one common perspective ranging from radical 
revolutionary*® approaches, theology of liberation*̂ , basic 
needs, and ecologism.

The central unifying feature of this alternative is the 
perceived need to solve food security problems from within each 
region and country. It stresses political autonomy and 
endogenous decision making without the imposed prescriptions and 
interference of external forces (i.e. World Bank, IMF). Self- 
sufficiency and self-reliance are key objectives of this

■®NefimdVi«letkop.na
"  M am htt. Amdtmmta] dw nie t in dte existina fiditiail, «eoiwmin. m d loeial order.
"  libnntka Tbnehgy, fira und «1 a tana in 1971 hy Otunavo âutieitiBS, a Fenivian Roman CaAoUo Priaat, is a 
idMd of tlMUgfat aauig Ulb AsMrfeaa (^liM aceeriioi to whkb tha |ow>al of Amis Cliriat donawts that the 
Chntdt «meantttmt its afRxts <m Uberatitw tiw paoido of the worid Worn poverty sad opixeHiofl.
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counter-discourse,^* The critical perspective sees distribution 
functions as having a relative autonomy from production. in 
other words, increases in production will not automatically 
translate into a reduction of food insecurity. The central 
issue here is poverty, resulting from socio-economic and 
political structures which make the poor powerless and poorer. 
The critical school sees food security as essentially a 
political issue. The critical approach is much broader in its 
definition of food security than the conventional approach. It 
looks at food as a basic human right not as a commodity. The 
analysis centres on need orientation, self-reliance and 
autonomy.

Unlike the conventional approach the critical approach 
sees the international system not as the solution to food 
insecurity in the South but as a major cause of it, and it does 
not consider internal demographic and technological factors as 
the central causes of food insecurity. It focuses on systemic 
social, political and economic reorganisation to address the 
food problem. Drawing on Dependency Theory and World Systems 
Theory it challenges the assumptions of mutual and comparative 
advantages. It sees food power and conventional food security 
schemes as an instrument that provides the "centre", especially 
the United States, with a powerful weapon In the North-South 
conflict. Food security is then seen as a crucial part of 
national and international security especially in regards to 
Western wheat exports and food aid. some of the key proponents

** Nef and Vanderkop
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who subscribe to the critical approach are: Solon Barraclough, 
Susan George, Francis Moore Lappé and Joseph Collins, as well as 
a number of writers from the UN Research institute for Social 
Development and the Economic commission for Latin America. Food 
security is not an issue that fits into traditional political 
categories.*̂  The neo-Malthusians often refer to inequities of 
wealth, income, and power in the world while making issues of 
distribution secondary. Social change is not high on their 
priority list. The Marxists and others, on the other hand, are 
concerned with distribution and emphasise social change while 
issues of finite resources, environmental pollution are not as 
fundamental.

The thesis study, while not specifically identified with 
one specific school, evidently identifies itself with the 
oritioel epproeoh.

1.5 DEPIMIT10H8: FOOD SECURITY AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT 

Food Soourity

In the years since the World Food Conference in 1974, the 
concept of "food security" has evolved, developed, multiplied 
and diversified. At last count, there were close to two hundred 
different definitions of the term.*̂  The World Bank uses the 
following approach:

»N«fmndVmnd«Aop
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ïood êtenxttÿ, tbougb lutwspMMd la m»y w#y#, la datlnal hw* u  
«wwaa ht « U  paopl# at all tlaas ta aaaaÿk food for aa aetlv» 
lie*. Vkm oaaaatial olaarnata of tbo World Baak daflaltioa «ro the 
availability of food and tb# ability to aoguir# it. Aar# aro 
two kind# of Inaaqurity: dhronio and tranaitocy. Obronia food
inaoourity ia a eoatiauoualy Inada^iato diat oaaaod by tto 
inability to aoqaira food. It affocta bouaabolda that 
paraiatantly lack tha ability aithar to hty food or to
pxoduoa tbair own. Tranaitory food inaoouri^ ia a tawporary 
donttwo in a houaahold'a aooaaa to anootfh food. It raaalta from 
laatahiliQr la food prleaa, food prodooû.on, or houaahold inaomaa 
—  and ia Ita woraa foma, it produoaa famino."

The Pood and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 

(FAQ) concept of food security is: "to mnsurm that all paoplm
at mil timas hmva both phymioml and aoenomio aooaaa to tha baalo 
food thmy noad",** Both the PAO*a and the World Bank's definitions of 

food security are merely analogous expressions of the same concept. The 
thesis refers to both the World Bank and the PAO' a definitions when 

discussing the concept of food security."

Structural Adjuatnant
The concept of Structural Adjustment is delved in detail

in Chapter Three. For the purposes of the study a working
definition will be presented here.

Since the mid-1970s, as a consequence of the "debt crisis" 
and other developments, new economic policies have been
"proposed" to many developing countries by a number of
international organisations such as the IMF and the World Bank, 
an other institutions, under the general heading of structural

W*ld Beik. Povmtv mad Human Imum and Oudon* Hr Food k  ibMloehSlCAmM#. 1996.1.

* FAO., Food Security Policy hwiw in Wait Aflrici: Pm* l^wotttJnd Jutum PwawWi. 1990.17.
”  Pur gtatwiBrt* Hiteimtfln im the ftind «aeurity thame oaa; Jfliopih H  HuIm. jtetmma. AfdmdÉUW — << S'"*
199); Soke L. BaamlOMAWoilj&llUiW, >991; Phillip,FnUr. Urn Worid Pood PwhlasL 1992; 1 Naf wd 
J. Vntdiafcnti jftvid SwooM. md ünod jtooariiy to I jthi Amifka. 19S». IbomimAvmv. "Sadaa tho Plonot Wilh 
Peaieldo, '. (Ed.) Booald Baiky, fhsTmmSmisof'nioPlmmL 199S; Simon Maxwsil. "Food Soem% A  Poa* 
Modem PMpmtive", Food Mi». Why 1996.
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adjustment programmes. For the purposes of this study the focus 
remains on st#X»llls#tlon and struetusal adjustnent policies 
designed by the IMP and the World Bank. Collectively, these 
measures are defined as Structural Adjustmant throughout the 
paper. These cover a wide spectrum of proposals, from tight 
monetary policy to tax system reforms and rate of exchange 
adjustments. The general idea behind these proposals is that 
the debt crisis is essentially a result of inefficient economic 
structures. Therefore the solution is one of structural 
adjustment.

The IMF approach is one of stabilisation. The World Bank 
focuses on the longer term economic policies which are intended 
to supplement IMF measures. "However, almost all structural 
adjustment measures (under IMF/World Bank model) have a common 
underlying principle —  namely to increase the role of the 
private sector in the economy and reduce that of the public 
sector; and more generally to move the economy towards a free 
market system."̂ ® For the purposes of the thesis the term 
structural adjustswnt will refer to the collective IMF/World 
Bank measures of: trade reform’’̂; reforming the tax system to 
increase the efficiency of tax collection, broaden the tax base, 
and reduce tax rateŝ °; market deregulation^; strengthening the

"DiVHlWoadwuil. Pdx. AdhuSmart. a id  Pttvaty is PevdopiMComitriaL 37.

"  'fhii jflBludM the fttuvtl of sMdko, price contrail nd  radooh#, tte ratoxatioa of govcmnwat ngoladoiu such 
wmlnlmmsepiragulaioocw.
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financial position of public enterprises^; making the economy 
more open to foreign investmentŝ ; reforming the financial 
system^; and the removal of distortions in important productive 
sectors of the economy (e.g. agriculture, coal, copper, etc.).

By raising their prices to mvkd leveb, cuttiflg Mmddia», ckttiof down or mianatliini unprofitable ptinli or 
services, reducing staffing levels atvd by privatlstni where poHtbie

"  This includes easing restrictions, shnpliiying bureaucratie procedtim, and httpvoving the acceae of fimign 
investors to foreign exchange.

^  By, anK»g ether things, ledueing the restrictions bnpDsad oil banb ̂  the fcveinment, catling or eliininariiig 
measures aimed at directing credit to specific sectors Of akSe, and milting credit suheidiea
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1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS ARGUMENT

This study is divided into five chapters. Chapter one 
provides a geographical, historical, political, cultural, and 
economic overview of tha Republic of Zambie. The first chapter 

also serves to daaoribe the methodology and the framework of 
analyeia as well as to present the thesis statamsnt. The 

working definitions of structural adjustment and food security 
are provided in this chapter along with a description of the 
structure of the thesie.

Chi^ter two is a review of the Zambian economy. The first 
part of this chapter examines the colonial economy of pre- 

independence Zambia; the post-liberation period (1964-1973); and 
the adjustment period (1973-1987). This review involves a 

description of some critical conditions under which Structural 
Adjustment was implemented: As such, it provides the context for 
the analysis, and argument that follows.

chapter three traces the origins of the Bratton Woods 
Institutions as well as their purpose and agenda. A discussion 
of the orthodox theory on which IHP/World Bank adjustment 

programmes are based as well as the critiqua of the theory will 
be presented here. Additionally, Zambia's IMF/World Bank 
structural adjustment programma is examined. The Bretton Woods 
Institutions first infiltrated Zambia in the early 1970s with 
two distinct periods of economic adjustment being identified in



this chapter; the "mod#r#t# Mfeciu'* period lasting fcon 1973 to 
1984 and the ^radical xmtoxam" period from 1985 to 1987.

Chapter four Is a detailed analysis of the polioies which, 
during the course of the "radical" IMF/World Bank adjustment 
period, exacerbated food insecurity and what apeoifia groups 
within Zambian society wars most affaoted by these policies and 
their outcomes.

The fifth chapter concludes the study by reiterating the 
key arguments presented in the previous chapters and by: making 
some general oonraants regarding the Bretton Weeds Institutions* 
relationship to feed insecurity in Zambia; by drawing some 
prevalent parallels to food insecurity in #ub-Baharan Africa 
from this study; by making seras general observations regarding 
the frenzy of the counter "revolution; and by generating some 
general considerations and reoommandations regarding structural 
adjustment programmes vis-d-vis justice, smrality and human 
rights proclamations repeatedly advanced by the international 
eoaminity.



CHAPTER 2 
A REVIEW OF THE ZAMBIAN ECONOMY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The bridge between Zambia's economic woes and its vast 
untapped potential can be traced back to the days of David 
Livingstone and Cecil Rhodes. The economic, social, and 
political structures enforced on the people of that African, 
region for the benefit of foreign investors and British 
interests, were the colonial seeds that would eventually 
flourish into Zambia's economic crisis of the 1970s and 1980s. 
A century before its political liberation Zambia was forged 
into a territory heavily dependent on mining. This externally 
in^osed path of development would shackle Zambia into the new 
millennium.

Zambia's economy may be reviewed in two distinct phases: a 
pre-adjustment period from 1850 to 1972, and the adjustment 
period from 1973 to present. The pre-adjustment period was 
characterised by the years prior to independence, i.e. between 
1850 and 1963, and the post independence phase from 1964 to 
1972. The main focus of this economic review is on the 
adjustment decades between 1973 and 1987. However, in order 
that the reader may have a better appreciation of the economic 
and social dislocation associated with structural adjustment in



the country under review, it is necessary for the writer to 
provide a brief historical account of the political economy 
Zambia during the pre- and post-independence phases. This 
chapter is divided into four sections, namely the pre
independence period, the First Republic between 1964 and 1972, 
and the adjustment phase from 1973 to 1987. The fourth section 
of this chapter specifically reviews Zambian agricultural and 
food production,

2.2 THE PRE-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

The different paoplaa of modern Zambia have long and Important, 
though separate, histories. Zambia was not a "nation" as defined 
by common language, kinship, political authority, oi geographical 
distinctiveness until it was pieced together by British 
mercantile interests in the late nineteenth century...the modern 
Zambian economy was oriented toward the external markets of tha 
Western industrial states and South Africa.^

The mining of copper increased rapidly during the 1930s, 
when large foreign companies (mostly British, South African, and 
American) opened the deep underground mines of the Copperbelt. 
By 1939, over 200 000 tonnes of copper were being produced each 
year with large profits for the companies. Under a colour bar 
regime the best jobs and skilled professions were restricted to 
whites only. As well, where whites and blacks performed the 
same function the whites earned six times as much as the blacks. 
This polarisation of highly paid specialised and technical jobs 
would haunt Zambia's development efforts for decades to come.
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Despite its vast agricultural potential, the region was 
never allowed to diversify and copper remained the main source 
of revenue from which goods would be imported from the outside, 
mostly from Britain. "At the time of independence in 1S64, 
Zambia had very few factories making the things it needed. Even 
the simplest things such as matches and handkerchiefs were 
imported from Britain and to a lesser extent from South 
Africa".^ Profits were transferred from the copper industry in 
Zambia to Britain. Restitution in the form of interest 
payments, dividends, and profits were exported out of the region 
as profits increased through the 1940s. "By 1945, £l.S million 
was externalised in this fashion; in 1949 the total had reached 
£9.5 million, which was 30 per cent of th': total export earnings 
of the territory."^

Thus, in 1964, landlocked Zambia liberated itself 
politically but emerged as a new nation heavily dependent on one 
product copper for over 90 per cent of ita income; a 
highly illiterate and unskilled population (all the mine 
managers and engineers were foreigners and the mines were 
foreignly owned); in debt; and heavily dependent on the outside 
for most of its necessities. The crisis facing Zambia in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s cannot be fully understood without 
due consideration of these encumbering factors inherited from 
British colonial rule.

**TitMlhy Holme#, |9 M ,49.
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2.3 THE FIRST REPUBLIC, 1964-1972

At tb* end of the colonial period there was in most African state 
a highly developed state machine and veneer of parliamentary 
democracy concealing a coercive state run by an elite of 
bureaucrats with practically unlimited power...a professional 
army and a police force with an officer corps largely retained in 
Western military academies and chieftaincy used to administering 
at the local level on behalf of the colonial government."
The post-Independence period, from 1964 to 1973, presented 

the government with the difficult task of diversifying the 
economy, educating and meeting the basic needs of the Zambian 
people, and attempting to undo decades of imperialistic 
structures and conditions that had left Zambia a highly 
dependent and vulnerable country to the precarious nature of the 
world economic and political structures. By most accounts, the 
Zambian government was considerably successful; especially In 
view of the structures and respective indicators inherited from 
colonial days (Tables 1 and 2}. In the aftermath of liberation 
Zambia's state development planning delivered unprecedented 
standard of living gains to its population.
Tebla 1: Haalth and Education, Zambia, 1964-1974
Year Health 

(Kunbar of Hospitals and 
Health Centres)

Hospitals Health Centïsa andOllnlcn
Prlwary

Education 
(Student Enrolments)

Seootidary Unlve/sity Tsshnloal* Adult

1964 48 306 378,600 13,900 0 800 2,700

1968 62 419

1972 H  .......  .....

1974 858,191 66,744 i,6i2 5,666 ■Sï;'57î'“"

"  FuadnHne O. Anmvihi “Th» littefwaHatml MtmMÉini Ruwl tvH the tVtV IVohUnm” ill Th# IwtpltoeMaM r f
CCMdiÜMiditv. 179-195.
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*lnsXud«ii trtdas tcalnlng soucca: fwdmtta, 198S

Zambia's economy grew, for the moat part due to favourable 
world copper prices, between 1964 and 1974. The economic 
prosperity of the First Republic fuelled desperately needed 
improvements in Zambia's social services. Health, education, 
infrastructure and nutrition witnessed unprecedented 
gains(Tables 1,2,3). The prominent UNICEF economist Richard 
Jolly, who lived in Zambia during this period, characterises the 
country's situation:

Just after independence Zambie vaa one of the richest countries 
in Africa and ona of tha fastest growing. They were expanding 
their education systems very rapidly; they were putting down 
coeds. There were so many ways in whidi it was a dynamic 
economy."

Tabla 2: Importa, Oroaa Coital formation, food Production,
Energy, loads, Communications, and Hospital Bads, Zambia, 
1068-1970

Year Exports 
of Goods

and 
Services 
(K m)

Gross 
Capital 
Formation 

(K ml

Total Food 
Production

(index
numbers

1961-65-1001

Electric
Energy

Production
(kWh 

millions)

Roads
Total
length
(tan)

Communications
Telephones Radios 

(000')

Hospital
Beds

■■"WeS jeé.i 1SS.9 108 '^4s 33,gfb 34.6 34.2 8,316
226.2 124 ' 33,514 30.j 37.1 8,716
2^4.2 il'S 600 33,319 43.3 41.1 9,210

éi4.à iiô 6 M 33,590 4?.?----- 41.9 9,970
éèi.^ TiV.ÿ iài 688 34,676 51.0 44.2 i6,

li7Û ds^.4 314.3 121 949
'

33,853 52. Ô 46.5 11,910
svstsgA
yescly
growth
1965-70

G T  "" 17% 41 .6% — éï'" 7%

Source;

^R khitdfellv. A A m s'sPsoow n. Uollsil Nmionrn DepsMmait of bf<anuttkti, United Natiens, New Yodt. 1990.
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Tabla 3: Contribution of coppar Znduatcy to OOP, Ravanua* and 
Exporta, Zambia, 1963-1969

Year Net
Domestic
Product

(K
m illion)

Contribution 
to GDP

(K m) (%)

Government
Revenue

(K m illion)

Contribution
to

Government
Revenue

IK ml (1)

Copper
value 
o f Exporte 
IK ml11 ion)

and Cobalt
con tribu tion  
of Exporta 

<♦)

1963 394 173 44 72 25 34 239 92

1964 474 216 45 108 57 Si iÔ2 W
1965 6li 2 46 40 189 134 71 347 93

1966 742 342 46 255 163 64 465 95

1967 842 334 40 2 76 146 53 440 ^4
1968 930 365 39 306 183 éO 520 96
1969 1 ,1 6 4 «31 54 461 237 59 729 ------------ 57 -

Source: Burdeet«, 19B

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew at an impressive 
yearly average of 12 per cent while exports and gross capital 
formation Increased at an annual average of 12 and 17 per cent 
respectively in the seven years following liberation (Tables 2 
and 3)

The external forces of the world economic order, 
particularly the OPEC oil crisis, plummeting copper prices, and 
the military conflicts circumventing Zambia's borders in the 
1970s would soon undermine Zambia's economy and lead the country 
to the speculation of the Bretton Woods Institutions.

^TheeonoqimorMviiigaidiflVMetMttâfisoaitnltoitqrepliiulknoflheaeoaisiilciyitom. biCMDetktoms, 
wviog i l  iflconw thst b  ikX ooiuufliRl or ipettt fir  GUReni pufpom by hoiMhttkto (pesMUl MWni), iNUÉMitM

bx memeb).RidbMSmeS<seuniioiy*lmb*is# 
b In&ifbinied iiilo iMdiKdiw capiei  ̂(priwrte iatieilmatf» b  NiidaSiil aid 001^^ 
eiuiimbttt iiid tib imiuubtktt tif bvMttoriM aid ptttk wotb Mdi w fwdi m4 dMb). EcoaoniSi Ota 
biiMth#iMn«#pMAmad«ndW6mlmeamml Orwt npébi fbnMibi tflchdM dipraobtion (Ae 
mduc&mb Wu«i^i*iebibe#wmaidWlMbpMllmnsÜonebW#ii$,
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2.4 THE ADJUSTMENT PERIOD, 1973-1967 

1973 Rtoda»i»n A*gz###ien

Southern Africa today may be viewed aa an economic region 
bound together by a transport network through which flow 
essential trade and the most strategic of the non-fuel 
minerals." Thus, the continuation of the economic development 
of landlocked nations such as Zambia depends upon the transport 
infrastructure of neighbouring states, primarily South Africa, 
and in the case of Zambia, Angola, Mozambique, and former
Rhodesia.

On January 9, 1973, Ian Smith closed the border between 
Rhodesia and Zambia." Zambia^a overshadowing concern of the 
early 1970s was the security situation it faced in respect to 
Rhodesia. Many were the landmine explosions that occurred along 
the border with Rhodesia and bonds blasts within Zambian
territory resulting in death and injury for Zambian people. Up 
to the time of Smith's border closure, Zambia shipped SO per 
cent of its exports and received over 60 per cent of its imports 
via the southern routes (Maps 1 and 2 ). According to a study
conducted by a UN Security Council Team sent to Zambia,

tan Douglt* Smith tadRhodMta(iww2imbtiNM)bitattiilat«nl(taebntk»oriade|Mflitaiiee(UIM)ftomihe 
UnitedKlu#dm in I96S. WthvaeAMetaetadmpnHimeatimlMS. In IMl ha (bunded the RbodMtanFioot 
innty, a vddtaetfnmedd otitDianiott aaddni indapeadeM. A i taedei of the iMity. Smith tweame pdme 
mittiMerin 1%4.
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Rhodesian aggression vaa estimated to cost Zambia some K136m 

($227m) from 1973-1974.*^ As a direct result of Rhodesia's 

aggression and Zambia's necessity to create new transport 

routes, shortages were felt in a number of items including, 

cooking oil, soap, steel, and timber. As well, the 

manufacturing sector faced some slowdown due to shortage of 

inputs from imports. Additionally, higher transport costs (such 

as flying in spare parts and mining equipment) and delays in 

getting supplies adversely affected the economy. Zambia was 

faced with the task of expanding its truck fleet to be used on 

the Malawi and East African trade routes (Map 2). It has been 

estimated that if the border closure had not occurred, copper 

production and sales would have exceeded 1972 levels. Thanks to 

favourable world metal prices, low level of imports, and

Eurodollar loans Zambia managed to do quite well in 1973 (Table

4). As well, the World Bank granted a K75 million loan for the

completion of the Kafue River dam"(Map 1).

FIgUM 1: Oapaolly m M«MW «I toMthsI

iMe m emymimFW#

wfs iir4 ttni
• Base Year 

SourtMi ttorlà Bsak/ IS9S

** CdkLdgum tad 10.S DryidiJe(Bda.X ^
** latum  and DrysWe, 1974, 138.
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T«bl« 4: Valia* of B aqpoart#  and Impoart#, Povolgn Trad# 
trlo*#^ TozjM of Trad#, Capacity to Import & 
Salanea of Paymant# indloatcra, 1973-1987

Tear vaiM
ÙÊ

Averts
m$rn)

VUae
ùf

JaportM
(m$rn)

Bqpert*»
arises
n w m )

Apart*
Arises

facaw
sf

ftrade*
fornW

Cspasi^
t o

X tp o x t
ffmaba
tn)

Balaase
o f

Voyamot
s

fovdal
1979 1,14'}.6 535.0 96.4 41.4 232.8 21,812.5 12̂ .9
1974 1,407.0 787.0 122.6 53.5 229.0 21,258.2 156.6
1975 810.0 929.0 72.6 57.6 126.1 10,449.1 -721.2
1974 1,040.0 655.0 81.0 58.6 138.2 13,495.8 -124.7
1977 897.0 670.0 75.0 63.6 117.9 11,107.4 -217.2
1979 869.0 629.0 77.4 70.7 109.4 8,909.5 -297.8
1979 1,376.0 750.0 109.5 86.9 126.1 11,150.8 36.8
1990 1,299.0 1,111.0 119.0 101.0 117.9 9,202.7 -537,5
1991 1,074.0 1,062.0 97.6 97.0 100.7 5,398.9 -733,6
1992 1,022.0 1,001.0 84.5 94.9 89.0 5,018.9 -565.0
1999 825.0 703.0 90.5 90.9 99.5 5,833.6 -270.9
1994 661.0 1,170.0 79.8 89.9 88.7 5,744.9 -152.6
1995 547.0 714.0 81.0 90.9 89.0 6,703.9 -398.5
1994 704.0 603.0 79.8 92.9 85.8 7,290.9 -350.2
1997 873.0 739.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 8,512.4 -247.7

SourtMx t lo t ld  Bank, i 99S

1974 Dêclinittf Jtavwaaaa aaad XDoroaaod Transport Cbata
*The 1973 closing by Rhodesia of the Zambezi frontiers had 

coat the country 186.7 million Kwacha by early 1974, of which 
only less than one-fifth has been made good by the international 
community," ®̂ Transport problems continued to afflict Zambia's 
economy. The ON Assistance Programme in Zambia calculated the 
costa of the rapidly diversify transport routes to be in excess

' l a p m a d  Diyidale. 1973,316



of K186 million by 1975, of which only K40 million (leaving 
Zambia with some 80 percent of the cost) was given by the 
international aid community. "The dramatic rise in transport 
costs everywhere has exacerbated Zambia's problems."** As 
Zambian transport activity doubled from 1973 to 1974, Bast 
African ports like Dar es Salaam became heavily congested 
causing great difficulties for Zambia's export and import 
capability. Increased expenses on Zambian East African port 
traffic came into effect in May of 1974 raising import and 
export costs by an estimated 50 per cent and 400 per cent 
respectively.*"' This prompted a diversion of traffic to the 
Lobito port of Angola (Map 2}. Zambia's economy was further 
aggravated by surcharges raised on all East African ports as 
well as Lobito; the piling up of inserts on all routes; delayed 
transport of exports; either because of lack of shipping, truck 
or road capacity.

Copper revenues experienced a rough tide aa world prices 
jumped to a record £1,400 in mid 1974 and then dropped to £800 a 
few months later. Agriculture faced two major problems* 
abnormally wet weather and maize was threatened by an outbreak 
of fusarium, a disease caused by the unusual wet conditions* 
The year introduced declining but favourable terms of trade as 
prices of imports increased.

** Legttffl mud Diyidtle, 1974,33> 
*' Ugum tad Diyidtia, 1974,336
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Two loans were provided by the World Dank for a combined
962.1 million credit. The country's balance of payments 
remained favourable.

1979 Cppper gomm fog a ride
The Zambian economy was attacked from a number of fronts; 

military conflicts around its borders which not only disrupted 
trade but forced increasing numbers of refugees into Zambian 
territory; and the inherent instability of the international 
economic system perilously battered terms of trade via declining 
copper prices and escalating import costs.

Angola's escalating civil war increased transportation 
difficulties and trade costs in Zambia." As a result of 
Rhodesia's closure of its border with Zambia and the urgency of 
the latter to me ve its imports and exports from a landlocked 
position to sea, Benguela Railways in Angola assumed a steep 
cargo responsibility" (Map 2), Zambian exports via Benguela 
grew from 145, 000 tons in 1972 to nearly 450, 000 tons in 1974; 
a 210 per cent climb in two years. The civil war in Angola 
decimated Zambia's trade aa the Benguela railway closed down 
with Zambia's exports and imports trapped on the route.

* bIWSdmwwisleedBalmidmMPlApwdmdaiuAwwdsnd&iuAAAbeoimolwcmMedlheAmgols-NmmiMm 
bontnrudmanhidtowirdLunda.

* BsBguda. ■ |XM db  aid imdiKld (m dm Atlaatic OctM to wwum A n|i^  wu fbuodad in 1617 and
leamnWof RdxDMMMlqoblsNpmmko, FmmmQrysmBiogwdawwlhsimyofWmdmmAwminem)» 
lkm bW A#l% 2#bd#edW bdm dZW ià. Fran 197Sto 1991,thiavittltmkMMnwMdisuiiMdby 
rivUiMriaAafgk TTmns|miiiedftctiofBflBiuda*tdiaru|ilknwerfiew««iiiieguaiBeftrZimbit*itnde 
Md «mmtt «ooeenk dtwdofeiant.

"L tfum  Md Oiyadnk 197S, M i



As Tables 4 and 5 distinctly Illustrate Zambia's balance 
of payments and terms of trade were badly pounded in 1975 by 
external factors. Copper, the country's overwhelmingly source 
of foreign currency, saw its prices plunge aa import costs, 
especially for oil, increased disproportionately." The unusually 
high world market prices for copper encouraged production 
further adversely stretching the gap between supply and demand, 
The inflation rate on such items as flour, margarine, and bread 
reached some 20 per cent. Subsequently, Zambia turned to the 
outside for financial assistance at a greater level than it had 
done before. Among other lenders, the IMF sold Zambia an

Table 5: Copper BMPorts and Price#
Year Exports 

( '000 tonnes)
LMB

Copper Price*
Export Value as 
% of 1970-1972

Î970-1972
(average)

677 148 100

1974-1976
(average)

687 109 n
1979-1981
(average)

609 87 6)

1982 607 , 67 ii
1983 551 74 41
1964 530 60 Î2
1965 479 61 29

Souroet Young, 1983

* Pric« aa quoted a t  London Metal Exchange |IME|,e%preaaed in  cen ts per pound, converted 
to  1982 constan t d o lla rs .

In ÜW «8t^ 197DI, OPEC lalMd ixiMt ce ends oil to Irneb ihM led «svm eedttdnfc dSBto OQ all «tt*ispntini 
eoimliiw. TImtt imi •  fcwiMd iaeim» to 1973-74 âksm, T lw  allkts w s  tW stoBd immidMy, epielalli# 
todavdoptafciwalhH. H#mpdwWp#tmtom*M«dWUtominWdmtWpmdimb#«Mto#bom#, 
11» fifliodd feMtoSN of dw todwtriilM «odd sow nAxad by tlw lMi»y tomlai of fltt fioiii, (aaMt tiat 
nuriuti t o  toi egnito flf toe toMdndepsi oMsiftoi dmalu eldto d  dM MS» ttow dM (litM to#» MiMlrtoi 
|Mdd to  toifieto tueattfimtwed loode fOM, totosr eutdty toio di«iio|MMOi ptoae.
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equivalent of $19 million special Drawing Rights (SDR) and $19 
million.®* Additionally a $15 million World Bank was made 
available."

1976 She «oeoeagr under s le g w

Although the government took steps towards 
diversification, copper continued to dominate Zambia's exports; 
this dependency continued to expose Zambia to external upheaval. 
Low copper prices and the mounting conflicts engulfing Zambia's 
borders sharply curtailed export revenues and significantly 
increased import costs negatively affecting the country's 
balance of payments and terms of trade. In the 1973-1976 period 
the former slipped over 200 per cent and while the latter 
deteriorated ICO per cent. (Tables 4 and 5). Although the 6NP 
did rise, in per capita terms it contracted 6.7 per cent from 
the previous year (Table 6).

The IMF extended Zambia SDR $22 million and a Zambia 
designed austerity budget was introduced, raising the costs of 
fuel, soft drinks, beer, and sugar by up to 20 per cent."

** To «Mbk iSMiriM» to ovemme effonign exGhioie, the IMF ill 1969 efid)lidied cinmicy fMMm litiitt 
C«IM Spidil Dnwini Ri^ (SnU), «]m> hoown u lold. * Mcmben tic sUoGstod SDKs in pntxition to 
dMdfquoWs,of«uhw*ipÜosK Fnm 1974to 19MthevalueofSDRiwMl»sed,iMt«n|old,hairaiiMroot 
wtî MadâMtî oftiw values offlwcunssBiei of flie 16 kadiflgtiidiiigiiatioiu. Since 1981 the SDR hutiasn 
baaed oo tfat cuiwocia ofttwBv# laraeut exporting natiooa,

**La|umM d Diyadalt, 1976,397
®®Lt|umaDd Diyidlla. 1977,432
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Tàbl* 6: WP, <mP par ompitm, Nat Waotor Inoona, Population, 
1973-1987

Year
1973

GNP
(Billiona of KMacha) 

1.47

GNP Per Capita 
(US ?)
480

Net Factor Income 
From Wjroad 

(Billiona Of Kwacha) 
-0,12

Population 
Total Urban Rural
(million) (»)
4.6 33.0 67.0

1974 1.75 590 -0.12 4.7 33.3 66.7
1975 1.46 600 -0.11 4.6 33.9 66.1
1976 1.75 560 -O.IB 5.0 34.8 65.2
1977 1.90 490 -0.09 5.1 35.8 64.2
1978 2.11 510 -0,14 5.3 37.8 62.2
1979 2.43 530 -0.23 5.5 38.8 61.2
1900 2.84 640 -0.23 5.7 39.8 60.2
1901 3.39 720 -0.10 6.0 40.0 60.0
1902 3.38 630 -0.22 6.1 40.2 59.8
1983 3.87 530 -0.32 6.3 40.5 59.5
1984 4.45 440 -0.48 6.6 40.7 59.3
1985 6.35 330 -0.72 6.9 40.9 59.1
1986 10.7 250 -2.2 7.1 41.1 58.9
1987 16.7 270 -3.1 7.3 41.3 58.7

Source I World Benk, 1995

Figura 2; pwMpto ONPatd cn%Orawth

l i n  u n  i m  i n i

Ymt

■ PwrCaMONP
■ e n

San ram World Bank, 1995
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3.977 Xnaxmmmmd a o o a a a l c  hmrdUbip

'‘The Republic of Zambia experienced the most harrowing of 

its 13 years of independence in 1977."^^ As copper prices 

continued to drop and imports prices {exacerbated by transport 

costs) and debt service payments continued to rise (see table 

7), the balance of payments continued to deteriorate along with 

terms of trade (Table 4).

Table 7: Zambie'a Debt Situation, 1970-1987 <U8$m)
rear S»tal Dxtexnal Oabta Stotal Xateraat Pagmenta

Actual As % As « Actual As % As «
Value of GNP of Value of GNP of

Bxports Exports
1970 623 36 138 29 3.7 6.4
1976 1184 54 203 52 2.4 8.9
1977 1392 60 431 60 7.7 18.1
1978 1396 52 255 46 7.1 8.4
1979 1559 51 320 93 9.7 19.7
1980 3247 90 200 98 7.1 24.4
1981 3594 92 307 106 9.5 24.0
1982 2644 100 338 88 9.4 17.0
1983 3729 119 364 78 5.1 12.6
1984 3812 150 392 63 4.0 11.3
1985 4428 186 511 42 4.7 10.2
1986 5385 362 733 55 4.0 11.8
1987 6400 - - - - -

Souraet Mmnxa, 1993

ngiiM a: taiMiMi iraketi OtM, ONT. enp«ta,

un 1477 m» lira ma tMi tati itaa iaa4 me ma i m
Y«e

S a i i r o a ;  W M iizn , 1993

A y W ak , t9 7 R 4 6 3
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As the values of exports declined by over 13 per cent, debt 
interest payments increased by over 100 per cent as a percentage 
of exports. Subsequently, the government secured the biggest 
loan ever made by the IMF to an African country.̂ ® The K322.6 
million was to be provided at a rate of 4.2 to 4.7 per cent over 
a two year period. In exchange, the IMF required Zambia to 
devalue its currency by 10 per cent and the removal of food 
price subsidies.

According to the ON Mission to Zambia, Ian Smith's border 
closure had cost Zambia £429 from 1973 to 1977. Consumers 
prices rose by 20 per cent in 1977 and production declined due 
to shortage of inputs. The World Bank extended two different 
loans to Zambia with a combined financing of K24.3 million. 
Additionally, the country purchased K18 million SDRs from the 
IMF.®’

A UN report noted that Zambia spent K2 million on 90,000 
Rhodesian and Namibian refugees.®®

1976 Moze Lonaa from tha IMF and World Baak
Although export prices in̂ iroved relative to the previous 

year, Zambia's terms of trade continued to slip and the balance 
of payments situation deteriorated nearly 40 percent compared to

®*LegunMid Diyadale, 1978.475 

Diyvdile, 1978,481 

" l< 8 u m W  D iyebk , 1980,946
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1977 (Table 4). Mounting transport costs and difficulties led to 
shortages of essential goods and a 16 per cent cost of living 
increase (Table 8).

Table 8: Index of cost of Living, Consumer Prioe Index, 
Inflation Mate, Zambia, 1977-1987

Year Index of Cost of Living
(1975-100)

Low Income High Income 
Urban Urban

Consumer 
Price Index 

(1 9 8 7 -1 0 0 )

Inflation 
Rate («)

Consumer 
Price Index 

Food 
1 9 7 8 -1 0 0

1977 - - 1 2 .7 8 • -
19") 8 166 162 1 4 .8 7 - 117
1^79 1Ô2 173 1 6 .3 2 - 134
1980 26a 196 1 8 .2 1 - 203
1 $ 8 Ï 229 2 0 .5 8 - 232
1^82 - - 2 3 .3 8 1 3 .0 255
1^63 311 328 2 7 .9 6 1 9 .4 273
1984 - - 3 3 .5 5 2 6 .0 296
1985 513 528 4 6 .0 5 3 7 .0 319
1986 - - 6 9 .9 3 5 3 .0 249
1987 1 0 0 .0 4 5 .0 416

Souraaa! Uorld Benkf 19953 Seshfflani, 19923 ECAFt various years.

The human and economic costs of Rhodesian attacks 
escalated and Zambia*s mining industry faced pitfalls of 
departing expatriates and the inability of Zambia* s labour force 
to pron^tly replace them.

As a result of its economic afflictions Zambia was added 
to the list of countries able to qualify for international 
Development fund (IDA) loans.The IMP provided Zambia h a 
credit extension of K322.6 million (SDR 315 million) to be 
disbursed over a 24 month period of which SDR K50 million was 
made available in 1978. Further World Bank and IDA leans were 
also made available.

'LepsnsK l Dijsdile, 1910,946



1970 priama and Shodmaian mttadka iawemaam

The debt reached record proportions in 1979. As a 
percentage of exports, Interest payments climbed to nearly 20 
per cent while claiming 9.7 per cent of GNP (Table 7). Thanks to 
copper price increases the total value of exports grew and the 
terms of trade improved along with the balance of payments 
position (Table 4). The consumer price index continued to rise 
with the food CPI showing a 14.5 per cent increase while the 
index of cost of living grew by 9.6 per cent and 6.7 per cent 
for the low and high income groups respectively (Table 6}.

Owing to Rhodesian attacks, military expenditures grew by 
31 per cent (compared to 10 per cent growth in education and 3 
per cent in health expenditures)form the previous year(Table 9). 
Rhodesian assaults destroyed key bridges and roads including 
Zambia's main supply route for its copper exports, the bridge 
on the Tazara Railway over the Chambeshi river (Map 1 ) As 
well, roads and bridges around Lusaka (10 bridges as well as 
roads on November 18 and 19 alone) were pounded and damaged by 
Rhodesian jets(Map 1). Additionally, the Kazungula ferry was 
destroyed resulting in shortages of soap and soap powder as 
these could not be imported from Botswana. The UN estimated the 
cost of repairs at K18 million. Nearly 30,000 tonnes of copper 
were stranded at the port of Dar es Salaam alone. ''The net

‘‘ L egum nd  Diyidete, 1980.950
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result was a loss to the country's foreign earnings of c. KlOOm" 
as over 100,000 tonnes of copper accumulated awaiting shipment.*̂  

According to the Ministry of Health, over 1000 children 
died as a result of malnutrition between 1976 and 1979. "An ILO 
study commissioned to report on the gap between low- and high-

T m b l#  9: Comparative Uses of Roaouroos, 1973-1987 
(U8$ billiona)

Ziear Off (VS9) n m t a x y Xdaoafclon
(üStm)

Bealtb
a a $ )

Per 1000 
POpalMttctx

(US$m) Per
Total 
Capi ta

Per
Total Capita 
(llS9ml (UaS)

Per
Total Capita 
(llSSn) !üfiS)

Per
Total Capita 
(USStti) (US5)

to— e 
Woramu

NkUm I
OoatoxMSmoIm»

1973 1 ,9 4 2 4 8 0 69 15 132 28 53 11 16 21 .4

1974 2 ,7 0 3 5 9 0 85 18 143 30 61 13 16 21 .4

1975 - 6 0 0 - 18 - 31 - 6 - - -

1974 2 ,5 7 5 5 6 0 301 59 163 32 67 13 12 22 .5

1977 3 ,2 9 7 4 9 0 300 59 143 27 71 13 14 23 .5

197# 3 ,4 1 2 5 1 0 223 41 132 24 68 12 14 24 .5

1979 3 ,0 0 3 5 3 0 294 52 145 26 70 12 14 24 .7

1980 3 ,5 1 4 6 4 0 516 89 160 28 87 15 14 27 .8

1981 - 7 2 0 - - - - - - - - -

1982 3 .8 6 0 6 3 0 116 19 214 35 136 22 14 28 .8

1983 3 ,5 8 7 5 3 0 137 21 206 32 68 14 14 29 .9
1984 3 ,4 4 0 4 4 0 140 21 166 28 73 11 14 30 .9

1985 - 3 3 0 - - - - - - - - -

1984 2 ,6 1 7 2 5 0 84 12 116 16 55 8 16 35 .9
1987 1 ,7 4 1 270 63 8 60 4 34 6 16 35 .9

S o u ta e t S lv a r d ,  vn eio u a years

Legum and Diyadale, 1980,954
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income groups found that one in six households was classed as 
'poor', and subject to poverty-related diseases such as 
malnutrition."®*

1980 tarewth in loans and inflation and Baath Africa attack#

Three separate World Bank loans were formalised for a 1980 
total of K138 million. The actual value of Zambia's external 
debt stood at US$ 3,247 million in 1980 showing 108 percent 
increase from the previous year. The debt strain translated 
into 77 percent of 6KP while the interest payments increased to 
a record 24.4 percent of exports (Table 7). Rhodesian and South 
African raids prompted a 76 percent rise in total military 
expenditures which now poised at a record US$640 million for the 
year. By contrast, total education and health expenditures grew 
by 10 per cent and 24 per cent respectively (Table 9).

The consumer price index showed an 11.6 per cent with the 
food CPI junking 51.5 per cent from the previous year (Table 8).

**U |um aitd  Dcytdale, 1981.904
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Both the GNP and per capita GNP showed modest growth thanks to 
strong export levels in 1980. Despite the gains in copper 
revenues and the export market in general, Zambia's balance of 
payments position remained precarious.

1981 Oeggper s lid e s , aaasqplsjneafe, defease eapeaditoaes, mad 
fcreaspert pretlmaui

Copper faced another beating in the world market resulting 
in a drop of $225 million in exports values relative to the 
previous year and an 18 per cent deterioration in Zambia's terms 
of trade. Copper production, although ameliorated over the 
previous year, suffered as a result of shortage of top-level 
staff, foreign exchange, transport problems, and subsequent 
shortage of inputs. The country's capacity to Import suffered 
a 56 per cent drop while the balance of payments faced a 36.5 
percent aggravation. Transportation costs and obstacles remained 
a heavy burden on the economy. As well, unemployment rose by 
over 12,000 to 38,090 by year's end.“

The IMF approved a three-year loan of 5DR600m in 1981 with 
the first year witnessing a SDR300m credit. Following IMF 
conditionalities the cost of living for the low income and high 
income groups ros@ 14 per cent and 17 per cent respectively; 
under IMF pressure the government removed subsidies on milk, 
maize, and sugar were among the food items facing overnight

** tagun ud DiyidMt, 19S1. U2



increases.*̂  The CPI for food exhibited a 14.3 per cent 
increase.

In response to South African attacks, Zambia's defence
expenditures continued to burden the economy.

President Keunda claimed on several occasions during 1981 
that Zambia had come under South African attack, and that 
its forces had even occupied a part of the Western Province.
The remote area was cut off from the rest of the country Cox 
a time, causing distress and famine, particularly among the
7,000 Angolan refugeea who had lived there for some years.

In per capita terms, the year showed a 13 per cent increase over 
the previous year and a 50 per cent rise in military costs since 
Rhodesia's border closure in 1973.

1902 Prios hi*##, drought, dsoaying terms of trade, 3MT 
penaltie#

Copper prices tumbled in the world market bringing down 
Zambia's export prices further deteriorating the country's terms 
of trade. Copper value declined 55 per cent from its 1970-72 
average, export prices and the terms of trade were aggravated by 
13 per cent and 12 per cent respectively, relative o the 
previous year (Tables 4 and 5}.

As export prices contracted the debt claimed record chunks 
of the GNP and exports; 100 per cent and 338 per cent 
respectively (Table 4). Zambia found itself deeper in arrears 
on its interest payments. The country's frail economy was

**11wtiwinii^rtefaodttKilourortiwJm.Sei|huin.ndU<toreaHsvsindric0. Cae»wil#ilwm4̂ «Wplels*lw 
Nohhein, North-imtiiii sad Ltapuls PhwisBei. whlli «Mill h  II» piwtoelaset itsyle iw the iwt ddw  
cM itry.

"  Lcgum and 1982,850
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further weakened by the IMF's decision to withhold the final 
portion of its loan. As the country continued its attempts to 
diversify the economy and to take steps to curb it copper 
dependency, the continuing drought caused an estimated 19 per 
cent drop in turnout." Moreover, the cattle industry was 
plagued by foot-and-mouth disease and the pork industry suffered 
from a lack of inputs (due to import shortages); both factors 
contributed to a decline in per capita food production (Table 
10). Inflation rate averaged 13 per cent for the year and the 
CPI for food jumped 14 per cent (Table 8). with unemployment 
rising faster than population growth (3.5 per cent versus 3.1 
per cent), the government made the decision of keeping 
unprofitable mines open in an effort to prevent further 
unemployment afflictions.'^ The employment situation remained 
grim especially for the younger segments of the population. 
"The Minister of Youth, Gen. Kingsley Chinkuli, told the 
National Assembly in March, 1982 that youth unen^loyment had 
reached 2,264,203"" The decision aimed at alleviating the highly 
idle young group was not welcomed by the IMF who viewed this as 
unwanted state intervention in the market. A world Bank K36 
million loan for Zambia's educational system and oil prospecting 
was made available in mid-year.

** A «Mllmafd ihiB in Iha w H ialiM  WH iMpaBdbto ibr the itMMt MV«m drn tii^  ( inid.l9a0fl) of Ww 2tNh ccatuiy, 
wUdi aflk tsd  the W<a AfHcea n c k m .
Is tu m  Mtd Dtyidite, 1M3, t6 6

"isfumaMi Dtyidik. 1912.846
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T61# 10: iMio «ooiml Indicator#, 1573-1907

rear life ngpeoeasey 
aft Birfth

mfaaft Morftelifty
Baft#

fbod BxedaeftiM 
Per csftpifta 
(1 9 B 7 » 1 0 0 )

1973 44 157 "li5'.'7
1974 44 157 129,9
1975 46 157 152.8
1976 45 157 171.5
1977 49 159 153.6
1978 48 144 136.2
1979 - - 110.7
1980 48 106 112.3
1981 - - 109.0
1982 51 - 99.8
1983 51 112 100.7
1984 52 100 93.6
1985 - - 103.0
1986 53 130 103.9
1987 52 - 100.0

Soiteua t W orld B ank, 1995/ S lv d r d , vae io u g  y e a r s

1993 Coat o f living dnexm m m oo, davaluatioa, for#* ahorùmg##
The per capita GNP dropped 16 per cent relative to 1962. 

The debt once again made record claims on exports and the QNP; 
364 per cent and 119 per cent respectively (Tables 6 and 7). 
Real incomes have been slashed an average of 55 per cant in the 
last 16 years (Table 11). Inflation peaked at 22.9 per cent." 
Items such as cooking oil, beer, soap, margarine, sugar, rice

' lagum tad Dtyeklc, 1983,876
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(all of which impacted directly on the low income group) as well 
as stockfeed witnessed the removal of price controls and 
subsequent cost increases; Maize and fertiliser prices rose by 
60 per cent.

Tgbl# 11: Indio## of R##l flalari## in th# PUblio 8#otor: 
Q#n#r#l Adminiateativ# Seal# (1975*100)

Poët
Jan
X9S7

MSP
1971

JOl

1975
«Tan
1979

Any
1990

«Tan
1992

Jan
1993

Vor
1993

Oot
1995

«Ml
1999

Omdee-Seoretary 135 132 100 60 68 59 51 45 29 19
Assistant 137 124 100 60 62 53 46 41 27 18
DiMOtor
oaivexsity 121 106 100 58 63 53 46 41 29 19

Oradnate (entry) 
DipiooHt (entxy) 119 105 100 59 67 57 50 44 31 21
lowest Paid 
Salaried 95 99 100 71 89 89 87 83 70 49
Employe#
Onskilled

Mon-latabllshed 96 100 73 85 90 91 89 75 S3

SourceI C o2oJought J988

The country's terms of trade and balance of payments 
remained negative; this condition was further aggravated by 
contraction in exports values of 19 per cent/ record debt 
figures, an 18 per cent rise in total military expenditures, and 
devaluation of the Kwacha (Tables 4, 9 and 12).
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T * b l#  12: M em lM l «nd  R ##l I f f M t l v *  B xahang* Rm t##, 1979-1917
Year Real* Nominal*
1979 102.6 ■̂*.1
1900 100.0 160.6
1981 102.2 164.6
1986 Ï14.0 116.2
1983 105.6 162.9
1984 90.8
1985 84.0 66.8
1986 4Ô.S i i . B
1987 42.7 Ï7.6

Source; young, 1988

The IMF made a stand-by loan of K271.5 million conditional 
upon a programme of devaluation, removal of subsidies, and the 
end of price controls on moat commodities. The Kwacha was now 
pegged to a basket of currencies reflecting Zambia's major 
trading partners. The loss of the Kwacha exacerbated problems 
for importers by restraining the foreign exchange available 
(forex) and by reducing the flow of spare parts and inputs. 
Basic items such as soap and tinned food could no longer be 
supplied by local industry. The IMF agreed to an SDR211.5 
million stand-by credit and the Paris Club, convened under World 
Bank leadership, agreed to reschedule Zambia's debt payments 
According to the agreement reached in Paris, "outstanding 
payments on official debts, together with interest and principal 
falling due in 1983, were to be rescheduled over ten years with 
a five year grace period.However, debt service owing to

The Farit Ctttb ia a group of creditor govtftniMali whieh SMCW to diKUM debt mdMdttUitg and Mductioa Ibr 
couiitiiM in fh« South. Hw Club ii homed by the FnnehMitiiftiyitfFiMacemdcuneatlyiimludMi: USA, United 
Kingdom. Prenee, Ocnneay, Aummlia, Auetrie, Belgium, Cenede, Demnerit, Fblend. Meed, My, Jepee, 
Nmhcrieadi, Nemey, Spain, Sweden, and Bwitwriend.

"Legumand Diyidale, 19S4,nK>
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multilateral inatitutiona had to be paid in full along with 
interest on short term-debt.

With the removal of subsidies on items such as fertiliser 
and with the shortage of forex and the continuing scourge of the 
drought (all Zambian cities experienced water shortages), 
attempts to diversify the economy continued to be frustrated. 
Food production faced a 20 per cent reduction in the 1973-1983 
period (Table 10}.

1984 Xaegmmsinç dabt, aid cat», aad dceliniag taxma of trade
The debt had reached yet another peak; it now stood at 

$3.8 billion with the debt service grabbing 4 percent (compared 
to 2 per cent for health) of GNP and 11.8 per cent of exports 
(Table 7 and 9). Relative to the preceding year, the value of 
exports plunged by 20 per cent while import values climbed 66 
per cent. Zambia's terms of trade deteriorated and the balance 
of payments remained shaky (Table 4).

The inflation rate averaged 33 per cent with the CPI 
observing an increase of 20 per cent (Table 8). Prices of mealie 
meal rose by nearly 80 per cent and rents for low and medium 
housing Increased by 30 per cent. Petrol and bread prices grew 
by 90 per cent.’̂

Confounding Zambia's economic misfortunes was the 
increasing burden of refugees now reaching 100,000. As well, 
Western aid fell to KlOO million compared to an average of K300

DiysWe, I @85, #56
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million between 1960 and 1982,’’̂ Under IMP preaaure, Zambia had 
devalued ita currency, decontrolled prices, and lifted 
subsidies; donors continued to press the government for greater 
austerity measures.'’*

With deteriorating terms of trade, increasing debt burden, 
and currency devaluation, the shortage of forex began to take 
its toll; the transport sector continued to face forex 
shortfalls which unable it to purchase spare parts; diesel 
scarcities became widespread threatening food production. 
Production of cereals, roots, tubers and plantains dropped by 6 
per cent in relation to the previous year (Table 13).

Table 13: Food Indloatore
Year Production 

of Cereals, 
Roots, 

Tubers, and 
Plantains 

(kg of cereal equivalent)

Net Cereal 
Inserts

Ikg per cap ita)

Livestock 
(thousand head)

Pish Catch 
(thousand 

of toimoa)

Food Imports
(US$ m lllioM )

1980 - " - -

1981 — “ 1,863,200 39.0
1982 - - 1,686,060 éé.à 63.6
1983 160e4 38e7 2,077,000 55.8 22.0
1984 ïli'.ï "" 36.6 2,179,700 65.0 8̂,6
1985 - 37.0 2,293,200 68.0 -

----1986 210.0 - 1,706,606 66.6
1987 156.0 21.b - - 24.6
* Thlfl figure represen ts the average food production per cap ta ,  1965-1980.
Sa u ra e i SCAF, va ria u a  y e a r s .

”  Ugum sfld Dityakle. 1982.862 
"Legum and Diyidile, 1982,866
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1985 ZMP / dÊatàbilimmtioB aomta, and riming"aoat of living
With the IMF at the steering wheel Zambia's economy made a 

'radical' turn in 1985. The country was taken off a bad road and 
abruptly placed on collision course with its own people. In 
exchange for the promise of "rescuing" the economy the IMF 
dictated a number of conditionalities: abolition of most
subsidies} currency devaluation; and private sector 
liberalisation. The consequences of taking the Zambian economy 
on such a dubious and perilous ride were soon felt by its 
people. In real terms the Kwacha was undermined by some 52 per 
cent (Table 12). GNP per capita contracted by 25 per cent; 
relative to 1975, the cost of living index junped 513 per cent 
and 528 per cent for the high and low income groups 
respectively; inflation reached 37 per cent while the CPI 
climbed 39 percentage points when compared to the previous year 
(Tables € and 8).

Zambia'a terms of trade remained highly unfavourable and 
the balance of payments registered a deterioration of 161 per 
cent setting a decade record of US$-398.5 million {Table 4). 
In addition to suffering the IMF's navigational tumult, Zambia's 
economy, according to a UNICEF report, suffered US$1.55 billion 
loss between 1980 and 1985 as a result of South African 
destabilisation; an amount equal to three times Zambia's 1985 
exports values.In terms of GDP losses Zambia ranked second 
only to Zimbabwe (Tables 4 and 14).

^  So a a w n  WH Om iiimtet afSMim A A kt’a dMtiUUMm«a nwutttw that it lad to d t t  adaiXkm o f laMludoa 43â09  
by 9w Uiüled Naüoiw O e ie a l AaaaoMy OQ 20 Daeamber 1988 atatod: *Tko O asofil AawMi5))r, 2 h i I k
95W8UËÉ.s*detaailaWa#4MaHamtlÊ#ii(taodaalaaaatbataa#W«%wMteiMaaMmMW4Aa#Maamk 
#NNaaaiao#flma5a#tW8M t W9tawas4od*rlMNn4aM#g9iaw#,ad*l##Am5*a|mMWd#alĥ of



Able 14: goonomio Coits of DMtablliootlen, 19#0-1W# 
<US$ billion*)

DtrXOBF (1980-1985) # o f
a n p

A a r i s d d  (1980-1988) t O f  
GHP

1.55 7.3 4.75-5.0 lB-2b

S(JUrC«5f VNICEF, 199»

1984 nv, vuamplojfmtntf South ACrloaa «0yM**ioa, aad «let*
The price of the main staple, maize meal, jumped by 120 

per cent. The effects of IMF conditionality were in full swing. 
The consumer price index increased by 52 per cent relative to 
the previous year while the inflation rate held at 53 per cent. 
The average loss in real income’'*' sprung to 77 per cent between 
1981 and 1986 and a World Bank report confirmed that incomes had 
fallen below 1970 levels (table 15).”

Table 15: Seal Inooma Trends, 1981-1987 (Rwadhe)
■atahBoa ZsbMiMtr OrlMS Clesl Sradoa

Sarsea
M O M  
orado 4

faar For Roil For Real For Rail Per Real For Rial Par Rasi
Hour Wigo Hour Wag* Hour Wag# Hour Wag# Hour Wage Hour Wag*

1981 39 100 44 100 105 100 95 100 49 100 303 100
1986 134 98.5 139 90.6 291 79.5 281 84.8 1.44 84.3 601 24
1987 180 95.8 185 87.3 382 75.7 372 84.5 1.71 72.9 734 23

Soorevi young, 19S9

th« Pittorfal nglM, £ n |{ |g | |  of tbs lavoulUligr of thi istem dassl «MsamdtK to wMiWi tk« pmMmm 
ortho mitoa.»jtiaiiluuMW totonsHIosoi «aaanisHy to SMdiMto to pevMi la ■ Madi'«ai oflMhi
awssof tholhtoadoli, aistorioloMd tothattoi ooobtoa# aotowoiy to oahoa# th# W4M4a d  #s4 oo8o# o

oWifoOtlMâlIk-erfiwiiiiiMtei —miwiÉMliialtvSMttii Atokm... ISnCI». CWLhoo «mthoPmotLtoo.
1919,

"T kvdw ofw ogtooB eiokhgtoaotio iito toooM idotohom ., l.o,theoaKwatof#oodiiad#«tvkoim#lM m#o## 
wiU bi^ , e isqsM d to pteviout yoott.

”  Logum and D iytdilt, 1987, tW
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Per capita GNP slipped 24 per cent relative to 1985, the 
balance of payments remaint. negative at US$-350.2 million 
(Tables 6 and 7}. Zambia's terms of trade fell another 3.5 per 
cent while the debt claimed an additional US$957 relative to the 
previous year. As a percentage of GNP the debt represented 362 
per cent in 1986 showing a 95 per cent increase over the last 12 
months. The actual value of the debt service rose by 31 per 
cent totalling US$55 million in 1986(the same amount spent on 
health for the same period); claiming 11.8 per cent of export 
earnings. Unemployment was reported by the Minister of State 
and Youth to have reached an "alarming rate" of 2 million.’®

South Africa continued to add to Zambia's destitution by 
attacking, amongst other Zambian sites, a United Nations refugee 
camp.’® Moreover, transportation costs were escalated by South 
Africa's demand for a 125 per cent deposit on transit traffic 
and by the continuing hold up of Zambian trucks at South African 
borders.®®

The costa to other southern African States has not been 
negligible. The need to maintain abnormally high levels of 
security expenditure has adversely affected...Zambia and 
Zimbabwe. In addition, the destruction and sabotage of shorter 
and cheaper trade routes has increased the freight bills 
of...Zambia and Zimbabwe, in some cases severely.®^

The year ended with the first food riots in Zambia's 
history in protest of the IMF induced price hikes. Damage to

“ Legumand Diysdide. 1987,879
In May 1986, South Afllca launched an air raid on the UNHCR'Sipported Makeni Relhgee Transit Centre. 
UNHCR, "Zambia: ReAigeea on the Front Line", Bnfillfita. November, 1987.

"  Legum and Diyadale, 1987,876
UNICEF, 13.
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property was estimated at K12 mililon^ a cost 12 per cent 
greater than the country's GNP for the year.

1987 BhOKtmgms, vmmaplaynmat, zmaozd debt, and tbe IMP brake
In May 1987, shaken by the magnitude of the food riots, 

the Zambian government removed the country's economic wheel from
the hands of the IMF. The austerity measures not only had cost
"I le country the equivalent of its 1986 GNP in damages but it 
aggravated the frail economic situation.

At the end of the IMF "radical" package, the following
could be observed in relation to 1973:
(a) The debt grew from US$1.2 billion to a new record

of US$6.4 billion; a 433 per cent increase.
(b) The balance of payments dropped from US$129.9 million 

to US$-247.7 million.
(c) In US dollars Zambia's GNP was reduced by 10 per cent.
(d) Per capita GNP fell 44 per cent.
(e) Zambia's capacity to import contracted by 70 per cent.
(f) Per capita health expenditures fell by 27 pe: cent
(g) Per capita education expenditures were cut by o6 per cent

2.6 Agrloultuze end Food Production

Zambian agriculture, as in neighbouring Angola, Zaire, 
Tanzania, and Mozambique, developed a dichotomy during colonial 
times, a small conmareial saetor and a much larger aubaiatanca 
aaotor. Unlike its neighbours, Zambia's commercial agriculture 
production was not aimed at the export market but at the work 
force in the mining sector and at the growing urban population 
which collectively provided a constantly expanding market. The 
main thrust of commercial food production emerged with the rapid
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large-scale development of mining in the Copperbelt in the 
1930a. At independence there were some 1 , 2 0 0 commercial farms, 
mil opmrmtmd by •jqpmtriatma.** With the departure of European 
and South African owners in the wake of Zambian independence 
the number of farms decreased by some 40 percent but the total 
land in the commercial sector did not. The remaining 
expatriates simply increased their holdings representing some 75 
percent of the commercial sector while the state assumed some 25 
percent. The subsistence sector consists of more than 600,000 
households in the rural areas.®® This sector chiefly produces 
such staples as maize, millet, sorghum, cassava, beans, and 
peanuts. Over 40 percent of subsistence farmers cultivate 2.5 
hectares or less, about 25 percent have between 2.5 and 4.5 
hectares, and about 20 percent farm 4.5 to 9.5 hectares.

To diversify the economy and reduce food imports, the 
government continues to invest (in as much as the colossal debt 
and foreign exchange availability permit) heavily in 
agriculture. Only seven per cent of the land area is under 
cultivation, with corn, sorghum, and cassava the chief 
subsistence crops. Large commercial farms produce maize, 
groundnuts, tobacco, vegetables, fruits, and cotton. Beef and 
dairy cattle are raised near the main population centres, and 
fish provide an important source of protein. Although 27 per 
cent of the land area is forested, the forestry industry is 
underdeveloped.

In the early 1970s, in response to inefficient marketing 
infrastructure and institutions, the Zambian government 
consolidated responsibility for these areas under the National 
Agricultural Marketing Board of Zambia (Namboard). Before the 
end of the decade the government transferred Namboard's assets 
and responsibilities to a structure of provincial anr local co
operatives. In 1980 a ten year programme (operation Food 
Production) was initiated with the aim of achieving food self

**FAO,ESN<!0Utlt(y Profile. 7ahMm. 1989, 
^BleeVkUhNUy, Zemhb: The Eccnnmv. 1996
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sufficiency and boost agricultural exports. Despite increases 
in livestock, fish catch, and production of cereals (Table 13), 
food production was not able to keep pace with population demand 
(Table 10). The degree of self-sufficiency in cereals, the major 
staple foods, declined from 96 percent in 1961-63 to 75 percent 
in 1984.®* The new marketing structure fell victim to corruption 
at the hands of small local élites. In 1985, under pressure from 
mounting public criticism, the government transferred marlteting 
responsibilities back to Namboard. However, with little state 
planning since the transfer of powers from Namboard to the 
provincial/co-operative structure, the 'new* Namboard soon added 
to the confusion in the marketing system. In compliance with the 
IMF/World Bank structural adjustment programme prices paid to 
agricultural producers were raised, especially during the 1985- 
1987 period, and greater emphasis was placed on the commercial 
agricultural sector. The impact of these measures on the 
country's food security situation is analysed in Chapter 4,

ESK-Cotmlty Ptofile, Zambia. 2.
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Figure 5: The Zambüui Economie Environment
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2 . 6  S U tM R T

lb A w m d tIu ttm ‘eom tryi»it»1iiM B g. J !u t tia ^  be te » , b a tm im vea o jo l» . 
We can’t  seM  ûtw ûbüdeea to  setooi, Uàybe atabiM agis e  good ^liag the 
co m ity ’s  w epe^debt to, bat here getting harder.*^

ZiaUaWotiaa

Like many other African countries Zambia experienced 
countless hurdles since gaining political independence in 1964• 
The steady growth witnessed in the mid to late 1960s was 
abruptly confronted with stagnation and painful decline.

At independence Zambia inherited an economic structure 
over 90 per cent dependent on one commodity. Copper did well in 
the world market until 1970. The early 1970s presented Zambia 
with a very hostile operating environment: world recession; 
military conflicts around its borders; raids on its freight and 
transport routes, and territory; increasing debt burden; adverse 
terms of trade; all operating within a colonial legacy backdrop. 
The details of this hostile environment have been explored above 
and do not require further elaboration at this point. However, 
drawing on Table 16 will assist in summarising the key points of 
Zambia's economy: per capita GNP and the terms of trade had 
never experienced such precipitous and intense drop. Zambia's 
economy was literally taken for a very rough ride. The IMF and 
World Bank assumed the pilot's seat in the early 1970s and 
offered a moderately rough route until the mid 1980s. In 1985,

Th*PfYMlYIVirmt
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the Bretton Woods Institutions chartered the Zambian economy on 
a "radically" turbulent flight path. The voyage ended violently 
in 1987 with the World Bank and IMF being kicked out of the 
captain's seat.

Formal employment shrivelled and crime and associated 
costs rose to record amounts. Already by 1984 the Minister of 
Labour and Social Services advised that 800,000 to 900,000 out 
of a labour force of 1.8 million were unemployed. About 400,000 
were employed in the formal sector and 500,000 (25 percent more 
than in the formal sector) in the informal sector.®*

The unenvloyment rate in Zambia [by 1987} had been eatimatad to 
be between 35 and 40 percent, and for the young these figures are 
much higher. In the period from 1983 to 1985, which was the 
beginning of the real cranking up of structural adjustment, there 
was an estimate of 17 percent decrease in the average of women 
ejgployment.®’’

"The provision of armed guards for fenced premises of the 
well-to-do has become [in 1987] a thriving industry."®® Poaching 
and smuggling had also become major areas of police concern. "By 
1984, robbery with violence was on the increase, so was 
burglary, reflecting the economic problems of the urban areas."*® 

By 1987 Zambia was worse off than it had been 23 years 
earlier at Independence: real salaries had never been lower; the 
country's currency was smashed; unemployment had never been so 
intense; the terms of trade were never so calamitous; the

"  L q m  snd Diyidato, 1985,858
” M tR itB w tetto , LilÉMBntliBËclMofiPwciflfae I k * ,  Speech, N ohb*m lh

luriitula, 1989

"  Legum end Diyatile, 1987,815
®* Legum end Diyedile, 1985,858
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balance of payments was in shambles; inflation was merciless;
the drought had bitterly withered any attempts at agricultural
growth; other country's military aggressions had coat Zambia US$
billions; and the total debt and its service had grown
atrociously sanguinary and beyond the country's ability to pay
it. Dismally, while the United Nations called for "the
international community to continue to provide in a timely and effective
manner the financial, material and technical aaaiatance necessary to
enhance the individual and collective capacity of the effects of
economic measures taken by South Africa", the Bretton Woods Institutions
{along with the other lenders) extracted record interest payments from

Zambia while aid donors retrenched their g e n e r o s i t y . B y  most

accounts, the cumulative pressure of the external shocks pushed
Zambia back to colonial times.

structural Adjustment is a mechanism to shift the burden of 
economic mismanagement and financial mismanagement from the North 
to the South, and from the Southern elites to the Southern 
communities and people. Structural adjustment is also a policy to 
continue colonial trade and economic patterns developed during 
the colonial period, but which the Northern powers want to 
continue in the post-colonial period. Economically speaking, we 
(countries of the South] are more dependent on the ex-colonial 
couiitries than we ever were. The world Bank and IMF are playing 
the role that our ex-colonial masters used to play.

It is evident from the data presented that IMF/World Bank 
structural adjustment added a new dynamic of economic measures 
of market liberalisation, removal of subsidies and price 
decontrol situation; subsequently many food commodity prices 
were decontrolled and subsidies removed. While the discussion 
of impacts of adjustment on food security is probed in Chapter

"U N ICEF,?.

"  Matda Zhor, lUtd WetW IMwuk, Vilayia. quoted in John Oerdunao, "The Ftee Trade Coaneetion", Kedn 
Dmahef. 30 Yem to Eaouah. 1994,28.
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four, it is indisputable at this stage of the study (based on 
the economic data presented) thut increases in food prices, 
declining incomes and market liberalisation associated with 
adjustment appear to support the thesis statement that food 
Insecurity in Zambia seems to be exacerbated by that country's 
IMF/World Bank designed structural adjustment programme. The 
following Chapter will trace the origins of the Bretton Woods 
Institutions as well as their purpose and agenda; discuss the 
orthodox theory upon which adjustment programmes are grounded; 
and examine the critique of this theory. Additionally, 
Zambia's IMF/World Bank structural adjustment programme is 
examined.
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CHAPTER 3
THE IMF, WORLD BANK, ADJUSTMENT, 

AND THE PROGRAMME IN ZAMBIA

Jbe tiimi world war baa alm dy atarted. It ia a aUeat wwr. Sot, bar ^  roaaoa, toy iaa aùtkter, 
Jiia war is tearàig down Bruil, Latia Amaiioa and jaaetùiaB  ̂all the TJtàd World, laataad of 
aoldiera dying, there are children. Ria a war over ihe Third World debt, one whieb has as ita maùt 
VKapon interest, a w e^ a more deadly than the atom bomb, more i^tterùig than a laswbem.̂

LoJm IfnâChLuÜdâSiirâ 
tMlofJSua'» Wotlun'Buty

We meant to changea nation, ùaiead we ehangeda worlt̂

ReaûiRôitu, UêO

3.1 INTRODUCTION

International development economics gained prominence as a 
field of academic and policy related endeavour following World 
War II. In July 1944, the IMF and the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development were created at the Mount 
Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, with the 
intent of creating a new international economic order in the 
wake of the Second World War. The 700 delegates at Bretton 
Woods envisioned a world where, guided by the Bretton Woods 
Institutions, improved living standards and peace would be 
sovereign. The establishment of the Bretton Woods Institutions 
was predicated on the assumption that southern economies, like

^Oanihar, xiv 
” BaUo,105.
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their European counterparts, could absorb and effectively 
utilise large infusions of capital, despite the fact that the 
Third World lacked the level of institutional infrastructure, 
the economic and social background, and the skilled personnel of 
Europe. It was the contention of prominent economists of the 
time, as well as many of their successors, that large amounts of 
foreign aid, private investment, and expanded trade 
opportunities would produce an economic "take-off and an 
export-led growth, the benefits of which would ultimately 
trickle down to even the poorest members of each society. The 
failure of this orthodox model of economic development to 
produce sustained economic well-being and growth for most Third 
World countries has come under fire especially in the last two 
decades. The purpose of this chapter is to trace the origins of 
the Bretton Woods Institutions, review the orthodox theory 
which is the tenet of Institutions' operations, and examine the 
critique waged on them. The specific Structural Adjustment 
Programme in Zambia will be reviewed in two parts: the 'moderate 
reforms' period between 1973 and 1984 and the 'radical reforms 
phase between 1985 and 1987.

3.2 THE INTERNATIONA! HONETART FUND AND THE WORLD BANK

The XnteMMtionel Monetary Fund
The International Monetary Fund (IMF), a creation of the 

Bratton Woods Conference of 1944, was established on Dec. 27, 
1945, to promote international monetary co-operation and
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exchange stability, A specialised agency of the United Nations, 
by 1991 the IMF had 154 members, with a board of governors drawn 
from every member country, 22 executive directors, and a 
managing director. It» headquarters is in Washington, DC.

Under the IMF's original rules, the members agreed not to 
alter the exchange value of their currencies beyond certain 
limits without prior consent by the IMF. Members who 
experienced balance of payments difficulties could borrow 
foreign exchange from the IMF on condition that they follow 
approved IMF policies to correct their difficulties. In the 
1970a, however, the system of fixed exchange rates gave way to 
floating rates, that is, to rates largely determined by supply 
and demand in international currency markets. In 1976 the IMF 
adopted new policies, which took effect in 1978, designed to 
help it control floating rates by exercising "firm surveillance" 
over exchange rates. Bach member country pledged to endeavour to 
direct its economic and financial policies toward the objective 
of fostering orderly economic growth with price stability.

To enable members to overcome shortages of foreign 
exchange, the IMF in 1969 established currency reserve units 
called Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), also known as "paper 
gold." MeiAbers are allocated SDRs in proportion to their quotas, 
or subscriptions. From 1974 to I960 the value of SDRs was 
based, not on gold, but rather on a weighted average of the 
values of the currencies of the 16 leading trading nations. 
Since 1981 the SDR has been based on the currencies of the five 
largest exporting nations.
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Member countries may borrow from the fund to cover 
financial emergencies, although strict conditions for these 
loans may include devaluation of the currency and limitations on 
government spending. As a number - Third World countries faced 
severe debt crises in the mid-19BOs, the IMF as lender assumed a 
very significant economic and political role. Among nations 
agreeing to IMF-monitored debt-rescheduling plans were 
Argentina, Brazil, and Zambia.

The World Bank
A specialised agency of the United Nations, the World 

Bank (officially, the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, or IBRD) was established, along with the IMF, by 
the Bretton Woods Agreement to assist European post-war 
recovery. When this initial role was absorbed by the Marshall 
Plan, the focus shifted in 1949 to loans and technical 
assistance to promote the balanced growth of international trade 
and economic development, especially in underdeveloped areas. 
The World Bank and its affiliates— the International Finance 
Corporation, International Development Association, make up 
the World Bank Group.

By 1991, membership consisted of 159 nations. Loans are 
made directly to member governments or to private enterprise on 
condition that the government guarantee the loan. Funds from 
loans are used to support a variety of long-range projects in 
such fields as energy, agriculture, and transportation, with the 
overall aim of improving living standards.
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Providing technical assistance to member nations is a 

major Bank activity. The Bank helps set up a project that may 
secure a loan, and it then directs recipients in utilising the 
loan when it is granted. With headquarters in Washington, DC, 
the Bank is run by a president and a board of governors who meet 
annually to determine policies. Decisions on loans are made by 
the 22 executive directors. Voting on loans is weighted 
according to members' contributions (capital subscription), and 
therefore the organisation is controlled by the wealthier 
nations of the North.

3 .3  ORTHODOX THEORY OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

Adjustm ent is  better tor the poor than aon^sdjuatmettf*

WwUButk CkiifBeOBmitt

I  th in ks country. beit2am bkoraayoaeehe, m'tber develops or d eco ra te s sssrv sa ltt basioal(y, o i 
ita  oxen pohciea.

Fom et Deputy Dinetor el IMF’i  Afrlee DepeAwd

In general terms, economic adjustment means changing 
economic policies so as to improve economic performance. 
Distinctions are normally made between stabilisation and 
structural adjustment.The former focuses on immediate change

”  Bello. 51
”  A fiic t’eRecoyeTV. United Neltotu Depaitment of tnfomatian, United NitkMW, New York, 1990

The terminology of adjiutmeatae noted in Woodward, 1992. tende to be Haiewhetcttilltted: for exunple, the 
term 'ad|iwlmeari:geimrmllyueedbylhelMFtorelbtoinamecooomice#elriieml,WbytheWorWBenklo 
rd'ertoslnwtitralMtjttctinetit. ( ‘stiUlieatioa’in die World Budt'elekicn) Othereaie'ei ĵuetibent'lofefiarto 
ihecoiiibiiuüionofi&BotWGOiXNidcandstructiindadiuel^ Tim letter i# dm terminology ep^Aroughoutlhle 
S u d y ln r^ m w e to b o th  Aort^erm (eiebiliemioa or meoroeeonomie) end long-tem (etrtieturel) #d|iw(menl. 
lexicon
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in macroeconomic policies including tighter monetary policies, 
reduction of the budget deficit, and exchange rate devaluation 
aimed at achieving short-term equilibrium objectives (bringing 
aggregate demand in line with available resources),lowering 
inflation, and reducing balance of payments deficits. The latter 
involves more fundamental changes in the way the economy 
operates which includes the removal or relaxation of government 
regulations affecting the ecoiomy, reform of international trade 
policies or the tax system, and privatisation; this is intended 
to allow the adjusting country under adjustment to change the 
structure of its economy to meet long-terms needs; mainly by 
permitting the 'magic' of the market to use labour and capital 
more productif.ly so as to increase economic efficiency. In 
other words, short-term policies aim to restoring the target 
economy to its pre-shock equilibrium while long-term polices 
seek to reconfigure the equilibrium itself.®’

However, the increased emphasis of the IMF on structural 
factors in addition to its traditional stabilisation programmes, 
and the move by the World Bank into stabilisation and structural 
adjustment programmes have resulted in substantial overlapping 
of concerns and responsibilities,®® Although the term structural 
adjustment' was first coined by the World Bank, structural 
adjustment programs, whether from the World Bank or the IMF are 
fundamentally the same because they are based on a common 
theory. For the purposes of this study the term 'structural

"  Lionel Demety, StniBhttal Adiiutmcni: to  Orisfau. RadiMile. and Achievancntg. 1990,30.

"  PAO. Ei&cta of.iUbiUemkn and gteuctuwl ■dlndment ctoarammee on food aaeuritv. 1989.16.
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adjustment' will be used in reference to both short-term 
(stabilisation or macroeconomic) and long-term (structural) 
adjustment.

Structural adjustment is grounded in monetarism and 
supply-side economics. Monetarism holds that increases in money 
supply are a necessary and sufficient condition for inflation. 
Two main beliefs dominate monetarism: the first is that changes 
in the money supply have a significant effect on aggregate 
demand®*; this belief is based on the premise that the demand for 
money is stable and insensitive to the rate of interest and that 
demand for goods in the economy, especially investment, is 
sensitive to the Interest rate. Together, these two elements 
determine the monetarist 'transmission mechanism', the way in 
which increases in the money supply affect spending in the 
economy (aggregate demand).The second belief dominating 
monetarism is that changes in the aggregate demand that the 
government succeeds in generating will translate in the long run 
into higher prices and not higher output. The economy will move 
toward equilibrium with money raising all prices equally. In

The sum of all demand within an economy, making up national income and eiqieitditUK. The main categoriea are; 
consumer expenditures on goods atkl aervicea. invettment in capital goods and stock), end exponi o f gooda and 
services, less expenditure on Impotts o f goods and services.
Fiscal policy is one course of action that a government follows to atabillae the national economy hy «litwtiog levels 
ofqmnding end taxation. (The other aM #  ̂  o f stabilising action is Monetary Policy,) Oovemmentapending 
is one inejor component of the aggregate detarâd for goods and serviees that directly afllKtt emidoyiMnt and 
uue«#loymemt. Changes hi tax rates intlucnce private investment and consumption, the ether two malov 
components of agpagate demand. When the economy is operating at less than fliUan^lrqnient-a situation 
deOcient aggregate demamd-Sscal policy theory indicates that government spending should beinersased and taxes 
reduced to stimulate business investment and consumerapeoding. TIte Intend xl result Is hit^ier levels of sggMgat# 
demand, national production, and em fdoym nt Ooverninentspmding should I* reduced and tax rales iriereaaed to 
d im iiM  investnieid sad  GomHimptioa whan aggiegate demand is eweMivo and the eeotwtny Mpsrienoea inflatioa. 
biconditiimsofbolh inflation and unemploytiient (stagflation, recession combined with serious inflation), se 
experienced during the late 1970s, flsoal policy decisions become doubtfid.
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short/ monetarists contend that the p r i m a r y  determinant of 
output/ employment/ and prices is the quantity of money in 
circulation. Monetarism advocates supply side economics.

Supply-side theorists believe that the economy is best 
managed by stimulating the production of goods and services— the 
supply end of the economy. Returning to the classical economics 
of Adorn Smith and Jean Baptiste Say, supply-siders hold that 
supply always creates demand, setting in motion the movement of 
products and services that provides the vital force in 
industrialised societies.Additionally, supply-siders insist 
on restraint against government deficit spending because it 
encourages inflation and against heavy government regulation of 
industry because it inhibits growth. To increase the production 
of goods and services, supply-siders call for income-tax cuts, 
which they believe will stimulate higher investment and greater 
economic activity. It is believed that a reduction in tax rates 
will have the ultimate effect of increasing government revenues 
because the incentive it provides for increased investment and 
savings will create more wealth, more jobs, and thus, 
eventually, more taxable income. Other supply side policies 
includes diminishing the ability of trade unions to inhibit the 
workings of 'free' labour market, measures to increase the

"*‘ RefennoelwreiiiM <kto A dam SH ith 'f infhtential 1776 eooaoniics book “Nature and Csuaei o f  the Woelth of 
Nation:," It: main idea: are that «hen people pumue their own aelfiah interest:, society as a whole benefftr, that 
the division o f labour in^rovea productivity and the standard of living; that c cm ^ tio n -ra fh e r than private or 
guvemment monopoly-ahould regulate prices and wages; that c o n a t io n ,  moreover, poduces socially beneficial 
cotts«{ueates; and that government should tiot interfere with market fiitces, because govMwnent* a r t  wastefiil, 
irresponsible, and unproductive. The french eoooomist Jsam B epthie Say wrote "A Treatise on Political 
Kcotiomy' popularidng the theories o f  Adam Smith. Say heheved-CMUreiy to  prevailing thought at the tim e- 
thateoomomicdepreeskos are mot caused by aggregate overproduction but am merely the .ksult of external barriers 
to the ftee «xchBugeofproditett and eervkee. According to Say's fkttou: "law of markets," pioAction creates its 
own demand, hmce no overproduction can exist.
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mobility of labour, and cutting the benefits available to those 
out of work to improve their incentive to take on work (even at 
below relative poverty income).

Thus, structural adjustment rests on three main 
components: the importance of meroeoonooda adjuetaienta, the

need for prioe# to reflect relative scarcities, and a reduction 
of the role of the stete in directing and administrating 
economic activity.Each of these components Interacts with the 
others. The ultimate objective of maoroeeonomlo adjustment is
to restore a country to external viability; to allow it to
return to a situation where it is able to finance its current 
account deficit end debt rfpeyments without resorting to
external lending, rescheduling, or concerted new loans from 
agencies suCh as the IMF and World Bank.***

As noted above, structural adjustment is based on the
orthodox neo-classical view of economics and reviewed here under 
five general principles: devaluation, tightening of monetary and 
credit policy, reducing the role of the state, getting the 
prices right, and opening the econoaqf. These measures are 

typically accompanied by capacity-building and institutional 
strengthening,

‘“ D«twry,29.
navid Wflodiwrd. Dtbt. AdiWuwbLaud Powrtv la DBWkmiimCouatrieL 1892.41, C e w e W  k w  u$ 
uegotitted G o U e c t i v e l j r  b y  all oonmerciit hmk cnditon  in the s o w d i y  u  p u t o f an ovsnll fliuneiiig ptekage in 
raqm ue to the coustiy’a inability to s e r v i c e  its debts.
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The orthodox view of devaluation makes the distinction 
between 'tradable goods' and 'non-tradable goods'.The 
rationale for devaluation in the context of adjustment 
programmes is that it increases the prices of tradable goods 
(encouraging their production and discouraging their 
consumption) while making non-tradable goods relatively cheaper. 
The aim is to reduce the domestic demand for imports and to 
reduce the domestic demand for exportable goods and leave more 
available to be exported. Simultaneously, it is intended to 
stimulate export production and import-substitutes; thus 
devaluation is meant to restore the balance of payments, 
contribute to long-term growth, and that everyone (including the 
poor) will benefit from such growth.

As noted earlier, restricting the rate of growth of the 
money supply and the availability of credit within the economy 
are key components of the monetarist dogma and as such they are 
pivotal in structural adjustment programmes. The main 
objectives of tig^t nenatacy and oradit pelioias are: to improve 
the balance of payments by controlling the rate at which 
domestic demand grows; to reduce inflation; and to prevent the 
public sector from taking too much of the available credit 
leaving too little for the private sector to invest. The other 
dominant component of monetary and credit policy is interest

TrakU t) iQodt Ate tiWM ipodi whieh nay  be ifl^Mxted or ogm tod while twn*tn(liibte foodi BKllwH goods with 
cepeclly strictly f ir  the dooeetiemaikd. There era •  number o ffeeao iu fitrt good to be tentMdnon-iradeble, 
these incltde: (•) peridtmble items e.g. breed; (b) items whose transport costs or dUBculties era excessive (c) 
danssbodly praduoed goods ora o f  infivior quslity to those eveilsMe IntenudiattAUy; (d) i t t ^  boniers lifted in 
importing country or countries; (e)dsmsod for the good ionsgli^Me.
Woodward. 82
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rates. The goal la to raéee interest rates to a level greater 
than inflation; in other words raise interest to a level where 
they are positive in real termŝ ®*, This step aims to serve 
three main purposes: to encourage greater private savings, to 
finance private investment and to increase the scope for 
financing the budget deficit from the non-bank sector; to reduce 
the demand for domestic borrowing and limit the growth of the 
money supply; and to dissuade capital flight from the country by 
increasing the rate of return available domestically relative to 
that on savings abroad.

There are three broad aspect# of the e# the rel#
of the state under structural adjustment: to reduce the size of
public spending relative to GDP; to limit the foie of the public 
sector in the production of goods and services and the provision 
of services through privatisation; and to relax or remove 
regulations and state intervention in the operation of private 
markets.’®® I n short, this component of structural adjustment 
represent a deliberate shift away from the concept of the #t### 
as an economic agent and social provider, and towards a more
negligible view of the state's role and a greater exaltation of 
the market. The underlying conviction is that markets are mor# 
effective and efficient than governments.

Unwise government intervention policies can often have
economically and ecologically debilitating consequences. But if 
politicians can resist the ever-present temptation to intervene

Real io to e s t n te s  a n  fe n m lly  n iw d  in ooe o f th n e  w iyi: by (Uieet gsvemtMBt aeUon; th n u g h  ÜM ^Gact o f
other moneteiy aitd «edit pdicies which reduce credit s u ^  while dcraind Mmaiiw tmehaared, ormes naili of 
interest fate UhetalUation which allows interest tatet tones to their msAet level.
Woodward, 151

“ Woodward, 173
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in n«tur«l eesQurc* mrketa, Amtica and tha rsst of th« world 
face a surprisingly rich resource future in the twenty-first 
century.'”

Subsequently, public investment is reduced, state subsidies are 
either reduced or removed altogether, and public enterprise 
prices are raised. According to market disciples “most of the 5 
percent of the world's people who are at greatest risk of 
starvation lack food because of war or the policies of their own 
governments"̂ ®̂

Getting the prieee zi^t basically means allowing prices 
in the economy to reach market conditions. In other words, 
ensuring that the prices paid and received for each good and 
service in the market reflect its relative scarcity. The 
greater the demand for a good or service relative to its supply, 
the higher the price should be. This applies equally to factor 
(labour}and to product markets although greater attention is 
usually to paid to the l a t t e r . in respect to the factor market 
it essentially means creating a 'flexible' labour market; 
removing or 'liberalising' minimum wage legislation, regulations 
affecting working conditions, reduction in public sector wages 
and employment levels and the like.

Opening the economy essentially means trade reform: the 
relaxation or removal of restrictions and taxes on foreign

Stc^Kn Moon, “Hie Coming Age o f Abundance”, (Ed,) Ronald Bailey, The Tnie Slate of H ie Planet 1995, 157.
“0 Dennia Away, “Saving the Planet With Peaticides”, (Ed ) Ronald Bailey, The Tnie State of Tlie Planet. 1995,54
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trade. in broad terms this is done in two parts: replacing 
quantitative restrictions on imports with tariffs and making the 
level of tariffs more uniform between different goods, and 
reducing the overall level of tariffs. Concurrently, explicit 
taxes on exports are removed. The second major part of opening 
up the economy is the liberalisation of the regulatory system 
for foreign direct investment. Basically this implies improving 
the terms available to foreign investors by reducing 
restrictions imposed on investment and production including: 
relaxing or exempting them from labour legislation, increasing 
the amount of profits that can be repatriated to the parent 
company, offering incentives, and providing priority access to 
foreign exchange.The orthodox theory views these 'open 
economy' policies as the means of attracting more foreign 
capital into the adjusting country, thus supplying additional 
foreign exchange and fill in the investment gap created by 
adjustment in the domestic market.

As noted above, these measures are typically accompanied 
by oapaeity-bullding and institutional mtrangthaning. In
essence this means enhancing the institutional infrastructure to 
allow government and other public sector agencies to fulfil 
their functions more effectively and efficiently; it may also 
help private sector performance by reducing bureaucratic 
barriers to production and trade.

Woodward, 190. 
'"Woodward, m
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Underlying the orthodox approach to debt and adjustment 
(especially since 1 9 8 2 ) has been what Woodward refers to as 
the 'adjustment is good for you' argument"^ This fundamental
contention can be summarised by the following: adjustment
enables a country to establish a stable and sustainable
macroeconomic position providing a basis for future growth free 
of balance of payments or inflation problems; structural 
adjustment enhances economic efficiency and increases growth
rate; a higher growth rate will ultimately translate into higher 
national income; and this higher level of income will generate 
an increase in the well-being of the adjusting c o u n t r y . I n  
short, the 'adjustment is good for you' creed maintains that 
growth promotes prosperity and adjustment promotes growth. It 
is of little surprise that this reasoning has been appropriately 
dubbed the 'future hope' view; meaning that negative social 
shocks of adjustment are relatively limited and short lived and 
that inevitably adjustment promotes long-term growth and ensures 
future well-being, the benefits of which will ultimately
'trickle down' to even the poorest members of each society; such 
surreal convictions are piercingly accentuated throughout a 
recent publication funded by the dubious Heritage Foundation: 
"Free markets do not produce famines""^; "If all black African 
leaders were to...lift price controls to permit their peasants 
to sell their produce in open, free markets, there would be no

For ■ good discussion o f  the signiflcaiwe of the new path taken in 1982 see W. Bollo et at, Dark Victory 
‘“ Woodward, 70 

Woodward, 70.
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food crisis in the continent"̂ ®̂; Global free trade in food 
increases both food security and preserves the natural 
environment.

3.4 TYPE AND DESIGN OF IMF/WORLD BANK ADJUSTMENT 
PB0GRAM4ES

Both the IMF and the World Bank have a number of different 
provisions for providing financial support for structural 
adjustment programmes. In general, as noted earlier, the IMF 
supports macroeconomic or short term adjustment while the World 
Bank supports long-term structural adjustment. However, more 
recently there has been increasing overlap of these areas. 
Thus, IMF programmes typically include long-term measures, while 
World Bank loans are usually conditional on the target country 
adhering to an appropriate short-term (IMF designed) 
programme. Structural Adjustment Facilities (SAPs) and 
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facilities (ESAFs) are regularly 
jointly negotiated by the IMF and the World Bank.̂ ^̂

8t«nd-by arrangements (8BAa) and Extended arranganents 
(EFFa) are the most common of the IMF programmes. SBAs involve 
a programme of macroeconomic (short-term) adjustment measures, 
monitored by specified t a r g e t s . I f  one of the targets is not

"'A very, 59.
*“ AV«y, 79.

Woodward, 32.
Woodward, 38,
This perfofmance criteria U usually a d  at ibur>month intervals «tiile the programme Is in force (between 12 to 24 
months).
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met in a particular period, the period’s drawing from the IMF 
cannot be made. A commercial interest rate is charged on the 
amount drawn and payable in six years."* EFFs are long-term 
programmes which included a blend of short-term and long-term 
economic measures. Performance criteria for EFFs is set at six- 
-month intervals repayable in ten years and charged commercial 
interest rates."* Additionally, Structural Adjustment
Fseilitles (SATs) and Enhanced structural Adjustment Facilities 
(tSAFs) were established in the 1980s with the purpose of 
meeting the needs of low-income countries which could not meet 
the high interest rates of the EFFs and SBAs. These are three 
year programmes based on World Bank/IMF negotiated Policy 
Framework Papers (PFPs, with greater emphasis on long-term 
rather than short-term adjustment p o l i c i e s . T w o  other 
programmes are available from the IMF side: Conqpansatory and
Ccntinganay Financing Faoilitias iCCSVu) and Enhanced 
Survsillanoa. The former is meant to supplement transitory 
foreign exchange earnings deficiencies, while the seldom used 
latter programme caries no IMF funding and little input in 
design from the agency."’' Structural Adjustment leans and 
credits (EALs and EACs) are World Bank supported programmes 

which cover an array of sectors of the economy. The World Bank 
also makes available Eacteral Adjustment Loans end Credits

'"Womhmni3B
EFFi e «  s d  f ir  three y«an but may be stietched to four at the debtor's request. 
Woodward, 39 
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(S1CAL8) which are aimed at specific sectors of the economy 

such as agriculture. H]^id Xtoana are a combination of SECALs 
and SALS or SACs tied to a particular productive sector of the 
economy and restricting the amount of which can be used for 
imports. Loan amounts are subject to the Bank's discretion.

Whether loans emanate from the World Bank or the IMF (or 
both) they are subject to formal conditionality according to a 
fixed timetable and stipulated by the lending institution, and 
as noted above the programmes are fundamentally the same because 
they are based on a common ideology.

Theoretically, the design of adjustment programmes is the 
responsibility of the adjusting nation: the government decides
on a plan of action and the IMF/World Bank merely offer 
technical advice on that plan of action, and than deaide Whathar 
or not thay are raady to support tha programme finanoielly. In 
actual practice, in addition to the IMF/World Bank loans 
mentioned above, nearly every other source of external credit 
for countries in debt, are contingent on the IMF giving its seal 
of approval and on imposed conditionalities being met. As well, 
loans originating from the World Bank are dependent on IMF 
endorsement.̂ ®̂ Thus, the hegemony of the World Bank and 
especially of the IMF become immediately apparent: the success 
of an adjustment programme rusts rigidly on enough external 
financial support being available and this leaves borrowing 
governments with little choice but to seek IMF support and agree

ISWeo(lwud,42
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with the terms dictated by the institution as prerequisite for 
support. In essence this skewed power relationship not only 
allows the IMF to wait until the debtor country has 'come 
around' and accepted all conditionalities but also provides the 
IMF with unrivalled bargaining strength; in reality it means 
that the IMF holds the monopoly on the leading role in 
adjustment programme design. "Well that's part of the package, 
the whole [IMF] package. Either you agree or you don't. More 
often than not the government [of Zambia] had a lot of 
reservations but we either agreed to the whole package or we 
didn't get any assistance."^'

3.6 CRITIQUE OF ORTHODOX THEORY
The ^atmetuaJsdjuatmaitpn^amma*ia^oaaâ by tba Sntton Woodi ùistitaûâm bas led 

to Sutme aad the kntai ùnpoveiùbmatt of the dev^ojang world wMe coatiibating to the 
'TbMwarb&atfoa 'of the coantries of the former Eastern bloc.

Tie VotUiA Tt/td VorliOuUe

A vstaity protests are a direct result of the growb^ external debt of developùjff oountaks 
that become soidaJly deSned as a cinuk in 1982, leadùfy to the implemeotatioa of a series of 
stabilisation poSees thereafter.*̂ ^

John SVakon an d  D avid SittdoH

The orthodox theoretical foundations and the 'future hope' 
convictions of structural adjustment programmes of the Bretton

JoMphine Muebekntle, Zambit’s D im tor o f Hunan R e M U t c e a ,  Afifca’a ftecoveiv. United Nations Department 
o f faifonuatkm, Utiitod Nations, New York. 1990

™ biMiluto del Tcfcer Mundo, The World: A mttLW orid Ouide 1995/96.1995,64.
Waken and David Seddon, Free Maikota and Food Rinte: TliePolitica of taehel Adjustment. 1994,40.



Woods Institutions have come under fire from a number of sources 
including other UN agencies and NGOs who regard such programmes 
as straining internal political stability, quickening and 
intensify social hardship on the moat vulnerable members of 
society, and amounting to a new form of colonialism. "Today 
the North continues to extract an economic tribute from the 
region [South] —  which places many at even greater nutritional 
risk.,.The institutions engineering today's 'structural 
adjustment' are promoting policies of which a necessary 
consequence is hunger for millions of inhabitants [in the 
South],""2 George adds that if the goals of managers in the 
World Bank and IMP that rule over Third World debt were to 
squeeze the debtors dry, "to transfer enormous resources from 
South to North and to wage undeclared war on the poor continents 
and their people, then their policies have been an unqualified 
success.George points out, however, that if the strategies 
of the Bretton Woods institutions were intended —  as the IMP 
and World Bank claim —  to promote development beneficial to all 
members of society, to preserve the planet's unique environment 
and gradually to reduce the debt burden itself, "then the 
failure is colossal.

Critics of the Bretton Woods agenda and its underlying 
theory maintain that contrary to the spirit of economic

Jo n Carlos Escudoo. “U w  Hungry Body Politic: Stnictunl A # s m m l  in Latin Antofica”, Ca^iiUJisB. Nature. 
SndaHsw. June 1994,20-21.
See Kevin Danahor. 50 Yearn is Rmuiah. 1994: Walden Bello et al. Dark Victasv. 1994; Karin Llwakera, ËulUL 

Bonowfflfi. and tha RsnhHAmau. |991; Paul Valiely, n sd  SsmM-itsni 1990; Doug Baodow and Ian Vdsquez, 
EBœSMâtiBEûMÛl. 1994.
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reconstruction and the stability of major exchange rates evoked 
in New Hampshire in 1944, structural adjustment has contributed 
exceedingly to destabilising national economies, ruining the 
environment, shattering peoples lives, and destroying civil 
society. Moreover, it is argued the Bretton Woods Institutions 
are also responsible for misconstruing the root causes of the
economic crisis as well as the falsification of social and
economic indicators. Critics point to millions of
undernourished children that are denied the fundamental right of 
education; the fierce contraction of social expenditures and
purchasing power that have revoked previously quenched diseases 
such as malaria and cholera; the destruction of domestic 
agriculture and manufacturing resulting from imposed trade 
liberalisation; famines resulting from cash crop price 
contraction; and undermining of food production, particularly in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, as a result of the dumping of subsidised 
food surpluses by the European Union and North America. 
Adjustment, by dismantling of social services, escalating formal 
sector unemployment {especially among young people); and abating 
real incomes is also observed to create conditions predisposed 
to out-breaks of violence, criminilization of economic activity 
(such as smuggling and poaching in Zambia), and general increase 
in crime and associated costs.

The feminization of poverty is yet another feature 
attributed to the Bretton Hoods Institutions. Critics argue

Sm  Ksvis Watkisf, Thé Oxflm Poverty tteport. 1995; Jon Bonnet ond Stunn Ooov#e, i W i U U e i W I m  
198?1 Bélindé Carte, jlio  Tisdo Ttnp. 1993; Riehmd Bonnet and John C a v a n # , W n
Dnnoliet.5QYciaiaEiwMSh. 1994.
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that the Institutions' emphasis on shifting to tradable goods 
not only aggravates the general failure to recognise activities 
typically performed by women (including fetching water and fuel, 
raising children, cooking, and cleaning) but further adds to the 
workload of the female population of adjusting countries. As
women enter the formal sector and produce such things a cash
crops, GNP increases and this dubious indicator of success is 
manipulated to validate the adjustment programme; on the other 
hand, women simply find themselves working harder as their 
purchasing power and standards of living deteriorate f u r t h e r .  

"Millions have been forced to migrate to cities or to other 
countries, where they struggle to survive, having to accept the 
most marginalized joba."̂ ^̂  Critics of the orthodox approach 
also point to the International Labour Organisation's estimates 
that there are about 100 million legal or illegal immigrants and 
refugees in the world today, many of which are fleeing poverty 
and the effects of adjustment policies in the South. 
Ironically, labour migrations are seen by orthodox theory 
devotees as an inspiring example of the invisible hand at work. 
According to Julian Simon of the University of Maryland, "The
overall effect of the migration on the average standard of
living of the world's people is positive...the migrant goes from 
a place where he or she ip less productive to a place where he 
or she is more productive.""* As critics point out, what the

Inné Khouiy, “The World Bank and Feminization of Foverty”, 50 Yearn iaEnouah. 1994,123. 
butiiuto del Tetcer Mundo, 64.

***SuwmC1<)onw. The Debt Boomafami. 1992.110. 
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neo-classical dogma falls to recognise is the incalculable 
detrimental impacts of coerced massive human movements on the 
well-being of all countries involved (both on the receiving and 
supplying end) and on the migrants themselves."^ The critique of 
the orthodox theory also charges that structural adjustment 
encourages unsustainable development. The economic, fiscal, 
trade, energy, agriculture, and industrial policies invoked by 
orthodox views generate 'development' which is economically, 
socially, and ecologically unsustainable."* The very view the 
Bretton Woods Institutions have of development, critics censure, 
rests on questionable traditional economic measures of growth, 
which fail to count either environmental degradation or 
community well-being. Still others, see the Bretton Woods 
agenda as a manifestation of the refusal of western economies to 
adjust to a slowdown in the global economy and excess capacity. 
They argue that IMF/World Bank adjustment programmes are 
essentially an attempt to integrate peasant production in the 
world commodity market —  in the context of global capitalist 
expansion -- and that they foment not growth and development but 
rather incite the "destruction of embryonic industries and the 
overall intensification of maldevelopment in these areas.""*

The critique levied against the orthodox theory may be 
arranged into three categories t <1) intamal oonfliota within the 
adjuatflMint prooaaa; (ii) prbblaoa ariaing from idjuatnant by a

nw ae ineluile incftued leveh of: po ra ty , ne iilly  ‘nutivited’ violence, crime, exploitition, end envfranmattil 
degmdation.
See Paul Hfevdcen, TlwEcoloov o f  Commerce. 1991.
Oloria T. Emeegweli (ed), W em anPsvtheftiee: Siiuctuml Adioiimem fa Afl^memltlwCetiWieia  1995. S.



number of •imllar and Intar-oonnaotad aoononlaa almultanaoualy; 
and (iii) problem# emerging from the preoipitoua paoe (ahoek 
therapy) of adjuatmant."^

Two principal reasons are often cited for the oonflicta 
ariaing within the adjuatment process itself. First, adjuatment 
attempta to aooonpliah too many different objeotivea —  lower 
inflation, bolster the balance of payments, reduce fiscal 
deficits, and increase economic growth. Moreover, the myriad of 
objectives are not necessarily congruent in the short-term. 
Second, some of the apeoifio policies preaoribod within the 
adjuotawnt programme# have aide-effeota which either reduce 
their own effectiveness or that of other adjustment steps. 
Inflation is perhaps the most visible source of conflict both 
between adjustment objectives and as a vehicle of harmful side- 
effects.“‘

A principle tool of adjustment programmes is devaluation. 
As noted above, a government is usually told to devalue its 
currency in order to correct a deficit in ita balance of

“ »Woodw««i45.
It i l  w m dim aitkidiii at (his poiiit tb it ex|daiutidnsofisllationnm  along two main linw: theganetal.or 
monetary, explanation and virioui xpeeia|.&ctor explanatiooi. Tha monataiy «xplanaden «dews inflatioa as 
dw ayiniidevayw diatetheniultcfanexM ishegnw & iB tnofm oiv^. Speciel'W er ogilm atiooi relate each 
ipw ifiolnflatkn to pitticularaoottaitiioeonditiotu that occur befoM or d t ^  the inflation. .The monetary 
otplmalion ilaits with the olMeraitloa that r iiin i grioei are the same thing as a fldling value o f  imney. tb e  more 
money them ia ,feW ve to the goods and lervioei to ha bought, ibe less valuable Is each dollar. A periodof 
incMiiing prices neeum whan the quantiiy o f money grows flwler than real demand Aw it, meaaured in terms of the 
goods and sewksa the money beys. Thus, an inflation tequifeseidwr a  rapid growth in tttemoniy supply « -a  
petaiilaatly fldling real daaumd for tttoney. I^Mclal-fltcior exfflaaattens on partknlar events or sequencas o f
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i#M adiohaaniaa that a large imereeee in the price i f  imported oil would t W  to make the consuming matiom 
pooferatid so ledttoe its putdtaaing power and raise prkses. A witdeaeguenoe of such em rta-and the absence of 
oflbattitii oondttiona (sttch as iaoaaaed output) tending to increaaa laalHUDaey dcmand-inay be tuad  to mq>laln a 
given inflatien. Iteq^cnding, the inonetatlit positi that over perioda rtf fbitf or five years there is very little variation 
in the growth of real money rnaasurad in terms o f purchasing power
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payments! the theory holds that investment opportunities in the 
devaluing country normally improve for foreigners, inviting an 
influx of foreign capital. However, devaluation can lead to 
further devaluation if persistent payments deficits are not 
corrected. When currencies are devalued prices of direct imports 
are not the only ones to rise. Locally-produced goods which use 
imports as inputs, and locally-produced goods which compete with 
imports {local producers can now hike prices to match those of 
imports), contribute significantly to total consumption in the 
economy; thus these price increases will inevitably lead 
directly to higher inflation."^ Devaluation's competitive 
advantages may quickly be lost if inflation continues at a high 
rate or if the anticipated influx of capital does not occur. 
Speculators may even withdraw their capital from the country, 
precipitating another devaluation. Increasing the real level of 
prices charged by atate-owned eomp&nie* is another major 
component of adjustment programmes; as with devaluation this 
policy also exacerbates Inflation. The removal or reduction of 
consumer subsidies (such as the step taken with maize in 
Zambia), also a major procedure demanded by the adjustment 
process, ultimately leads to greater inflation as food and other 
basic goods and services costa rise.̂ *̂  Additionally, pcoduetton 
costs increase as a result of higher interest rates, subsidy 
removals, and higher input (which are imported) costs. This 
surge in costs are eventually transferred on to consumer prices,

'"W oodw m i.46.
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thus aggravating inflation. Moreover, increased taxas (such as 

Value Added Taxes) and usar faaa for such services as health all 
add to the inflationary pressure. These factors lead to 
escalation in cost of living and decline in standards of 
living.^' As noted above, the monetarist views underpinning 
adjustment fail to recognise this by positing that inflation 
requires either a rapid growth in the money supply or a 
persistently falling real demand for money,

Trada liberalisation and tight fiscal policies are two 
other key factors which give rise to internal conflicts within 
the adjustment process. As noted above, trade liberalisation 
will typically call for reduction of import tariffs as means of 
opening up the economy and making the economic environment 
conducive to foreign investment. However, by reducing tariffs 
adjustment directly assail a significant source of government 
funds, thus decrease its revenue and weaken the balance of 
payments, Orthodox theorists counteract this proposition
with the "future hope' conviction that export increases (as a 
result of trade reform) will make-up for any loss of revenue 
that reduced tariffs may bring. Seemingly, this assumes (without 
stating so) that the world market will respond agreeably to the 
adjusting countries exports; in the case of Zambia, at least, 
copper prices denounce this 'future hope' faith.

Prlvxtii investment is another point of conflict within the 
adjustment process. A number of factors generated by adjustment

'*’Woodwwd,47.
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actually discourage this major component (as noted above 
adjustment aims to shift productive resources from leas 
productive sectors to more predicative ones and from 
transferring resources from the public to the private sector) of 
the adjustment programme itself including: higher interest rates 
that increase the cost of investment; the reduction in the level 
of demand in the economy; the lower level of incomes in the 
economy which reduces the resources available for investment; 
the reduction in public expenditures which are reflected in 
weaker infrastructures (roads and railways etc.) which in turn 
may discourage investment particularly from abroad; and debt 
problems and adjustment may give rise to political, economic, 
and social instability (in the case of Venezuela, Brazil, and 
Zambia food riots."*

A second category of the critique levied on the orthodox 
theory are the problems arising from adjustment by a number of 
similar and inter-oonneoted euenomies simultaneously. Because a 
large number of developing countries are undergoing structural 
adjustment programmes emanating from the same financial 
institutions who are motivated by common theories, spill-over 
effects from one country's adjustment on others cannot be 
ignored. For instance, the IMF and World Bank recommended that 
Senegal remove subsidies on rice increase taxes on petroleum 
products to reduce the budget deficit. Senegal's attempts were 
undermined when The Gambia simultaneously received the same

For an excalleit ditcuasion ofthew  tlwmes aw  Wooctward, DwalgpntamAdjuUiiMmiitdPwartviHDavateA^i 
ComlriM. 1992.
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policy advice form the Bretton Woods Institutions.^* The
most significant of these spill-overs is the impmot off 
inoremeinç eiqporfc volume on international commodity prices. As 
discussed abovey for each adjusting country the need to raise 
exports is urgent.

The obstacles to growth of developing countries' exports 
are largely internal, not external? economic agenta in 
these countries have reacted to the distorting Incentives 
created by projectionist régimes of trade control much in 
the way that standard economic theory predicts; planners 
have often shown a lack of foresight which would have 
swiftly bankrupted a private agent I

However, because of the extensive scope of the debt 
problem, many countries vigorously attempting to boost their 
exports at the same time. For a number of economic and mostly 
historical reasons (as presented earlier in the discussion of 
colonialism), many of these adjusting countries are attempting 
to expand the export market from a common pool of goods; mainly 
raw products. In short, the Bretton Woods Institutions are 
directing adjusting countries to concentrate on "what they do 
best", be it cotton, peanuts, or minerals. The pursuit if these 
policies have led to what Mills terms fallacy of composition. 
In other words, policies prescribed for African countries, 
especially with respect to export promotion, would at times be 
self defeating if carried out by all countries.

Some 60 per cent of developing countries continue to rely 
on one commodity for 50 per cent or more of their income. 
Some, such as Uganda, are more than 90 per cent dependent on one

Caibum AM# Mill*. S tW um I AdhuwwM» miM d a m a  AAica 1 9 » . 7. 
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commodity, in this case it is coffee. As a result of the food- 
export blitz, which all the grain-exporting countries joined, 
some of the poorest countries in the world, including Somalia, 
Mozambique, and Angola, became dependent for the first time on 
imported wheat, corn, and rice. Both local economies and local 
diets were converted. Adopting policies of comparative 
advantage, in line with orthodox theories, countries in the 
South began exporting larger quantities of coffee, flowers, and 
other products for the international market. As a result 
(predictably) commodity prices plunged. Millions who
continuously go to bed hungry live within sight of rich 
agricultural lands producing crops for export.

Other elipovar problems arising from simultaneous 
adjustment by a number of countries also affect the 
practicability of adjustment. Some debtor countries depend 
significantly on other debtor countries to buy their exports. 
When a country's adjustment programme obliges it to cut down on 
imports the reduction adversely affects other debtor countries 
whose export market growth it tied to the adjusting country's 
imports; a ripple effect is created through many adjusting 
countries. Compounding this problem is the North's unpublicized 
but very real trade walls. As the Council of Economic Advisers 
reported in the mid-1980s, 'the world is moving away from, 
rather than toward comprehensive free trade' because even as 
tariffs go down, an increasing share of total manufacturing is 
'subject to non-tariff restrictions.*” According to the OECD

I»Banwt and Csvaaagh, 349.
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the economic opportunities denied the South by OECD members in 
the form of non-tariff trade barriers is worth twice the annual 
flow of official development assistance.

Mo^eoverr landlocked countries such as Zambia are 
particular vulnerable to infrastructure deterioration in other 
countries. When adjustment in neighbouring countries reduces 
public expenditures (affecting roads, railways, ports and 
transport routes) or raises port fees, tariffs, and other 
transport related costs, landlocked countries may face a serious 
threat to the competitiveness of their exports and a price hike 
on their imports.

A third problem Involves export credits. Some debtors are 
owed considerable amounts by other adjusting countries, usually 
in the form of export credits. When the borrowers encounter 
economic problems, all creditors suffer from late or non
payments; the dominant creditors(the institutions who have the 
ability to extend loans) will undoubtedly secure whatever 
foreign exchange can be squeezed out of the troubled country 
leaving others with nothing to collect and further aggravating 
their own balance of payments problems.^”

The third category of orthodox theory critique involves 
psoblena emerging from the preolplteue peoe (ehodk therapy) of 
adjustment. As noted earlier, the pace of adjustment is 

inherently determined by the availability of foreign lending 
which in the 1980s dropped significantly. Based on the World

'"Woq#mrd,64.
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Bank's Development Report {1990/91) total debt lending for all
debtor countries fell from $49 billion in 1980 to $19 billion in
1985 and then again to less than $15 billion In 1 9 8 9 , This
average yearly drop of 7 per cent in lending essentially forced
adjusting countries to quicken the pace of austerity and shock
therapy measures. Not surprisingly the intensity and ferocity
of austerity measure protests set unprecedented records.

Sine* the mid-19709, an international wave of price riots, 
strikes and political demonstrations has swept across the 
develr/ing world in a pattern at once historically unprecedented 
and reminiscent of classical food riots best documented in 
European social history. Modern protests, however, are 
fundamentally a product of the international political economy.

Between 1976 and 1992, 146 such protests, dubbed as the "IMF 
riots" came to take place in 39 different countries affecting 
every continent except North America and Antarctica.̂ ®®

The problems associated th« praoipiteus pmo# (aheok 
thar^iy) of mdjumtmant Intamal oonfllats within th# mdjw#tm#nt 
ptoammm, and pr^lwna «rlaing firom eoll«etiv« #dju#tm#nt by # 
number of •oenemiee adjusting simultanaously as noted above. In 
short, the critique levied on the orthodox theory points to: a 
degree and pace of adjustment that is externally determined with 
little or no consideration being given to the political, social, 
and economic constraints to adjustment or the far reaching 
effects of the programme itself.

The result Is that many debtor countries are forced to undertake 
macroeconomic adjustment at such a pace that it impinges on the 
political constraints, affecting Its Inplementation; Imposes 
unduly high social costs; and seriously undermines Its own

"*W oodw*ni65.
'®’W altoa«nd8eddm,23.
'” W ahinaiidSeddon,39.
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effectlveneas. Where this résulta in the aâjuatment proceaa 
falling or being abandoned, this means that still further 
adjustment needs to be undertaken later, to overcome the 
counterproductive effects of the previous over-rapid adjustment, 
in addition to the original need for adjustment. This problem is 
coaqpounded to the extent that foreign lenders and investors react 
to the apparent failure of adjustment by further reducing the 
availability of foreign exchange.'̂ ”

3.6 STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN ZAMBIA..
PHASE I :  'MODERATE R E E O R t^ ', 1 9 7 3 -1 9 8 4

Zambia's economy has been discussed in a previous chapter 
and to avoid duplication that discussion will not take place 
here. Clarification of Zambian economic factors will be minimal; 
greater emphasis will be placed on actual adjustment measures 
instead. The reasons leading to Zambia's entanglement with the 
Bretton Woods Institutions have already been presented elsewhere 
in the thesis. The first period of adjustment (1973-1984) has 
been dubbed the 'moderate' reform period due to its mild 
adjustment measures relative to the more austere (1985-1987) 
'radical' period. Indirect and direct social and economic 
consequences of these adjustment programmes are discussed in the 
ensuing chapter.

1973-74
In 1973, Zambia negotiated a one year SDR with the IMF 

valued at 19 million. The conditionalities attached to the 
credit were relatively minimal; purely demand management (as 
opposed to monetary polioy)^^. Reduetione In pWalie spending, a

I»Woodward, 69
pMMUd M m g w iia r  ii  one «oune o f  action b a t  a govommett fbllovn to ttabili #a the national economy by 
ai^uittiv level* of gsndiiig and taxation. The intended le n l t  is b ig iia levds o f asgrepite demaad. national
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ceiling on government borrowing from the Central Bank of Zambia 
and the national banking system, and a nmqm were required
by the The intent of the adjustment package was to
suspend the withering of external reserves and to restrain the 
budget deficit caused by deteriorating terms of trade and 
declining copper prices.

1 9 7 6 - 7 7

With the terms of trade falling and the balance of 
payments climbing, another one year SDR was arranged, this time 
for 22 million. The 1976 resulted in a greater conditionality 
being imposed with quarterly performance verification. The 
notion of diversifying the economy was introduced for the first 
time. However, fiscal policy remained the dominant approach of 
this programme; 16 per cent ceiling on deneatio eaadlt 
•s^anaion; a wag# fraaz#; government expenditure reductions; 

nominal «xohanga rat# devaluation of 20 per cent; and 25 per 
cent hik# on produoar priooa Cor mala#.

pmducdos, mod anploynwmt Qovemmeat «pending iitoduced and tax tales inneued  to dimisintiinveainMit a id  
consumption wtien agpregale demand is ewMsive and the aoonooiy exparieiHM iaflatiflii.

i«iRitva Reinikka-Soininen, Theotv and Practice in atnictw» i  The rm e  nfyjiwhio |9 9 0 ,62.
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The coats of Rhodesian and South African destabilisation and 
the drop in copper prices (deteriorating terms of trade) 
persisted and the programme proved ineffective in containing the 
externally induced slide in the balance of payments and in the 
per capita GNP(Figure 6, 7 and 8).
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1978-80
The IMF provided Zambia with SDR 315 million. The 

objectives of this two year programme were to reduce domestic 

absorption and shift the balance of payments into equilibrium.^*’̂ 

Conditionalities were the devaluation of the Xvadha by an 

additional 10 percent, additional wage frees#, reduoa doooeetio 
credit erpaneion, and inorease agricultural produoar prioea,̂ *̂  ̂

Targets were met and the full SDR was d i s b u r s e d , T h e  balance 

of payments did improve and inflation did recede. However, per 

capita GNP continued to decline, import reductions lead to lower 

copper production (due to lack of imported inputs), 

deteriorating terms of trade, fluctuating copper prices, the

D ottM dc AëMMptioa tw ing(tQâM dift<»iuwiiption phu inve4 fflen tirftw g (n re im a iteK p n id iiu n i(C  +1 +  0 ) .

«pMdiiig o m  i u  m r ip U )  m iim i puMkHWctm bcmrewing A m  d o o â itia  o o n ^ ad c  (idM te la ^ s r  
in  bouk lM diix  to  the private a r t t t  m  doM idic (mttedsy d  home and o w n a u

Roger Young, Z etib te: A d h irtn e  tn Pow riv. 19S9,15.
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drought, and other obstacles cited in chapter two, soon 
aggravated the balance of payments again (Figures 1, 2, and 9).

2980-83
A three year Extended Fund Facility for SDR800 million was 

approved, with the following objective; "regain financial 
balance by curtailing aggregate demand, particularly government 
outlays". Specifically, the targets and conditionalities of the 
IMF programme were as follows: reduce the balance of payments
deficit by 10 per cent; devsdue the Xwedhe by 20 percent and 
implement of a flexible exchange rate policy; réduction# in 
government ^ponding; no net inor#### in employment and wag# 
frmaa* in th# publie aaotor; 10 percent wage ceiling in the 
mining sector; reduction of external commercial payment arrears; 
and timely payment of rescheduled debt service. Zambia fulfilled 
most of the conditions of the 1983 programme and qualified to 
draw from the IMF. However, the country's inability to service 
the debt and meet arrears targets(due to the toughest drought of 
the century, falling copper prices, and declining output and 
other external reasons discussed in earlier chapters) brought 
IMP denial of the final tranche of the SDR 800 million 
agreement.

“ ’ Oulhâti, 32.31
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1083-84
Two separate SDRs were negotiated between Zambia and the 

IMF; SDR 211.5 million for 1983-84 and SDR 225 million for 1984- 
85. Additionally, World Bank SALs and SECALa of K39.2 million 
were provided. Underpinning the adjustments were the following 
conditionalities: additional 20 paroant davaluation of tha
Kwaeha; further inoraaaas in agricultural produoar prioaa (maize 
and fertiliser prices to double and respective budget subsidies 
to be halved); and the retention of 50 percent of foreign 
exchange for the promotion of non-traditional exports. The 
1983-84 programme proposed to reduce Zambia's debt arrears, and 
stabilise internal and external balances: reduce the budget
deficit from 6.9 percent of QDP in 1983 to 5.2 percent in 1984; 
and raise budget revenues by 15 percent. All conditionalities 
were met; "the government succeeded in keeping expenditure 
within agreed limits" and subsidies were removed as per IMF 
stipulation.̂ *® However, the huge burden of military conflicts 
engulfing Zambia (refugees had reached 100,000), declining terms 
of trade simply, and huge debt service payments made it 
impossible for the government to meet the IMF stipulated goals 
(Figure 9, Table 4). Compounding the problem was the fact that 
foreign aid receipts fell some 67 per cent from the 1960-1962 
period to 1984, and the fact that the Paris Club required Zambia 
to pay much more in debt service than had been agreed.̂ *’ The

“ *OuJhaH,M
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programme, despite the governments compliance, failed to halt 
the balance of payments decay and the accumulation of arrears on 
the debt service. In retaliation for Zambia's inability to 
control external forces, the IMF cancelled the SDR.

3.7 PHASE II: 'RADICAL REFORMS', 1@65-1987

The World Bank acknowledged, in a 1985 report, that "no 
one had foreseen the acuteness and the duration of the decline 
in copper prices.""* In other words, the 'future hope' approach 
had failed. Zambia's economic situation continued to 
precipitate leading to a radical turn in policy: full acceptance 
of IMF conditionality including draetio outa to th* Kwadha and 
removal of most eubeldi**; and liberalisation of th* privât* 
eeotor. In 1985 no negotiations with the IMF were formalised. 

However, following IMF advice, Eanbia dsoontrolled interest 
rates, reduosd the subsi^ to miss mal (the last government 
food subsidy), and reduosd civil servies snploymsnt and fringe 
benefits (Figure 9).

'**Lcfum«ndDryidale, 1986,896
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The radical change in policy# labelled as "one of the toughest 

reform programmes on the continent" was expected to attract IMP 

support,^®® Following IMP advice# the government introduced a 

foreign exohmng# auction in October of 1985: the result was a 

steep drop in the value of the Kwacha (Figure 10)
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As a result of the devaluation, priority sectors such as 
agriculture as well as small local companies faced the risk of 
being plowed under as forex became scarce and prices rose 
sharply (Table 8),

Pledges from Zambia's donors were not fully honoured, "net 
resources transferred to Zambia declined sharply during the 
reform period."”  ̂ In fact, foreign aid dropped steadily during 
the 1980s. A two year SDR 229 million was negotiated with the 
IMF in 1986 along with a World Bank recovery credit to sustain 
the reform program and long-term adjustment efforts (aimed at 
diversifying the economy) of the government. Conditionality
stipulated by the IMF called for the oamplet* removal of 

•ubeidioB on the last item the government was subsidising; the 
country's staple food maize meal. The price of 'breakfast 
maize' jumped by 120 per cent on December 3, 1986; the
Copperbelt erupted into food riots and the subsidies 
reinstated.

By the end of 1986 Zambia's overall debt was US$5.4 
billion ($761 per capita) equal to 362 percent of GNP and over 
700 percent of exports. "The massive growth in the debt and 
debt service stand in the way of economic reform. The 
IMF/World Bank programmes did not succeed in rescuing the 
economy. The balance of payments, the debt and debt interest,

” ‘ Gulh«i.36,

'"B iM ldlut maize which iaimyrereflited and coete more waa targeted Meee the total suMdiee removed to be 
followed by total removal o f  the poorer qtiality roller maize.

” *Oulhiti. 37.
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and Inflation were much higher than in the pre-adjuatment 
period. "All told, Zambia continued to be plagued by a very 
bleak macroeconomic picture."^’* In 1987 Zambia broke off with 
the Bretton Woods Institutions.

3.8 SUbMARY

A  grow üi process tb s t beaeBta anfy tJie w ea lth iest tam ority sn d  m sitiM m  o revea  
Jacreaaes Ü » dktparitiea betw een and w ithin conntries is  n o t develo /aaa tt I t  is  
e ^ o ita th a i.^ ^

The present chapter has revealed the nature of IMF/World 
Bank adjustment programmes, their theoretical foundations, and 
the critique levied on them. In analysing the Bretton Woods 
Institutions' own enqpirical data it is distressingly evident 
that its adjustment prescription for the ailing patient —  the 
Zambian economy —  failed to remedy the infirmities it proposed 

cure (Figures 2,3, 5 and 7).
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Moreover, the dubious prescriptions appear ro have inflicted 
some very negative side effects on other aspects of the country; 
particularly the food security situation. This situation 
becomes more grievously obvious when the gap between Zambia and 
the developed world is considered (Figure 11). The following 
chapter will analysis the policies which, during the course of 
the "radical" IMF/World Bank adjustment period, exacerbated food 
insecurity and what specific groups within Zambian society were 
most affected by these policies and their outcomes.
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CHAPTER 4
'RADICAL REFORMS' : IMPACT ON FOOD SECmiTY AMD 

SPECIFIC SEGMENTS OF ZAMBIAN SOCIETY

Afaat m$tarT9aarabildm topigrottréfbts}^^

Jiillwlljrtnce

Oaaodatiiapact, if  we look ttg^i^aia Zambia-aadmoatiyat wmenaadchiUtai -  weoaaaoe 
ora

lUKkBiHdatt*

4.1 INTRODUCTION: SPECIFIC POLICIES THAT HAVE IMPACTED 
ON FOOD SECURITY

In what pertains specifically to the agricultural and food 
production policies introduced by the programme two distinct
features need to be considered: the inorease in prices paid to
agsieultural producers and the enphasis on the oosmeroiai 
agrioultural sector. As identified earlier, the majority of 
Zambian farmers fall into the subsistence sector. This means 
that like the majority of rural people they tend to have very 
little income. However, as. the data has revealed, particularly 
Table 8, the need for more cash has increased. Government
spending for rural development collapsed in the wake of the
country's economic and foreign exchange crisis while fertiliser 
prices increased. In large part due to the urgent need to

juUiuXimbeiieh^tras, president of Tuauiiafrim 1964 to 19SS, imOxAun, 171 
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service the debt while attempting to diversify the economy, 
greater emphasis was placed on commercial farming. 
Subsequently, many commercial farmers moved out of food 
production and into high-value export crops such as tobacco, 
coffee, sugar, and even strawberries. The detrimental 
implications of an adjustment programme that emphasises 
agricultural export production and simultaneously —  as Chapters 
3 and 4 have illustrated —  contracts food imports become quite 
clear. This is especially critical, as demonstrated throughout 
Chapters 2 and 3, in light of the removal of subsidies to milk, 
sugar, maize, and other food items, and in light of the negative 
impact of devaluation on real incomes, consumer prices, and 
purchasing power of individuals.

Problems in food security do not neceaearily result from 
inadequate food supplies, as is widely believed, but from lack of 
purchasing power.

In 1966, the World Bank published a widely referenced 
report entitled P o rm x ty and H angm r: laanaa and O p tia a m  fo x  W ood 

8 o a n xi* ^Y in O m rm lo p ia ç Cbnnfcrlaa. The above quote has been 
lifted from the Bank President's (at the time A.W. Clausen) 
FORWRJRD to the report. Mr. Clausen's words are echoed in the 
report itselfs

Tha world has ample food. The growth of global food produotlon has been 
faster than the unprecedented population growth of the past forty years.
Prices of oeceals on the world mecketa have been falling. Enough food is 
available so that couhtrles that do not produce all the food they want can 
iiff)ort it If thsy can afford it. y«t many poor countrlee and hundreds of 
millions of poor people do not share in this abundance, they suffer from a 
iaok of feed seeurilÿ, eauaed malnXy by a leek ef pueehasing pewer.***

Wwid Bank, PmwrtvsadHimfsr. 1966. v.
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In his final remarks» Mr. Clausen goes on to say that: " 
The World Bank stands ready to help countries address their food 
security problems. It is also ready to contribute resources. 
The alleviation of poverty and hunger are» after all» the 
primary purpose of economic d e v e l o p m e n t . T h e  Bank chief's 
momentous and heartening declaration and commitment (like those 
of the report itself] are propitious to the analysis that 
follows. This chapter will identify those policies which, during 
the course of the "radical" IMF/World dank adjustment period, 
exacerbated food insecurity and what specific groups within 
Zambian society were most affected by these policies and their 
outcomes; the declarations of the noteworthy World Bank report 
will assist in identifying the policies in question. The 
question becomes: what polioiaa inpoaad or aroooMnandad by tha 
Bratton woods inatitutlona during tha 'radical' adjustnant phaaa 
further oauaad spaoifio groups of tha Zambian population to, in 
the words of tha World Bank, "suffar from a ladk of food 
security, caused mainly by a laok of purcthasing power.

If we accept that the food insecure "suffer from a lack of 
food security, caused mainly by a lack of purchasing power", 
then it can be argued that Zambia's ability to acquire food 
declined severely during adjustment (Table 4). Therefore, 
Zambia's food Insecurity increased during the same period. 
Either the quantity of food declined or the quality of it

‘"W orid  Bank. 1986. VI

""World Bask. I.
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decayed. It is apparent that at least the quantity of food 
being imported declined considerably during adjustment (Table 
.13). By this measure, Zambia became worse off during adjustment 
than prior to it. Moreover, food production during adjustment 
in part (as demonstrated in earlier chapters) due to adjustment 
policies, dropped significantly (Table 10). Moreover, during 
adjustment, Zambia's debt situation deteriorated to 
unprecedented levels with colossal amounts of its resources 
being siphoned off for debt service leaving increasingly smaller 
resources for food imports or local production (Table 7). 
Additionally, government expenditures (including investment in 
food production, specifically subsidies) were curtailed. If 
both food import# and food production dmolined, it follow# that 
food inaeourity would manifest itself both in hunger end 
nelnutrition. linee per e^ite OMP frtisunk, price# soared, end 
reel wages eontrected, reel purdhesing power declined. (Tables 
<t, 8, 19, Figure 9). In essence, Zambia sew it# purchasing 
power decline during adjustment. However, to the Bretton Woods 
Institutions the results were predictable end net ingenuous; the 
World Bank in a 29 country study revealed in its notewortlqf 
''Bovertgf and Hunger Bsport" of 1986 had concluded that food 
seeurity, as measured by the energy content of the national 
diet, increases as the price of food decreases when income is 
held constant.™ Conversely, It can be safely assumed that both 
the IMF and World Bank were not unaware (baaed on the World

'"W eW Bmk.l9M .63.
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Bank's own study) that the policies which both institutions 
proscribed for Zambia would raise prices, reduce real wages, and 
slash purchasing power, thereby aggravating food insecurity in 
the country.

The discussion now turns to the groups within Zambian 
society that were most affected by this contraction in 
purchasing power.

4.2 TfOMEN

Womea isv »  àem  parU ouM yaffiottd bytdjaatm & it progTm aes beansenuufy o ftb ep o o ra n  
w m ea, m d  became w m en w w  tü m d y k lx d  w ith sac/<heeoaomic bias, irAiicA made (Asm evai
m o ré^

K(khumAlw*jnPmkl

Women do not constitute a homogeneous category, since some 
women, including those with education, those in wage employment, 
and those with no desire or financial need for wage en^loyment, 
are better off than those without education who, however, form 
the majority of the unemployed.

As producers, women are affected by job cuts and 
reductions in the public sector, where they had gained a 
foothold in some countries, and in the agrarian sector by 
declining terms of t r a d e . A s  shown in Chapter two, by 1966 
real incomes had slipped to pre-1970s levels with the urban 
sectors feeling the greatest pinch. As well, in compliance with 
adjustment conditionalities, the government reduced public 
sector employment while slashing expenditures for social

”  In Jamwe W draw. Woman m d  the W arld RooflMMic C ritii. 1 * 1 ,%
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services and removing food subsidies. Expenditures for health 
care and education were also retrenched. "Women are right in 
the middle of the crisis; they are the ones who have to carry 
the load of adjustment efforts. As wives and mothers, they were 
moat affected by the imbalance between incomes and prices.
As Savane points out, in order to survive women had to invent 
strategies at the individual level, at the family level, and at 
the community level. "in urban areas, prostitution, household 
jobs, and beggary developed among both women and children."̂ ®® 
in the informal sector, adjustment policies negatively affected 
income; regression in the formal sector means less opportunities 
to make money in the informal economy. Moreover, with more 
unemployed and underemployed people entering the informal 
economy shrinking revenues had to be distributed among larger 
numbers. Given the importance of the informal sector in women's 
economic survival the impact of these effects hit women the 
hardest. Subsequently, many women saw their low incomes becoming 
even lower and their purchasing power erode; this is especially 
severe in the case of female headed households where women are 
the sole providers for their families.

Secondly, in the wake of increasing prices and shrinking 
incomes, studies have revealed the following specific findings 
in respect to women: a reduction In the frequency of buying 
certain foodetuffa, partioulmrly protein food items (beef,

Muie>Angelii)ue Stvsnc, “What Next for Aâican Women”, <ed.) David Kennet and Tukumbi Lufflumba-Kawngo, 

"“ Savane, 77.
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cfhiok«ii| fish) whleh had b#oem# mora aiqpanaiva; bcaad was no 
longor puwohasod; roduoing th# nuiobor of noalo por day from on 
ovorag# of two to ono. Th# studios also %#v#sl that — • duo to 
roasens notod abov# — > woman’s oxtromo rolianoa on th# infoxotal 
sootor, rolativ# to man, had a dooisiv# impaot on woman's food 
soourlty during adjustnant. Female household heads "appear to 
prefer cutting down on expensive [protein food items? to employ 
a strategy of reducing meals to the method most popular among 
male household heads —  borrowing/salary advances."^” While 
the intention of adjustment policies are said to be gender- 
neutral or assumed to be non-discriminatory, in a country whose 
purchasing power contracted severely under adjustment, women 
were particularly hard hit.

4.3 CHILDREN
I t  IS the yoim g who iUK among the bsrdest b itty  poverty, W iea a smtioa is  crippled by debt, itia  
m aally education, health and child welûae that stdXfr Ænst If^ea i ‘nug atanduds to iaU, 
in& ntm ortabty rises, m alnutrition grow s.̂ "

HkbidJoly.nnCBF

"Adult literacy rates, especially for women, tend to be 
correlated with better child care and lower infant morbidity and 
mortality.""** It follows then, that policies which restrict the 
financial resources made available for education, seriously 
threaten food security. Absolute poverty is usually associated

Dorothy Muitemba, “The bnpact o f IMF-Worid Btmk Prognunmea on Women and Children in Zambia", (ed.) 
Bade Onimode, I k  IMF, the World Biflk andtha African Dabi Vol. 2 . 1 % 9 ,121.

'"U N icm .s.

'"UNICEF, 17,
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with female-headed households with no remittances from an absent 
male head and with urban informal -sector casual employment or 
self employment. In the absence of targeted supplementary
feeding programmes (which exist on a comprehensive basis only in 
Botswana) poverty almost inevitably means child malnutrition and 
increased susceptibility to disease.̂ ®” Studies have shown that, 
where uneirqployment over extended periods has increased as a 
result of recession, the associated psychological, economic, and 
social conditions have led to a broad spectrum of health 
problems —  higher infant mortality rates and increases in 
mental illness, cardiovascular disease, suicide, alcohol
dependence, and drug a b u s e . A s  Table 16 distinctly
illustrates, the case of Zambia strongly corroborates these
studies. Children suffered excessively during adjustment: 
underweight children as percentage of under 5 year old rose 21 
percent between 1985 and; child hospital admissions and deaths 
owing to malnutrition climbed 25 percent and 100 percent 
respectively between 1983 and 1985 and another 15 and 25 percent 
between 1985 and 1987.

4.4 YOUTH
Africa la going through a very severe economic recession and the 
youth in particular seem to be the first victims.

International Labour Organisation

‘“ UNKEF, 17.
D  E. Cooper el el "The loqied of Dewkpmeiii Polioiet on Heelth". 1990, 10,
OX), “Inmeet of Afrke’i  Eoommic C fid i on Youth”, Th* ««mum n imenrion of A&ice’i  Persistent Eoonomlc 
£ d lil,« iiled h y A .A d ed 4 ie la l. 1988,179,
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Zambia is one of the most urbanised countries in Africa 
with educated youth making up most of the migrants from rural to 
urban areas. As noted in earlier chapters, official governments 
reports and budget speeches in the 1980s were characterised by: 
the alarming rate of youth rural-urban migration of young people 
and by the frightful growth in urban youth unemployment. In the 
1967 budget speech, the Minister of State and Youth and

Tabla 16: undterwmlght Children, Child Malnutrition, Caloria 
intaka 1982-1987

rear oadarweight 
Children 

( t  o f 0 S 9  
WOOthM)

C h ild  M a ln u tr i t io n  
(0-14 Years Old)

Kotpitoi adeiMioM Motpieol DMtJu 
Dam to MalaatadfcieB Bum to MulmtKltioa

Cmlerie Intake 
ft of daily 

raguiraataata)

1982 - 13 404 1 856 89
1983 - 16 828 3 248 84
1984 ~ 17 774 3 760 -
1985 20,5 16 697 3 707 -
1986 24.6 17 053 3 772 92
1987 24.7 19 252 4 628 -

Source': World Bank, 19B9, sillhati ,1989

Unemployment noted that unemployment was rising at an "alarming 
rate" with youth accounting for over 70 percent of 2 million 
unemployed in that year, making Zambia one of the moat extreme 
in Africa in terms of unemployed youth (according to the ILO, 50 
percent is the average youth unemployment in Africa),As 
demonstrated earlier, adjustment triggered "alarming" growth in 
Zambian unemployment, over 70 percent of which are youth, in 
particular young girls, who constitute some 60 percent of 
unemployed youth. In answer to this the ILO states that:

ILO,182.
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Ma»»iv« youth unomploymnt conatltutos on« of th# most otovloua 
aymptwaa of «eonomic maldavalopmant «nd aoclal swl-dlstrlhution 
within Afcican aoci«ti«a. finally, it should he noted that the 
halanee of evidence suggests that the fundamental eausos of youth 
unemployment are not aaaoclatad with the attitudes of 
youmgatera/"

However, as the ILO indicates, the prevalence of
underen^loynent, in the African context, is primarily that of 
the "working poor." The prevalence of undeirefapleyment Is
iqpprextnetsly three tines as serious as that of open
Uhcapleynanti "The majority of the active population works hard 
and long hours but is underemployed and therefore earns less 
than a basic needs income. As shown in earlier chapters,
underemployment also grew during adjustment. As various polices 
of adjustment combined to exacerbate unemployment and 
underemployment in Zambia. As the "new labour" force recruits, 
youth became one of the most vulnerable groups and endured a
great portion of the burden. Thus, adjustment not only reduced 
youth purchasing power but for a large majority it denied any 
possibility of securing a basic needs income. As such, food 
insecurity of young Zambians was severely acerbated by 
adjustment.

4 . 5  rsm» POOR

IxtcMMly low urban wages and informal sector incomes In the most 
conatriotad countries [of Southern Africa] —  Angola, Malawi, 
Mozani>lgue, Tanzania, and SaaSAa —  have reduced the food 
■aourity of urban low-incema households and, judging from
fragmentary data, have radically incraaaad the rates of urban
malnutrition."'

w Ïa ÎS
'“ ILO. tl2.
'“UNICEF, 16.
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Rising poverty among the young is perhaps the most 
pressing urban social problem, particularly rural school-leavers 
seeking jobs in a shrinking work market.**’ When a country, such 
as Zambia, faces the harshest drought of the twentieth century, 
massive cuts in education, infrastructure, and employment, the 
migration from the country side is of gigantic proportions. 
With no access to land on which to grow food, the urban poor 
face an even greater attack on their food security (as inflation 
and unemployment rises and employment and real income drop) than 
the terribly off rural poor.

4 . 6  RURAL POOR

One of s«d features of the foreign exchange auction system was 
the misery it created for the ordinary people. the country 
witnessed an unprecedented rata of malnutrition'"

The increase in fertiliser prices placed an impossible
burden on subsistence farmers. Already unable to afford basic
necessities, they certainly could not spare additional money for
fertilisers at the new price and were left to rely on improved
rainfall for any increase in production. As a result they did
not benefit from the higher prices paid to producers and saw
their incomes and purchasing power decline.**® Like other
vulnerable groups, the rural poor witnessed an intense
contraction in purchasing power.

'«Vick«(i,80.
"*Mwnai«ta],22.
‘«CUmy.aS.
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4.7 8UIMMY
Ih# dMolat* r#mlity of what la han>*ning in aub-Sahaxan

Africa today and what happanad In Zambia during tha adjuatmant
parlod undar xavlaw la aumaad iqp In a 1985 UKICSF pom tar of a
young African girl. "What do you want to ba whan you grow up?"
*’Allva". As the evidence has revealed, during adjustment,
hundreds of thousands of Zambia's children never lived to see
this plea answered. As with millions of African children, "they
are prematurely dBad."^“°

In the 1980s, while UNICEF was calling for the
international community to fully recognise the human and
economic costs inflicted by South Africa on southern Africa
countries, and to make a real commitment of solidarity and
support the ON Agency noted:

The countries of southern Africa should be given urgent
assistance.. .Finance is also needed to build up stocks of key 
commodities, including food, fuel, and raw materials...virtually 
all this support would need to be in the form of grants or soft 
loans. In several cases, notably Mozambique, Tanzania and
Zambia, it would have to be accongpanied by a major restructuring 
or oaaoallatlen of aatamal debt. £ven during 1986-1988, 
concessions by creditor institutions and countries, while 
generous in relative terms, have left annual debt service bills 
in excess of visible exports.'*"'

When the Bratton Woods Institutions decided to 'help' 
Zambia in the 1970s, the country was bleeding; the IMF and the 
World Bank stopped the bleeding...by removing the blood. Sadly 
enough, the evidence unequivocally indicates that food

•"G reen, I. 
“'UNICEF. 33,
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lnm#ourity in Zainbla wm« indnad gri#vou#ly *K&e#:*mted by that 
oountcy' m IHF/Horld Bank daaignad atruetural adjuatmant
programma. If this occurred in the "real" world of high powered 
lawyers and multi-million dollar litigation, the Bretton Woods 
Institutions would be impoverished as a result of malpractice 
lawsuits. This is especially grievous, as shown in Figure 5, 
in light of the external adverse conditions operating on Zambia 
in the 1980s. Worst of all, the most vulnerable of Zambia's 
people suffered the most massive collapse in their food security 
situation. Ramini scant of tha inhuman and crual oonditlona 
Inposad in slava vassals of aarliar oanturias, it is as if 
Zambia's most vulnarabla paepla wars prsmsditatadly providad 
barely enough sustananoa to meat tha master's objectiva; in this 
case to keep tha debt sarvica flowing Worth. The former Soviet 
leader Nikita Kruschev is said to have told a group of British 
businessmen: "When you are skinning your customers, you should 
leave some skin on to grow so that you can skin them again." It 
would appear, at least in the case of Zambia, the Bretton Woods 
Institutions, followed Mr. Kruschev's sarcastic recommendation 
to the letter. This is not to s a y that everyone in Zambia fared 
badly, on the contrary. A select few managed much better during 
adjustment. obviously, as goods became more expensive some 
people achieved record profits and became the nouveau riche. As 
well, foreigners (especially whites from South Africa and 
Britain) witnessed levels of aggrandisement and class status not 
visible since colonial times. As adjustment diminished
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education expenditures a notable shortage of qualified 
professionals for Zambia's industries —  especially for the 
mining sector -- became apparent. Foreigners were paid 
exorbitant salaries and awarded unprecedented fringe benefits to 
keep key managerial and administrative positions filled.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION

W benIgi'v»6)odtotbepoortbeyoaIlm eA axlB t. W bealaak ^ th e p o o rb tv e a o fo o d tm o a lk d a  
eommmast.

HtUvrCmita

I f  you m  a ea ta l ia a aituiMoa o f h jaa tke, yoa Jtaw  duaen tbo aàdo o f the oppm aar, I fa o  
e l^ilu u tJ ia a ià  foot on die ta il o f the mouse, aadyoaarexatxal, them otae w ülaoti^ipnoiâte your 
im ateaiity,

BisbopOeiaoitlTittu

Th* pr*vlou« four chapter# h#v* «npirloally danonatratcd 
that food InMcurity In Zambia #a# indacd amaoazbmtad by that 
oountxy' a IMF/World Bank daaignad atruetural adjuatmant
programma. Moreover, the most vulnerable groups of Zambian 
society —  the rural and urban poor, and specifically women, 
children, and youth —> experienced the greatest deterioration of 
their food security condition. As the evidence has demonstrated 
adjustment emphasised agricultural export production while 
simultaneously contracting food imports; demanded removal of 
subsidies to milk, sugar, maize, and other food items; and 
precipitated real incomes and purchasing power to shrivel. 
Them fmotors combined to make Zmablan* —  *^p*oimlly the 
Identified vulnerable grot## —  more food inmoure than ever.

The validity of the critique levied by other UN agencies 
and NGOs on the orthodox theoretical foundations and the 'future 
hope' convictions of structural adjustment programmes is quite
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substantiated by the case of Zambia. It is of little surprise, 
given what the preceding chapters have revealed, that critics of 
IMF/World Bank adjustment regard such programmes as straining 
internal political stability, quickening and intensify social 
hardship on the most vulnerable members of society, and 
amounting to a new form of colonialism. Indeed, the case of
Zambia confirms the critics' notion that IMF/World Bank 
adjustment further destabilises and shatters peoples' lives. 
Moreover, the preceding chapters have critics' argument that the 
Bretton Woods Institutions misconstrue the r o o t causes of the 
economic crisis; certainly. Undeniably, thousands of children 
were denied the fundamental right of food; millions of Zambians 
endured the fierce contraction of social expenditures and
purchasing power; domestic agriculture and manufacturing faced 
acute shortages of inputs from imports; and food production for 
the domestic market was undermined. Moreover, the case of
Zambia corroborates the critics' reasoning that IMF/World Bank 
adjustment, by dismantling social services; escalating formal 
sector unemployment (especially among young people); and by 
abating real incomes paves the way for out-breaks of violence, 
criminilisation of economic activity (such as smuggling and 
poaching in Zambia), and general increase in crime and
associated costs.

The IMF/World Bank programme failed to confront the root 
causes of Zambia's economic problems and aggravated the 
country's debt situation by failing to appreciate the economic 
and social environment created by British imperialism; the
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destabilisation efforts of white South Africa and Rhodesia; the 
impact of not enjoying one single day of peace in neighbouring 
countries since independence; the volatility of Zambia’s 
dependent position in the world system; and the continuous
influx of refugees from neighbouring war torn countries. In
addition , it has been shown that IMF/World Bank policies and 
prescriptions failed to identify the world economic order, 
particularly the policies pursued by the North, as the 
predominant source of Zambia's crisis. Drawing on the discussion 
presented in chapter three one may deduce that Zambia does not 
singly represent a case of a defective programme, nor/irorld Bank 
adjustment is m flawed strategy generated by a sophistic theory 
that desperately hopes to uphold an irr^arable world eoonomio 
order that, for some time new, has been in desperate need of 
roplaoasient.

[0]ne basic teat of all stabilisation and structural adjuatmant,
of all economic recovery and development programmes is whether
they will inorove the human condition —  make poor people less 
poor and vulnerable people less vulnerable by making it possible 
for them to produce more and by increasing their access to basic 
services. If a programme cannot pass that test in prospect or in 
operation, it is fatally flawed and itself in need of structural 
adjustment or total redeaign.^°^

Based on the framework laid out in the quote above, the 
IMF's and World Bank's adjustment programme not only failed the 
'teat' but require expulsion from the 'school' and indeed, 
should have t. eir 'license' revoked. Were the impact of
adjustment on the food security situation of the Zambian people

^  Repaaki Hobdd Orem, ‘Hie Humsa Dbmaskn as s Ted of sad a Mm m  Towaids AMcs’s Eommmk
ÊtiA fViMiUwTiflBl " Tm TV» Himigi Dimidnn rfAflica*! PSflWaM RAVMada Cridi. adltad hs A. ÀâââM.

S.Bsdieed.indM.Moiriaiai,l*8. UdWNmkswEooa(sukCoamdsslimAfA&iM,l9W.
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not ao tragic and sombre it could have been entitled A C om edy o f  

E r r o r s . Indeed, one wonders to what extent Bacchus or the Marx 
Brothers dabbled in the unfolding of the orthodoxy theory and 
the eventual propagation of adjustment programmes. 
Distressingly, one cannot help but wish that it is all but an 
experiment and that one's brain is suspended in a vat full of 
liquid in some laboratory, being fed the ghastly reality of 
World Bank/IMF adjustment programmes through some computer; one 
cannot help but wish that this reality only exists in the world 
of Rod Sterling's T w i l i g h t  Z o n e . Indeed, as one reads what the 
World Bank and IMF "say they wish to do" for the developing 
world and what they actually end up doing, one is compelled to 
feel much like Mr.Utterson in Robert Louis Stevenson's The  

S t r a n g e  C a se  o f  D r. J e k y l l  a n d  M r. H yde. The evidence is 

unfaltering. In its highly noted report, S u b -.^a h a ra n Africa; 

From  C r i s i s  t o  S u s t a i n a b l e  G ro w th , the World Bank, in its 
conceptualisation of development strategy, calls for African 
countries to: "invmat in m o te infrastructure; empowar wonan; 
adhiev* growth rates of 4 to 5 percent; invest more in higher 
education; harness technology; and invest more in rural 
i Tfrastruct%ire. Yet, as the World Bank's and IMF's own

empirical data has shown, the polices these institutions imposed 
on Zambia not only ensured that these objectives could not be 
met, but in most cases, the neo-liberal polices wiped out 
gains the country had made in the post-independence period. In
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from C r i s i s  t o  S u s t a i n a b l e  Growth, the Bank goes on to postulate 
that if African countries are to develop they must "reoelve 
more untied external Aid (in the form of Offioial Pevelopmant 
Aid (ODAjf); adhieve better govemanoe, and our tail 
oorruption."*** During the 1980s donor countries tied the flow 
of ODA to Zambia's ability to service its massive debt; the more 
arrears Zambia accumulated the more donors restricted aid. IMF 
and World Bank conditionalities worsen the country's food 
insecurity situation in this manner as well. Finally, the very 
measures imposed by the IMF and World Bank drastically reduced 
real incomes in the public sector to 1960s levels thereby 
threatening the very “good governance' they suggest. Moreover, 
the sharp purchasing power contraction generated by adjustment 
policies aggravated the corruption the Bank wishes to see 
curtailed. This is especially striking when one juxtaposes 
international Human Rights agreements with IMF/World Bank 
policies and their outcomes; it genuinely looks as if Abbott 
and Costello have taken a theory conceptualised in Alice's 
Wonderland and teamed up with Hydra the Monster to “stabilise" 
Chernobyl. The results are utterly cataclysmic but not 
unpredictable: the state is delegitamised; alienation between 
people and the state —  as Zambia's violent riots of 1986 
illustrate —  is sharply increased; class divisions are 
intensified, the lower classes are further impoverished, the 
middle classes become the 'new poor', and a smaller minority 
become the financial masters; social and economic burdens of the

m World Bmk, 1989.
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most vulnerable —  women, youth, and children —  are increased; 
insecurity of all forms are intensified; human dignity is 
discounted; crime, social disorder, and violence are deepened; 
and a massive "brain-drain" to Europe and North America is 
triggered —  due to high unemployment and meagre salaries 
created by adjustment. Nhat dees Zambia'a ordaal with tha 
Bratton Woods institutions naan for tha rast of sub-Saharan 
Africa? Of all the developing regions of the world the worst 
debt is that of sub-Saharan Africa,Collectively, the region's 
debt amounts to over $180 billion, three times the 1980 total, 
and 10 per cent higher cnan its entire output of goods and 
services. Debt service payments come to $10 billion annually, 
about four times what the region spends on health and education 
combined.While in other developing world regions the gap in 
income among its people is widening, in sub-Saharan Africa 
almost no one is getting richer. Practically every country 
south of the Sahara underwent IMF/World Bank structural 
adjustment programmes in the 1980s. The per capita income of 
most sub-Saharan nations, not unlike Zambia, actually fell 
during this period. It follows, that as in Zambia's ossa the 
sever# drop in purchasing power translated into aggravated food 
insecurity. Additionally, the Bretton Woods Institutions have 
attributed signifioantly to undermining feed security in the 
South in a manner not ooamonly dealt with in the literature. 
Since the unfolding of the Green Revolution, diets world-wide

Ëxciwlini Soeth Africa 
*** UiKh Starke (ed), 1994.74>7S.
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have witnessed unprecedented revolution and standardisation. 
"Diets almost everywhere are becoming Americanised as global 
television ads, packaged-food products, and fast food chains 
make their way into traditional societies around the world."*®' 
Globalization of the food system has taxed the ability of 
national governments to maintain their own standards for the 
food their people eat. The case of China distinctly illustrates 
the point, within the last two years, rising meat consumption 
has transformed china from a net grain exporter of 8 million to 
a net importer of 16 million tons as a result of diet conversion 
to more beef products. As Lester Brown notes, if the current 
world grain harvest, were equitably distributed it could aiqpport
2.5 billion peqpla at the Mneriean level of oonemptiem, 9 
billion at the Italian level and 10 billion at the Indian level 
of oonsumption.®®' The Bretton Woods Institutions have created 
the global climate (especially through 'free trade* frenzy) to 
ensure the penetration of increasingly larger and fewer foreign 
food conglomerates that transform local economies as well as 
local diets. One of the most threatening results to food 
security is the raising of urban elite addictions to non** 
traditional, Western, "Americanised" foods. This seemingly 
harmless 'natural progress' gravely undermines food security in 
the South by, among other things, increasing food dependency and 
threatening local agricultural livelihoods; the case of Zambia 
is no exception. As shown in Chapter four, adjustment

^  Banwt n d  Cavanagb. 246.

Lester R. Bmwu,Teeim# Food Scercity*. WeridWeteh Nov/Dee, 1999.10-20.
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encouraged commercial farming to turn to the export market while 
discouraging and making it increasingly difficult for 
subsistence farming (which traditionally has produced such 
staples as maize, millet, sorghum, cassava, and beans) to 
prosper. A recent World bank study has warned that "the wars of 
the next century will be over w a t e r . B u t  countries are still 
told by the World Bank and Western trained economists that they 
should develop, at the expense of their traditional water-sparse 
agriculture, foreign-exchange-earning crops like flowers, 
lettuce, and strawberries —  which even need more water.The 
contradictions are absolutely staggering. The incongruities of 
structural adjustment become even more absurd when contrasted to 
the framework repeatedly spelled out by the international 
community in the realm of "universal, indivisible, and 
interdependent" human rights. Therefore, any attempt at general 
observations regarding the frenzy of the counter-revolution and 
any endeavour to generate general recommendations regarding 
structural adjustment programmes v i s - à - v i s  justice and human 
rights frameworks laid out by the international community would 
be incomplete without a general consideration of the laws of 
'Man' and God.

The most powerful shareholder inside the World Bank and 
IMP is the United States of America. Its July 4, 1776

^  "As the wwld runs (fay...Next, Waw Over Watert'* WoridPieaa Review. November, 1995,8-10 
World Praw Review, 8.10
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D e c l a r a t i o n  o f  I n d e p e n d e n c e , on which the international term 
Human Rights if partially based, includes the following;
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that mil men are created espial, th|t they ere endowed by their Creator with certain unalienàble Rî ta, ' that a*W these ere life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness * that whenever any foria of 6oven«#e;i»t becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of thé People to alter or to aboiish it...

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948 includea^^;
A r t . l  A l l  human b e i n g s  a r e  b o m  f r e e  e n d  e q u a l  i n  d i g n i t y

::':and rights. ' : :  'Art.9 Ho one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Art. 22 Sveryoné, : as a nesiber of society, has the right to social

security and is entitled to realisatiw), through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the org#nisatioh and resourcoe of each State, of the economic, social 
and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free 

/ development of his personality.Art.23 (I* Bveryone has the right to work, to free choice ofenjoyment, to just e*W favourable conditions of work 
md to protection against unemployment.; (III) Averyone who works has the right to just and favourableremuneration ensuring for himself, and his family an eaistence worthy of husm dignity, and supplexMmted if necessary, by other means of social protection.

Art..23 tX) Hveryohe has the riggit to a standard of living adequate for 
health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, bousing wd médical care and necessary social 
services, and the right to security in the event of unenmloyment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of 

: livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.Art. 28 everyone is entitled to a social and international order in whigh the eiçdits and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realised.*”

The Bmnan Right# Burop#an Convention for th# Protaotion of 
Human Riÿtta and Fundanantal Froadom of 1950 was signed in Rome 
by 12 European nations, including IMP World Bank shareholders, 
France and UK.

Czechoslovakia, Yugodavia, Poland, the Republic o f South Africa, Saudi A nbis, Ukninian SSR and the USSR 
abstained. Saudi Arabia and Sooth Africa abstained because they found the (kclaiation too propeiiive. Ihe  
socialist States abstained because the oajorih 'delded amendmente proposed by thoae states which postulated; (1) 
equally  not aah ' of sU people, bat o f  all ealioes; (2)ibotitioa o f ag>ital puuWmmnt In peacetime; (3) a b a a o e  
fliadfl propaganda, as wall as m llila iü t and racist propagamda as aatW umast,
Edmund Jan Osmanczyk "The Entÿclopaedia o f  the United Nations and Interaatiomal Agrasmanta", 1986,361-
63
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The following is an excerpt from the Convention's 19 Articles: 
"The Governments signatory hereto, bving Members of the Council 
of Europe, Considering the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10th 
December 1948...Have agreed as follows: Art. 3 No one shall be 
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment.

On December 16, 1966 two Human Rights Covenants
(International Convention on Civil and Political Rights and 
Covenants (International Convention on Economic, Social, and 
Economic Rights) were unanimously adopted by the UN General 
Assembly (Res. 2200/XXl). The text includes the following:

XtttMaatloul cpimnitiea civil wad VeUtleal might#
Pact X Aet.l In no case may a people be deprived of its own

subaistenoe.Part XXX Art,5 <i) Svery human being has the Inherent right to life.
Art.7 No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Xntematloasl Oonvsastton eo looneaie, tooial and cultural mights

Art. 7 the State Parties to the present Covenant recognise theright of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensure, in particular:
(a) Remuneration which ptovides all workers, as a ainioum,' with:
(1) Pair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal valuewithout distinction of any kind, in partloular women being guaranteed conditions of work not inferior to those enjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal work:
(ii) A decent living for themselves and their familiesin accordance with the provision of the present Covenant:
(b) Safe and healthy working conditions;Art. 10O) Children and young persons should be protected from

économie and social exploitation.
Art, 11 <1) %h# Stabs Parti## to ' tha trmsamt Cowsnaat raewfnli# ..Uw

. : «l#t of awaeyea# to am amsqmat# etaadard of living for
hismwdf end his family,, iWt#ng admi^t# food, olotUag,

113OmuuKzyk, 155.
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•ad boosiagi «ad to eeatdaMOW of Uvi«9
aoaditioai.

(2) 1b» tt«tM pmeti*» t »  th» pxwwat oowMMtat, caeopdniay
Vbm fuadammatml «woxjfoa» to b» f*»« **m bw#w»
«baU WeOf ladMndwdJV #%*«# iatoiaatleaal oe- 
o|M»«ti«a, th» MMuMUMOr liTuitadtag qNMdtio peogeaewi 
vbiàh êxm aoodod*

(b) Xaklaff toto «oommt th» problom *f both food*l#»*t&mg «ad 
food'»m*ortia* ooaatii»#, t« «nour» «a «foittbU 
dlatxibtttlea oC woxld food «onpll»» la r»3»tlaa to n»»d.

On May 13, 1968, the International UN Conference on Human 
Rights held in Tehran, in keeping with Res. 2081/XX of UN 
General Assembly, called on mil pmoplms and gev#mm#ntm to 
Intensify efforts in pursuit of ensuring mil people the 
possibility of physicml, spirituel, intelleotual and social 
development in eenditions of freedom and respeot for human 
dignity in the spirit of the principles of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights adopted 20 years earlier.^"

On November 22, 1969, a Convention called the Pact of San 
José, was signed by the organisation of American Stakes (OAS). 
The Human Rights American Convention included:

Art. 4. Sight to bif#
(11 Every person hea the right to have his life respected. This right shell be protected by law and, in general, from the moment of conception. No one shell 
be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
Art. S. Higbt to Bumaa Troatmeat
(1) Every person has the right to have his physical, mental, and moral 
integrity respected.
Art. 17. Right# of th» ffaaily
(11 The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is 
entitled to protection by society and state.
lUOsttianczyk. 361.
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êxté 9A, Ki#Us tofufuxtf
tftwqr «ad 4HV ottMUr f9 »  ef mgpWtmtlw* o« ma bgr «*« alwU te ptefaiibited 

lif law.
It is worth observing that, the Bratton Woods Institutions' 
largest shareholder, the United States, did not sign this 

landmark Convention.
The Law of God is resounded in the above declarations:

"If you make gifts to rich people or o|*»ress the poor to gst rich, you; wiil 
become poor -yourself." "Proverbe
"listen to this, you thet trample on the needy end try to destroy the poor of the country, you say to yourself, *We cm't wait for the holy days to be over with so that we can sell our grain. Wten - will ,:tte itehtetb end, so that we earn 
mtawt'««Iliad a#lm? «ten w»,: mn. :oter#*te«V us#.' faite sm#*r«s, and fim tte 
swalte to : #««$ «# :o#stetete*' #- #x.' sel̂  dteat at high price.
#'11 dite a Pter a# .wte teh't pear hi# dtete, mt #ysm: the prioe of a pair of 
««adsla, W-tefll :'h# #.#.'#«*«.''' .fte;:'!#),; the God of Israel hasaWdrn, *1 will never fptget t̂  dètes. '" -teoa 8:4-7.
"This was the sin of Sodoa, she and her daughters were proud, because they had 
plenty to eat and lived in beads and guiet, but they did not care O f  the poor 
and the underprivileged." -#sekiel 18:49.
"If you oppress poor people, you insult the sod who made them. " TProyerbs 22:9.' - '
'̂The lord says to them (Israel), the truth is ttet at the same time you fast, 
you pursue your own interests and oppress your workers. Do you think this kind of fasting will make m  listen to your prayers? #at kind of fasting I 
want is this 'Pssw ss tea dbalas o* cpgteaaicm W  tte .yskm̂ of- injmtite, ted 
Imt tte oppWtei/teTfktef' :teate : yeur fogd with, tte and ope# - ##te
doers to the ihcSmdass poor. : gdw#:: olothm . # #te« 'Who. hste notWav to 
woar..." -Isaiah id:3"4,4.

Why bring God into immumm ef mtruetursd md)u#tm#nt and
n#o-lib*r#l •oonosdas? Although the main concern is with the 
orthodox economic theory, it is nonetheless significant to 
recognise the social and political conditions that paved the way 
for what Maiden Bello has so aptly labelled ’dark victory'; the 
counter-revolution which continues to dictate, ationg other 
things, IMP and World Bank policy. The ’new right' creed —  
which regards the excessive expectations and demands of people 
as posing a threat to representative governments, calls for a
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return to the old pattern o£ relations between governors and 
governed, and demands reduced expectations o f what economic and 
other goods governments should provide —  owes much of its 
prosperity to pharisaic Christian forces that presume to be vox 
p o p u l i .

This wave of religious neo-conservatism is a time warp to 
medieval conceptions of morality and religion. It is a 
regression to dark times in human history where the Holy Gospel 
was vulgarised to justify such atrocities as witch-hunting, 
slavery, and racial discrimination and segregation as recent as 
this century in countries such as the United States and South 
Africa. It is at this time for example that, in the United 
States, organisations such a s  The N a t io n a l  C o n s e r v a t i v e

Political Action and M o ra l M a j o r i t y  which in the 1980s claimed 
five million-members, advocated positions that included
opposition to the equal rights amendment and increased US 
military spending (in the spirit of anti-communism). These
organisations promoted conservative causes and candidates in the 
United States and contributed millions of dollars in support of 
Ronald Reagan's presidential campaigns. These groups, although 
to a lesser extent, were paralleled in Great Britain, Australia, 
Canada, West Germany and other Western countries. Such
sanctimonious organisations have drawn many Christian people to 
become more active citizens, helping to win, among other things, 
passage of welfare 'reform' and other legislation aimed at 
degrading the less fortunate. They have made frightening strides 
in exalting individualism in a "survival of the fittest" mode
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while flagrantly vulgarising notions of collectiveness, 
solidarity, and "love one another as I have loved you." This 
new malignant wave has unleashed unprecedented contempt for the 
poor and hungry, violence, racial division, and a culture 
dominated by consumerism and self-interest. This deceitful and 
dangerous thrust of 'morality' upholds traditional family values 
but refuse to confront the obscenity in having hunger and 
poverty live side by side with affluence, exploitation, 
avarice, predatory business, extravagance, and travesties of 
justice. Yes, the IMF and World Bank are draining peoples' 
dignity in the south (and increasingly in the neighbourhoods of 
the shareholders as well), but these mighty Institutions do get 
their endorsement from people —  a minority perhaps who control 
a great deal —  hut nonetheless, a class of people whose 
determination to achieve the 'American way of life' while 
trampling fundamental human rights and justice is absolutely 
relentless.

owes ties the market eyatem shapes the values that govexa the 
dheiees we mahe...Zt is no wonder that a great mmny parents In 
our eouatry saorlfloe family values for greater rlobes, even in 
families that are already liviag like royalty -- in material 
terms —  hy the standards of huaaa history. its is ao wonder 
that people ia amsrios ^ppioally qhSTmel the heat of their 
ammrgies into the pursuit of professional advaaoaasnt and choose 
to allooate little time for friendship. It is ao wonder that 
ahsgping eeatxea^ not perk# or seared groves, beeoas centres of

Justice means policies and institutions that protect 
rather than exploit or ignore destitute persons. "When 'love 
one another as I loved you' gets translated into 'tough love,'
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SO tough that it allows the homeless to wander the streets..•and 
leaves children to go hungry, and forces the poor to pay debts 
rather than go to school or get immunised, Jesus —  end every 
other major religious figure —  has been betrayed."^’̂̂ Which 
leaves one truly unable to disprove Marx's "Religion.is the 
opium of the people." Thus, the importance of linking the 
religious component of the counter-revolution becomes 
distressingly clear. "Any sensitive Christian today surely 
feels a bit like Moses. In numbing yet chilling detail, 
horrifying statistics depict the magnitude of the plight of 
God's suffering people: 500 million hungry, one billion living 
in mxtrsms poverty, 40 million deaths a year from hunger and 
malnutrition, 1.5 billion without aooess to msdioal ears, 2 
billion without a stWble water supply, and 358 billionaires on 
the planet whose oostinsd net worth is eqpial to the eeabinsd 
inoome of the bottom 45 per cent of the world's populationf In 
other words, 358 people's net worth equals 2 350 000 000 
people's inoome.'" in the words of the late Russian leader, 
Nikolai Lenin, "Under capitalism we have a state in the proper 
sense of the word, that is, a special machine for the 
suppression of one class by another."®" The "moral majority" -- 
while it is not by any means the only force behind the counter
revolution and contrary to what the name idplise it is not 
rsprmssntativs of the majority of Christians —  is an extremely

'"FmduîJimHugti Erich Mifliii. “Bavond Wamliew". OMsI gd AdYBgTY Rmtlgtf *
Eran Esnr, "Am AmlW NmfObW Mv 1996.12.

,va
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potent one? for a Christian who reveres a God of Justice end 
liovs it is impossible and immoral not to challenge and repudiate 
a 'morality' that invokes personal and exclusive financial gains 
that mock justice, human dignity, and fundamental human rights. 
This so called morality emulates a theology that worships the 
lowest wage, the fewest environmental rules, the weakest unions, 
limited health benefits, survival of the fittest, for the sake 
of divine profit and shareholder maximisation. It is a movement 
that fortifies the new colonial viceroys, the IMF and the World 
Bank, owned by the richest institutions run by the richest 
people in the richest nations. This 'new right' ideology 
worships sqphlstic free nerkets, exalts 'traditional' values, 
and vehemently attacks welfare state. The new divisions (as the 
neo-conservatives see it) are no longer between rich and poor or 
exploiters and exploited or powerful and powerless but rather 
between producers (managers and workers) and parasites (welfare 
claimants, immigrants and the like.) The remedy (in the 'new 
right' view) is to introduce tax cuts for wealth generators 
(i.e. top income earners and corporations) viewed as essential 
to restore incentives for economic growth and to leave state 
functions such as taking care of the old, sick, small children 
to be done by charities, families or the vulnerable themselves. 
Th# notion of m oomnunlty of ohazod goods and possessions 
r#v##l#d in th# Soriptuxos ar# ignored or scoffed at as 
unrealistic and frighteningly socialistic. This mendacious and 
self-serving view of Christianity is indeed nauseatingly 
selective and self-serving. St. Basil the Great (330-379)
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reminded "The bread in your cupboard belongs to the hungry man; 
the coat hanging unused in your closet belongs to the man who 
needs it; the shoes rotting in your closet belong to the man who 
needs it; the money which you put in the bank belongs to the 
poor. You do wrong to everyone you could help but fail to 
help."^*

In his address to the UN General Assembly in October,
1995, Pope John Paul II conveyed this message:

...Nationalistic and economic utilitarianism are sometimes 
combined, a phenomenon which has too often characterised 
relations between the "North" and the "South". For the «merging 
countries, the achievement of political independence has too 
frequently been accompanied by a situation of de facto economic 
dependence on other countries; indeed, in some cases, the 
developing world has suffered a regression, such that some 
countries lack the means of satisfying the essential needs of 
their people. Such situations offend the conscience of humanity 
and pose a formidable challenge to the human family.. .she 
international eoonoaio aoene needs and eOüo of solidarity, if 
paxtloipation, economio growth and a just distrlhutloa of goods 
are to obaraeterlse the future of hoaaal^. Nhen millions of 
people are suffering from a poverty which means hunger, 
malnutrition, sickness, illiteracy, and degradation, we mast not 
only remind ourselves that no one has a right to exploit another 
for his own advantage, hut also shove all we must renneml t 
ourselves to that solidarity whioh enahles others to live out in 
the actual oiroumstances of their eaoncmio and politieal lives 
the oreativity which is a distinguished mark of the human person, 
and tha true source of wealth of nations in today's world."'*'
Whether one accepts the Laws of God or the Laws of 'Man", 

(expressed in various Human Right Declarations) based on the 
evidence presented regarding the policies prescribed by the 
Bretton Woods Institutions; judging from the atrocious outcome 
of these policies; and by grasping the absurdity and pernicious 
tendencies of the orthodox theory, one must conclude that the 
IMF, the World Bank, and its supporting theory represent a 
vulgar violation and mockery of Human Rights set out by 'Man' or

Paul Valley, Bad Simaritana; Flrat World Etfitca and Third WofldItebt. 1990,329. 
**° Catholic Woikar, December 1993
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God. This Is more grievous considering that prior IMF and World 
Bank studies have revealed that such policies are harmful to the 
well-being of the 'target' population. Ironically, the inhuman 
conditions inflicted on adjusting populations by the Bretton 
Woods Institutions —  not least of which as this study as shown 
-- is the attack on peoples' food security, would in a time of 
war, constitute orime# agminet humanity and «van a violation of 
the Belainki Aooorda; tauntingly with the major World Bank and 
IMF shareholder, the United States, as one of the signatories of 
the accord. *21

Indeed, one is compelled to believe that the minds behind 
structural adjustment have either satirised or misunderstood 
Marx's "Worker's of the world unite" into "parasites of the 
world unite." It becomes nearly impossible to overlook the 
correlation between the refusal of the capitalist states to 
include "«quality net only of all paople, but of all nations" in 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (recommended by the 
socialist nations) and the IMF's and World Bank's mandate, as 
inherently irreconcilable. The refusal of the West to include 
the socialist recommendations in the landmark Declaration; the 
United States' refusal to sign the OAS Human Rights Convention 
of 1969; the fact that UNCTAD, the ILO, and the UNDP, seen as 
more representative of developing world interests, came under 
attack by neo-liberals in the 1980s; and the United States' and 
Britain's withdrawal from UNESCO in the zenith of Thacherite and 
Reaganite counterrevolutions, are not eolnoldental. Orthodox

Ml Cantdi. the USSR, and )2 Européen countries alao slped the Accord.
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#oonomio thcorlM dlnatlng World Bank and IMT poliolaa hava 
placMd tha two Inatltutlona on a oolllalon oouraa with ai a tar 
ozganlaationa in tha ON, i^oifioally tha World Food Programma, 
FhO, ONDP, UMI8C0, ILO, WHO, and UNICBF. In the final analysis, 
as Zambia's case has depressingly shown, the Bretton Woods 
Institutions are highly toxic for the well-being of millions of 
human beings and especially dangerous to the most vulnerable. 
Tha orthodoxy adjuatnant thaory ia about an reoonaiiabla with 
human naada and davalopmant aa nao-libaraliaa ia with 
Chriatianity; thay ara uttarly oontradiotory. The policies of 
the Bretton Woods Institutions and the theory inspiring their 
operations are a violation to fundamental human rights and are 
nonsensical. They expect what is politically, socially, and 
morally unworkable.

Claude Ake makes an extremely fitting point when, 
referring to African countries under IMF/World Bank adjustment, 
he says;

In some caaea the reduction of the government Iin] expenditures 
by as much as €0 percent is proposed. Can you Imagine the 
reduction of government expenditures in the United States by as 
much as even IS percent and the effects? consider policies that 
reduce peoples incomes to about 10 percent of what they were just 
two years ago. Can you Imagine a policy In the United States 
that would reduce peoples incomes by even 3 percent? Think of 
policies that increase inflation by one thousand percent. Can 
you imagine a policy in the United States that would increase 
inflation by a mere 3 percent? Yet, lightly, sisfly, routinely, 
people expect African's to take these policies as normal. 
"Africans", they say. "Are not embracing these policies, what is 
wrong with these Africans?"” '̂

^  Claude Ake. The Legltimeey Crisia of fte State”, (ed.) David Kenuet and Tukumbi lumumba-Kasanso, 
Stnictutal A4|ii«htiait the Crista in Africa. 1992,37.
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This is not to say that there are not good and socially 
responsible people within the Bretton Woods Institutions. 
However, these institutions are servants to their shareholders 
who (aa time passes) are elected by an increasingly lower 
percentage of the populace. "A society divided between a large 
impoverished mass and a small favoured elite results in 
oligarchy (dictatorial rule of the small upper stratum) or in 
tyranny (popular based dictatorship)".^^ What is being
witnessed is the distressing unfolding of a world where
increasingly fewer are controlling increasingly more. In the 
words of the German poet Hans Magnus Enzensberger; "more and 
more people are being permanently excluded from the economic 
system because it no longer pays to exploic them."̂ ^̂  The Bretton 
Woods Institutions play a pivotal role in providing the non- 
military muscle that ensures a favourable environment for
achieving these heinous goals with the added bonus of 
delivering the desired results without the graphic carnage and 
unpleasant bloodshed associated with military methods -- such 
uncivilised strategies are left to "uncivilised third world 
dictators and terrorists."

Naturally, this raises a multitude of questions—
regarding real democracy and prevalent political systems 
which are beyond the scope of this study. As Jacques Attali 
reminds us:

^  The Americw) sociologist and political rnaMisiSeymmir Martin yps6t quoted in Hanison, 398
H, M. Enzensberger (CM/ War. 1990) in P, R. Ehrlich, A.H. Ehrlich, and O.C. Daily, The Stwk and the Plow. 
1995,257,
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This new order will not put an end to history. It will not be an 
utopia, harmonious and placid. Indeed, conflict ia more likely 
now that the Cold War has ended and the market has 
triumphed...For inequality will cleave the new world order as 
surely aa the Berlin Wall once divided East and West.”’’

In light of the framework laid out by the Law of God and 
the Laws of 'Man' three distinct recommendations may be 
suggested: Continue, Reform, Abolish. As the case of Zambia has
emphatically revealed to oontlnue with IMF/World Bank structural 
adjustment is suicidal. Empirically it has been demonstrated 
that continuing with adjustment: denies dignity; subjects
people to "cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment"; "denies the 
right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and 
favourable conditions of work and to protection against 
unemployment"; negates "just and favourable remuneration that 
ensures an existence worthy of human dignity; refutes the right 
of "everyone to a standard of living adequate for health and 
well-being including food, clothing, housing and medical care 
and necessary social services; denies entitlement of "everyone 
to a social and international order in which the rights and 
freedoms set forth in international human rights declarations 
can be fully realised."; repudiates the right of "every person 
to have 'his' physical, mental, and moral integrity respected; 
and it induces "usury and other forma of exploitation of 'man' 

by 'man'.

225Jacques Attali, MtHemium: W/mm and tMuer In ihe Canting World Ordtr, 1991 quoted in Bello et el, I.
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According to T he O x fo r d Dictionary of t h e  E n g l i s h  

L a n g u a g e , rafomn m##nm "to nmkm or booomo bettor by romovol of 
faults or errors; rsmovml of faults or abuses, ospeoially of 
moral or politteal or soolal kind." Based on: the discussion 
presented in Chapter three; the evidence presented in Chapter 
four, the context provided by the Laws of God and 'Man'; and the 
dismal outcome of structural adjustment in Zambia, if all 
"faults or abuses, especially of moral or political or social 
kind" are removed from structural adjustment not only are the 
very pillars of its supporting theory shattered but so little of 
the programme is left standing that no programme will actually 
remain. This raises the third possible recommendation of 
dissolution. Indeed, abolition of IMF/World Bank adjustment 
programmes and replacement of the current unsustainable, 
elitist, predatory, discriminatory, exploitative, and alienating 
world economic system is the only genuine and meaningful 
recommendation that can be reached. What should this chaotic, 
unstable, unpredictable, unjust, immoral, poverty engendering 
system be replaced with? Attempting to provide tbs solution 

would of course be presumptuous and unrealistic. Moreover, 
this approach would simply mirror the current strategy. 
Collectively, we have held for some time now, a worthy and 
promising blueprint that can provide a starting point for what 
this ongoing and ever evolving system may look like. The 
structure of universal, indivisible, and interdependent human 
rights proclaimed time and again by the international community 
provides such a blueprint. Moreover, the Law of God, if not
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vulgarised and if not allowed to justify a 'morality' that 
invokes personal and exclusive financial gains that mock justice 
human dignity and fundamental human rights can indeed unite with 
international human rights agreements to provide a starting
point for a new order, A new world order rooted in and 
committed to these principles could not allow the dismal
situation the world continues to witness in the wake of the
'dark victory' of a system that ensures "the suppression of one 
class by another." Indeed, a new world order embracing the Law
of 'Man" and the Law of God could not allow: 500 million hungry
human beings, one billion living in extreme poverty, 40 million 
deaths a year from hunger and malnutrition, 1.5 billion without 
access to medical care, and would not permit 358 to have a net
worth equal to the combined income of the bottom 45 per cent of
the world's population. This new world order would not allow 
the notion of a community of shared goods and possessions as 
revealed in the Scriptures to be ignored or scoffed at as 
unrealistic and frighteningly socialistic.

As the world system plunges further to the right, the 
Bretton Woods Institutions continue to secure a global
framework that ensures the expansion of exploitative, humanly 
degrading, and tyrannical economic systems. As Ghandi reminds 
us:

There have been tyrants and murderers and for a time they can 
seem invincible,..but in the end they always fall. Think about 
it...Always,

Th« current tyrannieal system is no sxasptien. Whether the

current masters wait for the unbearable, barbaric, and degrading
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conditions that the system itself generates to cause it to bring 
about its own demise or whether it is done peacefully, the 
system w i l l fall. It is encouraging to know, contrary to what 
the current masters allege, that a blueprint for an alternative 
world order already exists.
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APPENDIX 1: Statlatioftl Overview of Zainbla

GEOGRAPHY OF ZAMBIA
-TOTAL AREA; 752,610 sq km (290,584 sq mi); LAND AREA; 740,720 sq km 

(285,994 iq mi)

-CŒklPARAnVEAREA; slightly taiger than die Province of Alberta

■ LAND BOUNDARIES: 5,664 km (3,058 mi) total; Angola 1,110 km (599 mi), 
Malawi 837 km (452 mi), Mozambique 419 km (226 mi). Namibia 233 km (126 
mi), Tanzania 338 km (183 mi), Zaire 1,930 km (1,042 mi), Zimbabwe 797 km 
(430 mi)

-COASTLINE; none-landiocked

• MARITIME CLAIMS; none-landlodced

-DISPUTES: quadripoimt with Bolawana, Namibia, and Zimbabwe is in 
disagfeement; Tanzania-Zaiie-Zambia tripoint in Lake Tanganyika may no 
longer be indefinite sinoe it is reported that die indefinite section of 
die Zaire-Zambia boundary has been settled

- CLIMATE; tropical; modified by altitude; rainy season (October to April)

• TERRAIN; mostly high plateau with some hills and mountait»

• NATURAL RESOURCES: copper, cobalt, zinc, lead, ooal, emeralds, gold, 
silver, uranium, hydropower potential

- LAND USE; araWo land 7%; permanem crops NEGL% meadows and psstmes 
47%; finest and woodland 27%; other 19%; includes irrigated NEGL%

- ENVIRONMENT: deforestation; soil erosion; desertification

- DEFOtESTATION RATE: >0 net aimuai percent 

-NOTE: landlocked

PEOPLE OF ZAMBIA
• POPULATICW, YEAR 199' 8 385,000

• POPULATION. YEAR 2010 (Projected): 15,515,000

• POPULATION, YEAR 2025 (Prelected): 24,185.000 

-POPULATIONDENSITY: 28,9peisonsporsqtnl
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• TOTAL URBAN POPULATION: 4,134,000

• URBAN POPULATION: 49.3%

-TOTAL POPULATION GROWTH: 316.115

• POPULATION GROWTH; 3,77%

• POPULATION DOUBLING TIME: 18 39 yeais 

-TOTALBIRTHS: 423,120 

-BIRTHRATE; 50.7 births per IOOO persons

• FERTILITY RATE: 7.2 children bom per woman 

•TOTAL DEATHS; 109,005

- DEATH RATE; 13 deaths per 1000 persons

• PWULATION UNDER AGE 15; 4,100,000 

-reRCENT UNDER AGE 15: 48.9%

-POPULATION OVER AGE 65: 193.000 

-PERCENT OVER AGE 65: 2.3%

- LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH: 55 years male. 59 years female (1992)

- NET MIGRATION RATE: -2 mlgiants/l.OOO population (1992)

- NATIONALITY; iKxm • Zambiaii(s); acgective - Zambian

- ETHNIC DIVISIONS: African 98.7%, Eun^man 1.1%, other 0.2%

- RELIGIONS: Christian 50*75%, Muslim and Hindu 24*49%, remainder 
incUgenouabeiiefr 1%

• LANGUAGES: English (official); about 70 indigenous languages 

EDUCATION IN ZAMBIA
- LITERACY; 73% (male 81%, female 65%) age 15 and aver can read and write 

(1990 est,)

• AGES OF COMPULSORY EDUCATION: 7 to 14

• EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE: 5.5% of GNP

• EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE; 16.3% of govt, expenditure 

•DAILYNEWSPAPERS; 2
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•DAtt-Y NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION: 89,000

- DAILY CIRCULATION; 11 per 1000 persons

. NEWSPRINT CONSUMPTION: 369 kg per 1000 persons 

-NATIONALLIBRARIES: 4.000volumes

- SKCIAL LIBRARIES: 27,000 volumes

• MUSEUMS AND SITES; 80 

HEALTH IN ZAMBU

- MEDICAL CARE EXKNDITURES: 2.9%ofgnp 

-ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE: 70%wthacass

- ACCESS TO SAFE WATER: 58% with access 

-ACCESS TO SAFE WATER, URBAN: 76% with access

- ACCESS TO SAFE WATER, RURAL: 41% with access

• CALCNUE CONSUMPTION, TOTAL: 2,016 calories per person per <toy 

-CAL(%IE CONSUMPTION, ANIMAL; 98 calories per person per day

- CALCHUE CONSUMPTION, VEGETABLE: 1,918 calories per person per day

- HOSPITAL BEDS: 283 population per bed 

-IWSICIANS: 880

- PHYSICIANS PER CAPITA: 1.4 per 10,000 persons

• NURSES: 5,655

- NURSES K R  CAPITA 9.1 per 10,000 persons 

-TOTAL INFANT MORTALITY: 32,309

• INFANT MC&TALITY RATE; 76 deaths per 1000 births

- MEASLES IMMUNIZATION; 58% of immunized under 12 months

• DPT: 66%  Immunized under 12 m onths

• AIDS; 5,803 cases reported 

GOVERNMENT OF ZAMBIA

• LONGFCHtMNAME: RepuNic Of Zambia
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• TYPE: miiliipvty aystem; on 17 Decomber 1990, President Kenneth KAUNDA 
signed into iaw the cnutltutional amendment that cfilcially reintroduced
the multiparty system in Zambia ending ITyears of om-pu1y rule

-CAPITAL: Lusaka

- ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS: 9 province; Central, Ctvperbelt, l^stem,
Luapuia, Lusaka, Northern, North-Western, Southern, Western

- INDEPENDENCE; 24 October 1964 (from U.K.; formerly Northern Rhodesia) 

-CONSTITUTION: NAAugust 1991

- LEGAL SYSTEM: based on English common law and customary law; judicial 
review of legislative acts in an ad hoc constitutional council; has not 
accepted compulsory ICJ Jurisdiction

< NATIONAL HCRIDAY; Independence Day, 24 October (1964)

-EXECUTIVEBRANCH: president,Cabinet

• LEGISLATIVE BRANCH: unicameral National Assembly

- JUDICIAL BRANCH: Supreme Court

-LEADERS: Chief of State and Head of Government; President Frederick 
CHILUBA (since 31 October 1991)

• POLITICAL PARTIES AND LEADERS: hfovement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD), 
Frederick CHILUBA; United National Independence Party (UN1P), none:
elections pending

-SUFFRAGE: universBl at age 18

- MEMBER OF: ACP, AflDB, C, CCC. ECA, FAO, FLS, 0-19, C-77, GATT, IAEA 
IBRD. ICAO, IDA IFAD. IFC, ILO, IMF, INTELSAT, INTERPOL. IOC, ITU. LORCS,
NAM, OAU, SADCC, UN, UNCTAD, UNESCO, UNIDO, UNIIMOG, UPU, WCL, WHO, WIPO, 
WMO.WTO

- FLAG: green with a panel of three vertical bonds of red (hoist side), 
blade, and orange below a soaring orange eagle, on the outer edge of the 
dag

• BRANCHES: Army, Air Force, Police, paramilitary

• MANPOWER AVAILABILITY; males 15-49,1,818,545; 953,718 fit for military 
service

ECONOMY OF ZAMBIA
• GDP; exohaitge rate conversion - $4.7 biliion, per capita $600; real 
growth rate-2% (1991)
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• GDP, AGRICULTURE; 16.69 percent of GDP Aom agriculture

• LABOR FORCE: 2,455,000; agriculture 85%; mining, manu&cturing, and 
construction 6%; transport and services 9%

-LABORFORCE.FEMALES; 28.7%ages 15/64

- ORGANIZED LABtXL about 238,000 wage earners are unionized

- INFLATION RATE (CONSUMER PRICES): 100% (1991)

-UNEMH.OYMENTRATE; NA%

- BUDGET; revenues $665 million; expenditures $767 million, including 
capital expenditures of $300 million (1991 est.)

-EXPORTS; $1.1 billion (fob., 1991); commodities: copper, zinc,cobalt, 
lead, tobacco; partners; EU, Japan, South Afirica, US, I n #

-IMPCKITS: $1.3 billion (c.i.f„ 1991); commodities; maehineiy. 
transportation equipment, foodstulüi, fuels, manufiictures; partners; EU,
Japan, Saudi Arabia, South Afirica, US

-EXTERNAL DEBT; $8 billion (December 1991)

- INDUSTRIAL MtWUCTION; growth rate -2% (1991); accounts for 50% of GDP

- ELECTRICITY: 2,775,000 kW capacity; 12,000 million kWh produced, 1,400 
kWh per cuf t̂a (1991)

- INDUSTRIES; copper mining and processing, transport, construction,
IbodstuA, beverages, chemicals, textiles, and fertilizer

- AGRICULTURE: accounts fbr 17% of GDP and 85% of labor force; crops - com 
(food s t^ e ), sorghum, rice, peanuts, sunflower, tobacco, cotton,
sugarcane, cassava; cattle, goats, beef, eggs

- ECONOMIC AID; US commitments, including Ex-lm (1970-89), $4.8 billion;
Western (non-US) countries, (X)A and OOF bilateral commitments (1970-89),
$4.8 union; OPEC bUateral aid (1979-89), $60 million; Eastern Bloc countries (1970-89). $533 million

- CURRENCY: ZamUan kwacha (plural - kwacha); I Zambian kwacha (OL) -100 
ngwee

-MINING/QUARRYING:

Silver; 29 metric tons 

Gold; 262 kilograms 

-MANUFACTURING:

Beer; 825,000 hectoliters
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Cigaiettes; 1,500,000,000 

Sawnwood: 76,000 cubic meteis 

Paper and Papeiboard; 4,000 metric tons 

Nitrogenous Fertilizer; 1,900 metric tons 

Cement: 405,000 metric tons 

Copper: 422,300 metric lora 

Lead: 6,400 metric tons 

Zinc: 20,200 metric tons 

Radios: 78,000

.ENERGY:

Hard Coal; 335,000 metric tons 

Motor Gasoline; 180,000 metric tons coal equivalent 

Electricity: 828,000 metric tons coal equivalent 

Energy Consumption: 198 kwh per capta

AGRICULTURE OF ZAMBIA
• LAND IN AGRICULTURE: 46.86%

• AGRICULTURAL POPULATION DENSITY: 22.19 persons per sq km

. TOTAL AGRICULTURAL WOIKERS: 1,930,000

-AGRICULTURALWORKERS, 1991: 68.5%ofwoikfoice

- AGRICULTURAL IMPCXITS; $35,000,000

-AGRICULTURALEXPORTS: $24,100,000

- P O æ  AND ANIMALS IMPCXtTBD: $24,200,000

-FO(X> AND ANIMALS EXPœTED: $10,600,000

COMMUNICATIONS IN ZAMBIA
- RAILROADS: 1,266 km (684 mi), all 1,067-meter gauge; 13 km (7 mi) double 

track

- RjUL PASSENGERS: S12,000,000 passeitger-kilomcter#
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• RAIL FREIGHT: 1,431.000,000 ton-kilometen

• HIGHWAYS: 36,370 kni (19,638 mi) tola); 6,300 km (3.310 mi) paved, 7,000 
km (3,780 mi) cnislied stone, giavel, or stabilized soil; 22.870 km (12,349 
mi) improved and unimproved earth

-PASSENGERCARS: 75,200

• INLAND WATERWAYS: 2,230 km (1,215 mi), including Zambezi and Luapola 
Rivets, Lake Tanganyika

• PIPELINES: crude oil 1,724 km (931 mi)

-PORTS; Mpolungu(lakeport)

-CIVIL AIR; 12 nugor transport aircraft

- AIRPORTS; 117 total, 104 usable; 13 with peimanent-surfocc runw^s; I 
with runways over 3,639 m; 4 with runways 2,440-3,639 m; 22 with runways 
1,220-2,439 m

- TELEC0Mh4UNICAT10NS: bcilities are among the best in Sub-Saharan Aftica; 
high-capacity microwave connects most larger towns and cities; broadcast 
stations - 11 AM. 5 FM, 9 TV; satellite earth stations - 1 Indian Ocean 
INTELSAT and 1 Atlantic Ocean INTELSAT

-TELEPHONES; 12 per 1000 persons

-TOTALRADIOS; 603,000

-RADIOS; 74per 1000persons

-TOTALTELEVISIONS: 200,000

- TELEVISIONS; 24.6 per 1000 persons

- NATIONAL HOLIDAYS; New Year's Day (Jan I); Youth Day (2nd Saturday in 
Mar); Good Friday, Holy Saturday (vaiiaUe); Labor Day (May 1); Arrica 
Freedom D ^  (4th Tuesdv in M^)t Heroes Day ( 1st Mond^^ in July); Unity 
Day (2nd Tuesdv in July); Farmer's Day (1st Monday in Aug); Independence 
Day (Oct 24); Christmas Day (Dec 23)

-TOURIST ARRIVALS; 141,000

-TOURIST RECEIPTS; $6,000,000

soaicei Softuaze Toolhhtks Hultlmealla AtJak
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APPENDIX 2 S D«alarations: Salaotad Exearpts

ualtmd 9tatmM o f Mario», Oaoiarotion o f  Xndtpoatimtam JUZy 4, 1714.

"We hold those truths to foe self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness. That whenever any form 
of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, end to Institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organising its powers in such form, as to them shell seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness...when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object, evinces a design to reduce them under Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security."”*

Obi ted Nations, Dhiversai Oaoiaratien of Human Rights December 10, IPdO”'

"Wherws récognition of th« inherent dignity and of tt* equal and inalienable tight» of 
all mambera of the human family ie the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the 
world.. .whereas tha peoples of tha Uni tad Mations hava in the Charter caaf firmed their 
faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of tha human person and In the 
equal rights of man and women and haye determined to promote social progress and better 
standards of life in larger freedom, whereas Member Sates have pledged themselves to 
achieve, in co-operation with the United Natlena, the promotion of universal respect for 
and observance of human rights and fundamental.freedoms,.."

âct.l All human beings are barn free and equal in dignity
and rights.JUrt.2 Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedomsset forth in this Declaration...

JUrt.E Ho one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.Art. 22 Everyone, as a member of society, has the ri^t to social
security amd is entitled to realisation, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordwce with the organisation and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.Art.22 (I) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of
emplojhsent, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unewloyment.(XIX) Everyona who works has the right to just and favourableremuneration ensuring for himself, and his family an existence

Alien Weinstein and Fiaak Otto Oatell, Fwedom and Crisi»; An American Histotv. 1981,9 4 M 1.
CaKhoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland, the Republic of South AlHca, Saudi Aiabis, Ukninian SSR and the USSR 
abatained, SautliAiabia and South Africa abataiiMd because they found the decimation too piogtessive. The 
aocialiat States abstained because the mqjority deleted sntendmenta proposed by those states which postulated: (1) 
tt|iisUty not M |y o f  all people, but ttf «U natkMs; (2) abolitioa o f capital punishment in peacetime; (3) a  b sa  w  
h K ls t proiMgaaila. as well as m lUtsiiit sad  rs d s t  propagsnds as antl4wman.
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worthy of huouin dignity, and supplemantod If nocosnacy, by oth«r 
meana of social protaction.

Art. 29 (X> B/aryona has tha right to a standard of living adaquata for 
health and well-being of himself and of him family, including 
food, clothing, housing and medical cara and nacasaacy social 
services, and the right to security in the event of nnen̂ loymant, 
sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of 
livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.

Art. 26 Everyone ia entitled to a social and international order in which 
the rights and freadwns set forth in this Declaration can be 
fully realised.

Dhited Nations, fluaan Rights Carmnmatm fZhtemationai Convention on Civil and 
Political Rights and covenants fmtemetional convention on JBoonomie, social, 
and JBoonoaio Rights; Decaater 1€, lS6t.

"Preamble, The States Parties to the peesant Covenant, ConaidarJng that, In accordance 
with tha principles proclaimed in Charter of the United Nations, reccgnlaad of the 
inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 
family ia the foundation of freedom, justlos and peace In the world,
Recognising that these rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person, 
Recognising that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Ideal 
of free human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want 
can only be achieved If conditions are areated whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and 
political rights, aa well as his economic, social and cultural rights...
Agree upon the following articles:"

XnbsnuitiQoaX Coavwitioa on, Civil amd PoXltioal Right#
Rapt X Axt.l (1) In no case may a people be deprived of its own

subsistence.
Pact XIX Act.9 u; Every human being has the inherent right to life.

I
Act.? No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel inhuman

or degrading treatment or punishment.

International Convention on loonoatlo, Aooial and Cultural RiRbt#
Part II, Act. 2 (1) Bach State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to 

take steps, individually and through international 
assistance and co-operation, eapecially economic and 
technical, to the maximum of its available 
resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full 
realisation of the rights recognised in the present 
covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly 
the adoption of legislative measures.

Pact 11% Act. a (1) The states Parties to tha present Covenant recognise the
right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the 
opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely 
chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to 
safeguard this right.

(2) The steps to be taken by a State Party to the present 
Covenant to achieve the full realisation of this right 
shall include technical and vocational guidance and 
training programmas, polices and techniques to achieve 
steady economic, social and cultural development and full

^E dm und  JanOsmanczyk “TheEncyclopaediaofiheUnitedNstioiuandIntemBtionslAgieemcntN*’, 1956,361. 
63
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«nd pcoductlv* «sqploynwnt und«r conditions sii£«gu«xdlng 
fundnmsntsl political and «conomic £r«adotas to th« 
individual

Act. 7 Tha stata Pactisa to tbs praasnt Covenant recognise the
right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable 
conditions of work ̂  ' h ensurSf in particular:

(al Remuneration which provides all workers, as a minim,
with;

(1) Pair wages and egual remuneration for work of egual value 
without distinction of any kind, in particular women being 
guaranteed conditions of work not inferior to those 
enjoyed by men* with egual pay for equal woik;

<ii) A decent living for themselves and their families
in accordance with the provision of the present Covenant: 

<b) Safe and healthy working conditions;
Art. 1013) Children and young persons should be protected from

economic and social exploitation.
Art. 11(1) The ttete Parti*# to th* present Covenant xeoogala* the

right of awecyoa* to an adequate akandard of living for
hieaelf and M #  family, inoindjng adequate food, clothing, 
and houeiog, amd to oontinuota ia^ of living
oonditiona.
The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure 
the realisation of this right, recognising the effect of 
essential importance of international co-operation based 
on free consent.

(2) Th# Atates parties to the present Covenant, recognising 
the fnndamsntal right of evnipon* to be free from hunger, 
shall take, individually and through international oo- 
operation, the masures, including specific pr<>gra8mea 
which-are needed:

(b) Talting into account the prohlee of both food*ljqpoxtlng and 
food-eaporting countries, to ensure an equitable 
distrilMitioa of world food sqpplies in relation to need.

Art. 12 (1) The States Parties to the present covenant recognise the 
right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health.''*

Organisation of American dtataa (OâSf. Pact of Pan Josd, PUmsn Rights Asmrican 
Csavention On November £2, 19S9.

"The American states signatory to the present Convention, reaffirming their 
intention to consolidate in this hemisphere, within the framework of 
democratic Institutions, a system of personal liberty and social justice based 
on respect for the essential rights of man;

Reiterating that, in acc dance with the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, the ideal of free men enjoying freedom form fear and want can be 
achieved only if conditions are cfieated whereby everyone may enjoy his 
economic, social and cultural rights, as well as his civil and political 
rights; and

OsmaiHzyk, 356.61
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(1) Th« St«t«a Parties to thia Convention undertake to respect the rights and 
freedoms recognised herein and to ensure to all persons subject to their 
jurisdiction the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms...

Art. 4. Right to Life
(1) Every person has the right to have his life respected. This right shall be 
proteoted by law and, in general, from the moment of conoeption. No one shall 
be arbitrarily deprived of his life.

Art. S. Right to Humaa xxeatsMat
(II Every person has the right to have his physical, mental, and moral 
integrity respected.

Art. V. sdghta of the family
(1) 1.ie family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is 
entitled to protection by society and state.

Act. 21. Right to fcoperty
(3) Usury and any other form of eeploltation of man by man shall he prohihlted 
by law.
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